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'The Internal Aarodynamics Handbook has been developed
in order to provide a convenient, accurate and reliable
internal aerodynamics design manual vhich enables rapid
determination of the internal airflow effects on airplane
performance, It also enables the computation of internal
airflow systems performance by developed theoretical and
empirical methods. The scope of the design manual relates
specifically to internal aerodynamics for the complete
aircraft speed range up to and including Mach 3.5. In
addition to the detailed data and methods presentation,
an extensive bibliography is providtd.
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Airbreathing vehicles hav,,e been developed for muach
o-f the flight spectrum applicable to their operation.
In the twenty -ear history of turbo~let operation,
ftJizht speeds have advanced from moderate- subsonic
to Mlach 3 and beyo-nd. Recently,, new innrovationZ
have appeared such as high by-pass ratio turbofans
with hiph air handling capacities which make induction
ristem losses and associated drag mo-re critical
performance items than with conventional troes
Variable 3-dimensional inlets, translating spikes,
and tranýslating c nwls are f airly- recent innova~tioins
aimed at prOPUlsio~n system optimization. .ewl exhaust.
s:.,stemr teý.chniqies suých as variable guided expansb-n

A elector no-zzles, blew-in-door nozzles and T- suppres.-
I Jon plug nozzles are appeari;ng, on the scene to

b~roadoýn the spectrum o:f perfo-rm-ance trade-off to be
accomplished.

A large quan!,tit'- 2data hasý b-eer. gathe,(red on
al rbreathing prp'nuli:rn s,-st.em perfor~mance!. 7orn. of
the!se data reside tý b this ontractor in its several

N divisIo-ns, in publication:_ of several governmiental.
agencies and of oth,'er contr-.ctors. ln the. f ield of
pr,-pulsion, inlet and exthaust flows and their effects
on vehicle performance characteristics,, there has
existed a defi~nit;e neeýd to bring isolated, though
related, items -of data together to be correlated Pnd

interpreted in. the light of known theoryý. The. effort
prese~nte-d herein was developed as a tool hrwnich
futu.re design evaluations can. bez m-ade on the basis :of
a- nec: e i~ ii'h nd omnrehensive correlation of
.1be lar-e qnnit xi-stinr. data than. has bseen
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1.0 Inlet Design Considerations

In order to furnish the aero-ther maudynic deiign of an air induction
system, a great deal of inforuation m•at be knAum about the roles and
missions oi the virczaft and about the d /-vce/fsvicca th.at Wre to be
supplied with air. The its= that have to be cnnsidered as dt.sign
features include size of the entry, locaticn, method of preconpression
(if required), entry lip shape, orientation, cross-sectional shape,
boundary layer removal provisions (if required), and secondaay air-
flow provisions.

1.1 Inlet Sizi4M

In high speed flight regimes, when the flight Mach number is greater
than the inlet entrance Mach Nunber, the sine of the freestreem tube
area occvpied by the flow that is required by the total propulsion
system is the moI.t important criterion for selecting the size of the
inlet capture area. This is particularly true if the aircraft is
being designed to fly supersonically. This parameter varies with
flight conditioL and hence, its variation must be considered over
the design flight envelope of the aircraft.

The muost iwportant air requirement is, of course, for the engine.
Other air requirements are minor percentages of the engine air re-
quirement, usually between 5 and 25 percent. Therefore, an evalua-
tion of the engine air freestreem area requirement trends will serve
to establish the requir~ment trend of the entire prop-ulzion system.
Figure 1-1 is a plot of the typical variation of corrected airflow
versus Mach number in the stratosphere for a turbojet or turbofan
engine. The corrected airflow parameter being used is W2 /'2/6 t2, i
where W2 is the engine airflow in Wnds per second, ,rt2 is the
sq\,'are root of the ratio of the total temeruAtue of the air to the
stuadard. total teerature of 518,6881 R, and a t2 is the ratio of
the en.ine face total pressure to the standa.d total pressure uf
i•4.696 pounds per square inch.

Noting that the corrected airflow demand is expressed in a tezm thaL
includes the engine face total pressure, it is apexeut that the,

inlet sixe requirement is a functicn of the inlet performance. For
purpoos of" this explanation, a typ!c, inlet performance schiedule
will be a~sour~d. This assumed schedule is plotted as Figure 1-2.
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Corrected airflow divided by flow area, K 'it/A 6 t' is a function
of Kaeh number. This is easily seen wboa we consider the familiar
continuity exprespion, m - P AV. K /i/A 6 t is tabulated in
Appeadix E and was used to generate the plot of vs iH curreiporad-
ing to the airflow •d-un plotted on Figure 1-I. Appendix E also
contains tabulations of corrected airflow W /1/A 6 t versus the
total to static pressure ratio Pt/P and amotker corrected airflow
parameter, W v -T/A Pt, versus Mach nmber.

Typically, the inlet capture area requiremiat is determined at the
highest flight Plach amber-as one would ezpect fran the AO versus X
trend of Figure 1-3. Figure 1-4 depicts the relationship of the
fýýeestrems tube area, AD, to the capture wrea, Ac. The ratio AOIAc
is the mass-flow-ratic *d is am importuat parmieter in the capture
area sizing equation. The equation can be expressed as

WDv'62 /6t2 .t2 1
A W r /A, 6 to 6 to Ao/Ac (I.i)

where WD is the sa of the engine airflow demand plus the other
flow requirements of the systae such as boundary layer control
bleed and secondary airflow. 6 %2/ 6 to is equal to Pt/Pto. If
the expected operating anss-flow-ratio at the design point is not
realized, a dowmard adjustment is required In the 6 t2/6 to term.
ThIs is accoliahed by a downstream motion of the terminal shock
to a larger area where the increased terminal shock Mach nuber
will increase the shock loss.

The foregoing inlet sizing criteria are strictly true, only when
the air induction system has variable geometry with sufficient
authority to vary throat area to accomodate the high corrected

d•icw d that the e,•gine• h" t law speed. In the case of a
fixed geemetry inlet the sizing expression is written for the uita1 m-
or throat area as

WD r02/6t2 6t2
SA A 1 = t 1 6 (-2V•'A; +ti(.)

where W• /*/AI 6t is a6 the desired throat Mach number at the
operating point where engine currected W-Lr'Liuw de.J" ina at a~ mwEi-
ws. The critical sizimg point may be in the low speed flight
regime whet the mas-flow-ratio or inlet velocity ratio is greater
than 1.0. Selection of the desired inlet Mach anaber may then be

1- 2
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based on performance roeuirementm. Int t performance in the low
speed flight regime in covered in the next section. (Section 2.0).

1.2 Inlet Location

The operating environment of an inlet is governed, in part, by its
location. However, because of the requirement for compatibility
with the overall arrangement of an aircraft, coulete freedom in
the selection of location is not usually available. The large
radomes oan mest high perf'amaace military aircraft have made the
nose location unavailable. Also aircraft length is often such
that the duct would be unduly loig with the inlet at the nose.
Hence, the inlet Is often located sam place aft on the body. One
then has the tavk of selecting the location around the periphery of
the body.

Figure 1-5, whi-h was taken from Referemce 1 shows the flow character-
istics about & body of revolution at moderate supersonic speeds.
This set of characteristics indicates that the bottom quadrant is
the more favored location, with the top running second best. Con-
siderable angularity and increased local Mach number are indicated
for the sides. However, most aircraft bodies are not bodies of
revolution and for practical reasons, the sides are often selected
for inlet location. The bottom of the body is shunned because of
injestion problems and possible foreign object damage to the engine.
When inlets are located on top of the body and are far aft, there
is considerable e that they will be located in a separated
region, particularly at angle of attack. The side location has
been used with success in several applications. The flow angularity
and freestrein Mach nmber elevation meaaured in flight tests on a
high performance aircraft *ith side inlets were quite moderate as
shown on Figure 1-6.

There is nn Rs-t method for _evkluatim the inlet location on an air-
craft. The foregoing discussion was me;nt to point up the fact
that location is a serious design consiLaration. In any develop-
ment program, measurement of the inlet local environeent should be
given high priority.

1.3 Method of Pre-Ccmpression

Pre-compression, prior to the terminal normal shock, in a supersonic
inlet can vary in dimensionality, quantity, and colexity accord-
ing to the requirmenats of the air vehicle. ?re-cupression z be
2-dimensional (i.e,,, with rmp/rups) or 3-dixenisioral (conical).
The number of degrees through which the flow is forced to turn de-
pends on the high speed requirements of the aircraft. The number

1-3
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required performa•ce level. Isentropic compression may be used to
achieve the required results in some cases. And finally, the pre-
compression devices may be made to vary with speed in order to
apti Zi-e perfom.a=ce - to pern.-it better 1inlet-e.ngin e matching.

Aircraft requirements can vary in the following manner:

1. All Subsonic
2. Basic Mission - Sustained Supersonic
3. Subsonic and High Stpersonic Mission Reqfirements
4. Basic Mission - Subsonic, Supersomic Performance Level Required
5. Subsonic and Moderate Supersonic Mission Requirements, High

Supersonic Performance Level Required
6. Subsonic and Supersonic Mission Requirments with Emphasis on

Low Level Operation

While detailed trade-off studies are required in the final select-
ion of inlet type, the type selection is slanted a prieri by the
above stated aircraft requirements. It is easily recognized that
the all subsonic aircraft does not need pre-cmression. At the
other end of the spectrum, the aircraft with a sustained high
supersonic basic mission can well use a mulvi-shock, mixed external-
internal compression inlet to ampaimse net propulsive effort and
minimiae specific fuel consuWtion. If the supersolic ased per-
formance requirement is sufficiently high on the other four cate-
gories cited, mixed compression might be required. External turn-
ing limitations are cited in Reference 2. One criterion is that of
shock structure requirements as they relate to satinfying equal
pressure across the vortex sheet between internal and external
flow. The other criterion relates to satisfying shock attachment
of both external and internal flow in supereritical operation.
This turning restriction is of little consequence below a Mach
number of 2.5. The air induction system requirm ents of a highly
maneuverable combat aircraft designed to operate up to this. speed
cm be satisfied ith l eternal inlet ccaWre:s--11 .ith lese
inlet control system roplexity and fvewer of the attendant technical
risks. Aircraft designed to operate above Mach 2.5 may be required
to have partially internal shock systems to satisfy perfornance
requirements.

The 3-shock, two oblique, one normal, all extermal systems has
been a fairly common choice in a0aronic inlet design. A fixed
leazing eee vdgc usually is used to generate the first oblique
Lynr Vw.o-M a• nnnreazcmn teoetry on the second shock is Quite

simple to design into the system by allowixg the second oblique
shock to be generated by a hinged second wedge. Up to L Mach
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number of about 2.0, near optimum compression is available from
such a system. The deflection angle of the first wedge is ofter.
limited by consideration of shock detackment at low supersonic
speeds. For instance, a 10 degree wedge generates a detached
shock until a Mach number o0 1.43. When the first wedge angle is
thus limited, the strengths and static pressure ratios of the
other two shocks tend to become excessive in the Mach 2.0 - 2.5
regime.

Isentropic compression, using a curved compression surface, can
be used to improve performance and control shock strength in that
Mach number regime.

The choice of 3-dimensional or 2-dimensional compression is often
made by general arrangement considerations. A better overall con-
figuration is probably achieved with 3-dimensional, axisyumetric
copression if the engine ts mounted in an isolated nacelle on a
supersonic aircraft. Again it is stressed that detailed design
studies are required to arrive at a final, satisfactory selection,
and developmental testing is required to confirm the selection.

1.4 CoMression Surface Orientation

The question of whether or not 2-dimensional comprebsion surfaces
should be horizontally or vertically oriented faces the designer
quite often. Intuitively it seems that the horizontal orienta-
tion, inherently, has a higher degree of attitude tolerance than
the vertical. However, there have been vertical riap inlets that
have operated and are operating successfully at angle of attack.
The development of attitude tolerance does, perhaps, provide more
challenge in the case of the vertical ramp inlet. However, there
are ways in which it can be accomplished. Some tolerance to angle
of attack can be provided by canting the inlet centerline downward
so that at. hiah nM!.rwvaft na_•.e of attack, the inlet anale of
attack is quite moderate. Angle of attack tolerance can also be
increased by modifications to the upper and lower sideplate design.
Therefore, suitability to the aircraft general arrangement sho'ud
be the governing criterion for copression surface orientation.

1.5 Boundary Layer Removal Provisions

High performance aircraft with the inlet located on the body or
other surface on which boundary layer can build usually require
same provision for diveraion of all ok putt of "'he boa, ylaq-er.
The reasons for this requirement vary with the aircraft and its
flight regime.
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Soe purely subsonic aircraft require boundary layer diversion
because the high static pressure gradient in the entering stream-
tube at very low mass-flow-ratios tends to interact with fuselage
boundary layir. The disturbaace ph cr-anon thst ametimet s re-
sults is often referred to as "duct rumble" Md will be discussed
in a later section along with other unsteady flow phenomena.

Supersonic aircraft with precompression always require boundary
layer diversion when boundary lay:r is present in order to oper-
ate satisfactorily. Ingested boundary layer would react with the
initial shock and cmpound shock - boundary layer interaction
problems with the subsequent shock weves.

Detailed attention needs to be paid to the design details of the
boundary layer diversion device. The major problems tnat can
occur are related to failure to give the intercepted boundary
layer a sufficiently clear exit path. When this occurs, the flow
blockage can feed upatrem and an apparent local thickening of
the boundary layer occurs.

For high performance and adequate inlet stability in the high
supersonic flight regime, boundary layer bleed is applied to the
capression surfaces and sometines to the walls of an inlet.
Distributed porosity has been demonstrated as being quite effect-
lye. However, slots which are more attractive from an ease of
fabrication standpoint can be located so as to perform just as
effectively. The design of a bleed system is scmewaat of a cut
and try process. The correct place to bleed is in the region of
shock boundary layer interaction. Bleed slots or porosity can be
located from Just upstream to just downstream of thf expected
terminal shock position. During exploratory develoysental test-
ing, the various candidate bleed positions can be throttled down
or shut off to determine the most effective location/locations.
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2.0 Air Induction Sy:.ttm Loss Determination

The major contirbuting factors to the loss of total pressure in air
induction --yatems vary with different flight regimes and operating
conditions. There are three flight regimes within the scope of tkis
study in which the makeup of the loss contributors differ. Common
to all three of these is the loss due to the combined effects of
fluid friction, diffusion, separation, and changes in shape and/or
direction in that part of the system with purely subsonic flow
most ituediately Lorward of the engine face.

In the static and very low speed flight regime, the pressure losses
due to flow around the inlet lips is usually the most significant
loss contributor, particularly when the lips are fairly sharp and
thin as on most high performance aircraft. In the supersonic flight
regime, the losses associated with shock wares become significant
contributors to the overall total pressure loss.

2.1 Inlet L2 Losses - Shap Lips

Reference (i) is a classic theoretical presentation of the mechanism
of the total pressure loss due to inlet flow over completely sharp
lips at inlet velocity ratios in excess of unity. This theory is
developed by use of a total momentm balance in which either a lip
auction force or a loss in total pressure is required to satisfy
conservation of mmentum. In the case of a coletel:_ sharp cylindrical
inlet which does not have lip frontal area to support a suction force,
the necessary total pressure loss was readily theoretically predicted.
This was done in Reference 1 by writing the wmeentum balance as

01 yp Ml 2 Al + (Pl - Po) A1, o = P ypo 2 Ao (2.1)

and writing the cuaztinuity relation as

1>1 ,aa AM (2.2)

and considering that

Pt_ A P l (P/ 1100)(o3 p ((.FB)

Pto o (PO/wt),

and combining equations to yield

_(P/Pt)O 
(2-4Pto (P/rt), 1+ - l "12 ( Y )0]T(M

( " )o

This relationship is plotted aa Figure 2-1 . Data from Reference 2
for a sharp lipped inlet is plotted thereon, and shown reasonable
substantiation. Me reason for selection of Reference 2 data was
the low diffuser loss level which makes the comparison near valid



wiLhuut separation o' the twn loss contritbutors. While the agreement
is very good at inlet Mach numbers up to about 0.7, premature choking
is noted for the Reference 2 model. This is believed to be due to the
approximately 1.5 diameters of constant area throat in the model. How-
ever, for inlet Mach numbers in the practical range, the method is
shown to be valid for predicting losses incurred in flow into a sharp
lipped inlet. A computer program has been written based on equation
2.4. A listing of the program is included as Figure 2-38.

The sharp lip losses derived in equation 2.4 are an invisced phenomena.
In the "real world" of viscous forces an additional sharp lip loss
occurs due to separation of the internal flow at the sharp lip. This
separation can be minimized by correct rounding of the internal lip
shape (at the expense of internal contraction), however, it should be
emphasized that the sharp lip losses calculated from equation 2.4 are
the theoretical optimum performance that can be expected. Since equa-
tion 2.4 is derived assuming a zero externLal cowl thickness and since
no improvement over this value can be derived from the internal cowl
shape the next logical question is "What effect does the external cowl
shape have on sharp lip losses". To find this effect, equation 2.1 is
modified to include a force on the stagnation streamline (F)

00 0i + F (F defined positive in the thrust direction)

If this equation is now combined with equations 2.2 and 2.3 as before,
the resulting equation is:

Ptl (P/Pt)o

2.4a
P-o (P/Pt)l I +,M2 (-OM2 F/)(aa)

a

To determine the effect o± the external cowl thiCkness on the. force
term consider the integration of the pressure along the stagnatic
streamline- As shown in Reference (1).

(P-PO)dA = 0

T P-)rA= - F (P-Pn)dA = --F 2.4b

where S is the stagnation point on the cowl. The term on the left
hand side of equation 2.4b is just the pressure drag term of the cowl
which will increase with increasing thickness. The negative sign in
equation 2.4b shows that the integration along the stagnation stream-
line from freestream to the stagnation point, defined as F, will be in
the thrust direction as defined. Therefore, from equation 2.4a, in-
creasi gthe cowl thickness will increase the positive force term which
will in turn increase the sharp lip losses. This again shows that the
sharp lip losses of equation 2.4 are the theoretical optimum performance
that can be expected.
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2.2 Wnlet Lip Losses - Rourded Lips

The theory for inflow losses with roul led lips, at mass flow ratios
in excess of unity, is an extension of the theory for sharp lipped
inlets. Reference 3 gives a similar expression to Equation (2.4)
for the estimation of inlet total pressure recovery for a round
lipped inlet; it is

Ptl 1 + K (A/Al)

[14 ý U2  M 0 H 2  
(2-5

(P/pt)0  1 (.5
L ~a o

In the above expression, a value of K equal to unity represents a
perfect vacuum acting on the inlet lip projected area AL.

Reference represented the most consistent set of data available
for the performance of a family of inlet lip configurations which
shared in ccmon a relatively low loss subsonic diffuser. The sub-
sonic diffuser loss was evaluated from test data taken with a bell-
mouth inlet installed and was considered to apply at a given iruet
Mach number for the entire test range of free stream Mach nhmb.ers
from 0 to 0.33.

The data available from Reference 2 included, in %ddition to the bell-
mouth case, a sharp lipped profile, round inlet lip profile shapes and
elliptical profile shapes. Round inlet lip profiles with radii of 0.04,
0.08, 0.16, 0.24, and 0.32 inches were tested. The inner minor axcs
of the two elliptical profile shapes tested were 0.08 and 0.176 inches.
The major axes of the elliptical profiles were 3.6 times the minor axes.

After isolating the lip loss from the subsonic diffuscr loss by the
use of data furnished for the bellmouth inlet, an analysis was con-
ducted to determine the value of K in tion ua5 .. It
was tLso made of the value of K that would be required to make t:e
lip loss vanish. For the roand lip inlets the two curves were found
to have some similarity in shape characteristic. An example of this
is shown in Figure 2-2 . As a result of this study, an average set
of values of the ratio of K to the K required to make tie lip loss
vanish was derived from the Reference data and is shown on Figure

- Values of Kreqd are plotted in Figures -i-id for
freestream Mach numbers up to 0.4. Since the values in Figure
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were derived from faired data and averaged, they wore then used to
calculate values for enearison with the data as published in Ref-
C, sn-u 2 . This ~ in------------t ri-W 2-1- &A2 u
the agreement is shown to be quite reasmeable.

Correlation of data for the elliptical p efiles wa quite good at
the static test col-diticn and the method for r-u-_ded inlet lip pro-
files can be used, with confidence, at static conditions for a
variety of curved inlet lip profiles. However, at forward speeds,
elliptical and circulur lip profile data did not agree. This is
because the lip loss is dependent ul on the pressure force generated
inboard of the stagnatiem streamline of the entering flow. At
st&tic condition, virtually the entire lip is within the stagnation
streamline, while at forward speeds the point of Impingement of the
stagation streaalL a varies with speed. Also at the point of
implngement of the stapastion stremaline the pressure is elevated
locally, and this effects the lip suction force. The amount and

. extent of this effect is concluded to follow a less predictable
• pattern in the case of the elliptical profiles. This is believed to

be caused by the fact that the elliptical profile has a varying
% radius of curvature as opposed to the constant radius of curvature

of the circular profile.

For arbitrary lip profile shapes, potential flow theory provides the
analytical base on which predictions of lip forces can be made.
However, this type of aralysis is far too ceTlex to fall within the
scope of this present work. In order to provide soae guidelines for
modifying the answers obtained from the method Liven for circular
prOiles, exmtples of data taken with elliptical profiles is shown
plotted with the corresponding calculated circular prifile pressure
recovery on Figure 2-n.

2.3 Low Speed Inlet Loss Calculation Method

Folloving is the suggested method for calculating the inflow port 4.onK• of total pressure losses at mass flow ratios, msl/%, greater than unity.
In this method, the mas flow ratio term, nl/m*, the ratio of Mass flow-
ing in the iule'4 to the theoretical choking flow, Is being -ased a-,the reference ratio.

•--

:PI;

K AL Iused in correlation AL suggested for arbitrary shape
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1. Required basic geometric data is the ratio AL/A1. The method
herein was correlated using the entire circular profile inside
and out but ignoring the 15* cowl or, the outside down÷stream of
the lip. Therefore the suggested criterion is to assess the lip
frontal to the 150 tangency point.

2. Select a range of low speed freestream Mach nabers to be a.-nnalyed.

3. Select a range of inlet Mach numbers to be analyzed.

4. Evaluate the corresponding values of total pressure ratio for
completely sharp lips (Ptl/Pto @ AL = 0), from Equation (2.1) or
read from Figure

5. The reciprocal of Ptl/Pto @ AL = 0 produces 1.0 + yK (i .priS
can be readily derived from Equation (2.5). \A] .

6. Calculate the value of K required to make the lip loss vanish as

K[.0 + KR (AL/Al)] - 1.0
Kreqd or K /Al

The bracketed quantity was determined in Step 5 above.

7. If present correlation is acceptable for configuration in question,
read K/KR from Figure 2-3 . The alternative being to resort to
experimental methods or potential flow theory.

8. The ratio of the estimated total pressure ratio to the sharp lip
total pressure ratio is then 1.0 + K (k/Al)

9. After obtaining the estimated Ptl/Pto = (Ptl/PtO)AL = 0

(1.0 - K (i/Ai)
the reference mass flow ratio, m/m*, can be calculated for each
point analyzed.

10. The mass flow ratiu,• ju- 1. 7 k 'i/! L k/• a

The derivation of the above appears in Reference 1

Many tabulations of (p/Pt) are readily available and M
can be shown to be equal to M it/T , "-t/T being also readily
available in tabulated form.
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2.4 Inflow Losses at Subsonic Speeds; Mass Flow Ratios Less Than 1.0

At subsonic flight speeds and at mass flow ratios of 1.0 or less,
there is no theoretical inflow loss. The losses in total pressure
that occur in an air induction system in this flight regime can
be accounted for: as occuring frcm friction, diffusion, or other
ducting loss. Methods for analysis of subsonic duct losses will
appear in a later section of this report.

2.5 Miock Loss Determination

During air induction system operation at supersonic speeds, a loss
in total pressure is incurred due to shock waves as the flow is
reduced to subsonic speed. Depending upon the configuration, the
shocks can be two or three dimensional. Another breakdown is into
the categories of attached oblique, detached oblique, and normal.
The latter is treated as a one dimensional phenomenon. There is
no known rigorous theoretical method for the analysis of detached
oblique shocks.

2.5.1 3ormal Shock Loss

A normal shock is formed when a pitot entry is placed in a super-
sonic airstream or also can occur as the terminal shock in a

Scompression chain downstream of oblique shocks or isentr6pic com-
pression elements as shown in Figure 2-9.

Reference 4. gives the following expression for the total pressure
ratio across a normal shock:

Pt2 _ t2
Ptl ýýtl

+ 2M 21 12
IY )1 N U M1' 22( ý- l) (2.6)

L

which for a value of the ratio of specific heats, y , of 1.4o
becomes:

Pt2 (6 M12  
_

Pt2 )35.

SP+1 172 M 12
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For most air induction system analyses in the flight spectrum

covered by this present work, a value of t - 1.4 is acceptable.
Values of normal shock total pressure ratio for y = 1.4 are
plotted as Figure 2-10 al-o-g vith other pertinent normal shock
relationships and appear in Appendix B in tabulated form.

2.5.; ., '-Dimensional Oblique Shock Wave Analysis

The expression for the total pressure ratio across an attached
oblique shock is similar to that for a normal shock, the differ-
ence being that the upstream Mach number, M1 , is replaced by the
component normal to the wave, i.e., M1 is replaced in Equation
(2.6) by M1 sin QW, where @W is the shock wave angle. Following
is the expression for the total pressure ratio:

-AS

_ = 0 t2 W e

Ptl tl y

= Y-1)MH sir? w] +' 2y -2 sin2 (27)

which for Y = 1.4 becomes

Pt 1 i W 3.5 62.5
Pt2 (6 1

2 sinU2 OW +( 6 M2sj2W-T

Bquatin (2.7) is valid for the total pressure ratio across any
shock wave. For the normal shock the wave angle OW is 90* and
hence the sine is 1.0 and Equation (2.7) becomes identical to
toglat-on (2.6). Fi -,_re 2-11 in a &rahic prementatiovi uf oblique
shock wave velocity relationships. The tangential components of
the velocity are equal on the two sides of the shock wave. Equa-
tion (2.6) can be used to calculate the total pressu-e when the
normal component of the upstream Mach number is employed. The
expression is valid also for three dimensional attached oblique
shock waves. The relationship between the surface deflection
angle and wave angle is different for three dimensional waves,
but the relationship between the total pressure ratio and the
shock wave angle remains the some.
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*.4. .,... - -pesin for, the ~l*iw.~~h~
tween flow deflection angle, 8 , and shock wave angle, Ow. Two
of these appear below:

cot ; tan .R +l) I)
((M. 2 siB ,,1) j (2.8)

which for 1.4 becomes

cot~ tan QW [ 6 *jL2

5 (Ml~ 2 sine g,-.4)-

and
"t; an 2 cot @w (MI~ 2 'J.2•t Q. l

2+ M1
2 ( + 1 - 2 sin2 9.) (2.9)

which for Y = 1.4 beccoes

tan 4 5 cot w (M 2 sin2 % - 1)

5 + M1
2 (6 - s *A2 Q)

In multiple oblique shock systems, there are optimi= combinations
of deflection angles for each supersonic Mach number. The re-
sults of an analysis performed by K. Oswatitsch, the translation
of which appears as Reference 6, give the optimum angles for two,
three, and four shock two-dimensional systems. Thes. system=
have one, two, and three oblique shocks, respectively. Each has
a terminal normal shock. Figure 2-12 presents the theoretical
shock pressure recovery values for optimum two, three, and four
shock inlets. Figures 2-13, 2-1i, and 2-15 present curves of
the optimm deflection angles for two, three, and four shock in-
lets. Figures 2-16, 2-17 and 2-18 present the corresponding
shock wave angles =nd Figures 2-19, 2-20 and 2.21. present. the
corresponding Mach numbers, For the analysis of non-optimum
multiple shock systems, tabulations appear in Appendix C from
which theoretical performance of the shock system can be analyz-
ed. Such information usually is presented ia graphical form,
examples of which can be found in References 4 and 5, however it
was felt that this tabular form would be both handier and more
accurate. The range of deflection angles for which the calcula-
tions were made extends into the region of shock detachment.
When thin hfya~ned; a. tnment was printed- The conditions for
shock detachment and also for the attairuent of sonic flow
appear as Figure 2-22. The progrm, from which the Appendix
tabulation was calculated, makes an attempt to handle the
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detached case. As was mentioned previously, the solution for
the detached case is not theoretically rl4orous. Test data re-
sults indicate that the answer in the tabulation for total press-
ure ratio in the detached case is consex-rative. Examples of this
will be shown in a later subsection. Sample cuLculations and
substantiating data for supersonic air induction system loss
estimation will apear later when all the loss contributing items
have been discussed.

2.5.3 Axisymetric or Three-Dimensional Oblique h.ock Wae Analysis

The analysis of the flow field downstre= of an attach,.d oblique
shoc.k wave generated by a right circular cone is ccxnsidtrably
wore coplicated than that generated by a two-dimen•.8onsl wedge.
Equation (2.7) does, however, hold true for the total pressure
ratio across the shock. The theoretical ex]prea~ion for super-
sonic conical flow is:

d2 vr r -Y + :L 'd Vr 22v

d-i 2 V2 dVr o
So (V -V (,_ct

dr

+ Y ) Vr (Vm - v 2) 0 (0.10)a (•

where Vr is the velocity along a ray, w is the ray angle, and
V in the maxim= velocity attainable by adiabatic expaasion to
asolute zero temperature. This equation and its derivation
opear in Re1ference 7. It cmn be solved nimericaily by the
ass••ption of a surface velocity and the knowledge that d Vr/d
is zero at the surface. The other boundary ccmdition is Equa-
tion (2.7) and the relationships shown on Figure 2-11 at the shock
wave. Tabulations of some of the pertinent flow parameters of
conical flow including shock total pressure ratio appear in
Appendix D. Unlike the two-dimensional case, these tabulations
are rot adequate for the analysis of multiple shock conical
system.
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A conical flow field is non-uniform. This is shown by a 3smpli.
solUtion 9f E-quatin (P-JO0) which ir Includel in Axvendix D.
Whet there are two oxternal conical shocks, as deVpic-td by
Figure 2-23, the second wave is curved due to the non-uniform
conical flow field. Reference 8 smggests that the second shock
can be estinmated "s a two-dimenaion*! shock in the average
conit.al flow field. This is approximately correct when making
an analysis of shock total pressure ratio. Hvwever, th-s does
not define the shape of the wave and allow one to deteritine
accurately the intersection of the two shocks and the relation
of the second shock to the inlet lip. A more exact analysis
was made of the second shock in wihich the orientation of the
downstreaw flow field was checked by continuity considerations.
A s=Wle result is included in Appendix D and indicates that
each element of flow in a conical flow field is turned through
an angle equal to the surface turn. An additional Accuracy
check on the result was made by a total mcmentum integration to
produce an additive drag coefftcient very netrly equal to zero
for the cylindrical control volume considered.

In addition to the conical flow field analysis results, EDPM
logic listings are included iL Appendix D so that internal
aerodynamics manual users wishing to perform additional external
conical flow field analyses on EDPM will have them available.

Another method of analysis that is often used for axisymetric
flow field analysis is the method of characteristics. Refer-
ence q presents a programed method of characteristics write-
up that is suitable for calculations of the flow field in cases
where there is only one external shock. This progrmi wil)
rccomodate multiple internal shocks, including reflected
oblique shocks. However, sudden slope changes such as the
second cone of a double cone inlet are treated by that pro-
gram as generating shocks of zero strength.

There has been no optimization analysis performed for multiple
0h.Ock sxisy-s-etric in-ts - exenaive as that performd by
Oswatitch for two-dimensional inlets. Reference 8 does, how-
ever, present values for optimum single and double cones which
Pppear as Figure 2-24.
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2.6 Internal Ducting Losses

2.6.1 Principles of Ducting Loss Analysis

2.6.1.1 Sources of Losses

Pressure losses are caused by friction, momentum, and turbulence
effects in the air flowing through ducting. Since air vehicle
engine inlet ducting is relatively short, the friction losses are
relatively small. However, friction can be the primary swirce
of subsonic loss in straight inlet ducts with small divergence
angles. Friction can also be a major factor in the loss of inlet
ducts with bends or high divergence angles because the momentum
and turbulence losses are affected by the duct velocity profiles
produced by friction.

Frictional forces are generated when air flows along duct walls
(or other solid surfaces). Except with rarified air (not encountered
in engine inlets), there is no slip of air particles at walls,
and duct flow causes shearing stresses in the air near walls. The
walls therefore impo3e frictional forces opposite to the dircction
of air flow. The wall friction also builds up boundary layers
with lower velocities than the primary duct flow. These boundary
layers are an important factor relative to most of the momentum
and turbulence pressure losses. Friction is the only source of sub-
sonic pressure loss in straight ducts of uniform cross section.

Momentum forces are generated by the static pressure distribution
imposed on the ducting walls (or other solid surfaces) by the
flow pattern of the primary air stream (outside the boundary
layer). Elbows impose momentum force components opposite to the
direction of air flow because there is centrifugal acceleration
of the air during turning. Screens impose momentum forces opposite
to the direction of ai,' flow because of the difference between
windward and leeward surface pressures prvduced by the flow.

Turbulence losses occur when the primary flow separates from
duccing walls and produces reverse and vortex flow near the walls.
These spurious flows produce direct losses by turbulence, and the
separation of the primary flow from the walls can also increase
the momentum losses. Separation is most cormmonly encountered in
regions of flow expansion or deceleration. These regions have

adverse (positive) pressure gradients because the static pressure
increases in the direction of flow. When the low velocity fluid
within the boundary layer cannot cope with the increase of pressure
produced by the prlmry flow stream, reverse flow will occur along

the wall from the higher pressure regions further downstream. The
pximary flow is then separated from the wail by a region of reverse

* .and vortex flow. The onset of flow separation is a function of
the nature and thickness of the boundary layer as well as the

magnitude of adverse pressure gradient (and other factors).
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Separation is more likely With la..i..r than turbulent .. o~ndary
La-yers and is most likely with thick boundary layers. Separation
is an important consideration in suibsonic diffusers because of
the required adverse pressure' gradients.

2.6.1.2 Correlation of Duct Component Pressure Loss Data

Basic data are usually 'resent-d as a diwensionless loss coef-
ficient defined in terms of duct dynamic pressure as shota,
below:

n = APT/q = loss coefficient of a specific ductin.g
component (Section 2.5.4.2 and 2.5.4,3)

=PT total pressure loss in ducting component

= pV2  dynamic pressure at ducting c%,ponf inlet

2g

- air density

V air velocity

g = acceleration of gravity

Most of the available loss coefficient C(ata are in the form of
total combined (friction, momentm, and .url'ulence) loss for a
duc-, cotnponent wla,-n connected down~stream ot a pipe with fully

developed turbulent flow. A duct lenpth 25 to 100 times the duct
dianeter is required to obtain fully developed turbulent pipe flow
(References 10 and 11). Engine inlet systems usually have lengths
less than tan times their diameter, aad their duct components will
have undeveloped duct flow (boundary layers not extending to the
centers of ducts). The friction loss of at. engino inler duct
comAon.etlt W11-1 therefore be dependent on the characteristics
cf the local boundary layer.

Th- boundary layers would usually be thin and turbulent near the
upstream end of engine inlet subsonic ducting. During supersonic
flight, an inlet has one or more shocks upstream of the subsonic I
ducting. The Interaction of shocks Yith boundary layers tends to
produce transition to turbulent flow and thickening in boundary
layers (Refcrences 12 and 13), but the thickening is usually
suppressed with suction boundary layer contrul provisions on
engine inlet systems. Duui: ug subsoni-c.. Vh 1 t tnr (m4nilm
cross sectional area (of an inlet will be a short distance
downstrea'm of the lip stagnation regions. The short flow dis-
tances along wElls tend to produce boundary layer thicknesses
which are Ei,,all co-npared with tl-e engint.. inlet throat size,
However, the flow distances will usually be long ercugh to obtain
relatively high (greater than 105) Reynolds number a,- the throat
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(based on distance from leading edge). Transition to turbulent

flow is likely in tis Reynolds number range, particularly with
the adverse (positive) pressure gradients downstream of the throat
(Refcrences 10, 11 and 10).

Assuming a turbulcyt boundary layer on a smooth flat plate with
no pressure gradient, the boundary layer growth can be approximately
defined as shown below (Reference 10).

6* 0.04625 x / NR) ).2 = local boundary layer (2.11)
displacement thickness

x = Distance downstream of the turbulent bounuary
layer origin

RX = Reynolas number based on the dimensional length

downstream of the turbulent boundary layer origin.

The above flat plate equation can be used co estimate boundary
layer growth along the inside of duct walls. Wall friction
coefficients can be estimated from experimental data (Reference
11), which shows magnitudes similar to a flat plate near the duct
inlet and magnitudes corresponding to fully developed pipe flow
25 to 100 diameters downistream of the duct inlet. ECtn. "s cn
this basis (Figure 2-25)Involve inaccuracies due to the assumption
of a turbulent bounEiary layer, the assumption of a hydraulically
smooth surface, and the neglect of pressure gradient effects on
the boundary layer. The assumption of a turbulent boundary layer
introduces little error in skin friction estimates because the
laminar and tra'-sition flow lengths would be relatively small for
engine inlet ducts. The assumption of smooth surfaces will cause
pressure loss estimates to be somewhat lower than actual losses,
but there is no practical general method of accounting for roughness.
Neglect of pressure gradient effects could cause large errors in

those of flow separation, but skin friction losses are small compared
with momentum and turbulence losses for these conditions.

Boundary layer thickness is an important factor relative to sub-
sonic diffuser momentum and turbulence losses. The skin friction
coefficient has a direct effect on duct friction losses. The
pressure loss of a ducting component can be correlated as the sum
of the friction loss and the momentum and turbulence loss (References
15 and 16). The usual duct friction correlation factor is four
times the friction coefficient (Reference 12). With turbulent
boundary layers, the variation of friction loss factor is relatively
small (Figure 2-25), and a typical loss factor of 0.02 is frequently
assumed for pressure loss estimates (Reference 17).
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;he exact region of bou,,dary 'Laver transition to turth e.int flnw
is an important factor in the subsonic performance of an engine
inlet systecm. If transition does not occur nvar the engine inlet

svstc? throat, laminar sepaiatlon could oLcur within the diverging
duct The loss usually would thcn h3c ,much greater than thbr due
to friction. Inlet performance may be improved by a lip boundary
laver trip when the operating Reynolds number is too low to assure
early transition with a smooth surface. Roughness criteria ior

boundary laver tripping are available (Reference 18).

2.u.I.3 Evaluation of Overall Inlet System Lo~s

Total losses arc evaluated as the sum of individual duct component
losses. The most important loss is usually the subsonic niffuser
because it contains an (adverse) expanding air stream uith
relatively high dynamic pressures. The losses are therefore addd
in the manner which yields an overall loss coefficient relative
to the dynamic pressure at the throat of the subsonic diffuser.
This involves correction for cross rectional flowz area differenzes
of various ducting components as shown below.

Ko -- (A/An) 2 Kn - Overall engine inlet loss coefficient
based on throat dynamic prcssure (2.12)

Kn = loss coefficient of a specific ducting component
(Section 2.5.4.2 and 2.5.4.3)

Al = area at t-b, inlet of subsonic diffuser (throat)
of an engine inlet systrm)

An area at the inlet of a specific ducting component

The above relations are for incompressible flow, and they are
exactly applicable only at low Mach numbers. Typical engine inlet
systems have relatively low Mach numbers except at the throat
(subsonic diffuser inlet). Pressuro losses usually increase

moderately with diffuser inlet Mach number except in the range
near that for choling (Figure 2-26), but there are considerable
scatter in the data (References 16 and 19). Test data indicate

that choking occurs at an average Mach number somewhat lower than
would be defined by the theory for the effect of boundary layer
thickness (Figure 2-26), probably because of m~nor flow angularities
at the section which chokes. Compressibility effects are usually
neglected when computing engine inlet system pressure losses
because Llicfc arc noc quantitativ-- generel an;21v,-i-. methods
available. However, the compressibilitv effects always impnse
pressure losses which essentially limit engine inlet system air
flows at high diffuser inlet Mach numbers.
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2.6.2 Subsonic Diffusion Losses

2.ý.2,1 Cet•rrl Considerations

A subsonic diffuser is a duct which increases in cross sectional
area in th! flow direction. Engine inlet diffusers [requently
have complex contours not conforming with any geometric shape.
Typical cross sections of interest are (approximately) round,
rectangular, and annular. Rates of divergence are usually not
uniform over the entire length of an engine inL] t diffuser. These
factors limit the generality attainable in geometric correlation
of diffuser pressure loss data.

The rate of divergence in the directioii of flow is an important
factor relative to diffuser performance. Conical divergence is
designated by the included wall angle (29w), and this also
provides a correlation of non-conizal diffuser momentum and
turbulence losses (Reference 16). Many other methods have( been
suggested for correlation of non-conical diffuser data (References
15, 16, 17, 19 and 20), the most general being in terms of an
"equivalent conical diffuser". The specific designation is the
included angle of a cone with the same inlet area, outlet area,
and length as the non-conical diffuser.

20d = 2 tan-' J - Al = equivical conical angle (2.13)

Al = diffuser inlet area

A2 = diffuser outlet area

Ld = diffuser length

The equivalent conical diffuser angle pro-vides a gen,.ral indiciz'tion
of diffuser length required to achieve divergence from one cross
sectional area to another (Figure 2-27), and it can be utilized to

correlate diffuser friction losses. The diffuser inlet-to-outlet
area ratio is also a factor in diffuser pressure losses, but the
area ratio correlation for momentum and turbulence losses is
different than for friction losses (References 15 and 16).

Kn = kd (1 - A1 /A 2 ) 2 + 4 f kd [-(Al/A2 )2 (?.14)

Kn = diffuser loss coefficient

kn = reference momentum pressure loss coefficient for
a specific type of diffuser (Figure 2-28)

kd = O.I4l2Jr-A/DetanOe = reference friction pressure loss
coefficient for a specific type of diffuser (Figure 2-29)
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cquivalenLol hafngle of difuser ..... gence

4f duct friction loss coefficient (Figure 2-25)

Al diffuser cross sbetional iulet aiea

A2  diffuser cross sectional outlet area

yi/De = a weighted average cross sectional shape factor based
on diffuser area (A) and equivalent diameter (De)

De = 4A/p = equivalent duct diameter (hydraulic diameter)

p = diffuser cross sectional perimeter

The reference friction loss coefficient is a coefficient normalized
to a unity friction loss factor and to an inlinitely small inrct-
to-outlet diffuser area ratio. The ratio of square root of aree
and equivalent diameter accounts for the effect of cross sectional
shape on friction (Figure 2-29). When a diffuser incorporates
a change in shape (i.e. rectangular inlet and circular outlet
cross sections), a weighted average value of the ratio can be used,
the important weighting being assigned to the high velocity
regions near the diffuser inlet.

The reference momentum and turbulence loss coefficient is a
coefficient normalized to an infinitely small inlet-to-outlet
diffuser area ratio. Since diffusers have adverse (positive)
pressure gradients, boundary layer thickness is an important
factor relative to the losses (particularly flow separation
losses), and this is best correlated by a dimensionless bounlary
layer thickness parameter (Figure 2-28).

61/R1 = boundary layer thickness parameter

6* = boundary layer displacement thickness at diffuser
1 inlet

R1 = diffuser inlet section radius
(or other characteristic dimension)

The diffuser inlet section characteristic dimension R1 is half
of the distance between diverging walls for all types of diffusers
(conical, rectangular, and annulars), and this defines the radius
of a conical diffuser. [he boundary layer displacemenc thickness
can be estimated for subsonic flight (Figure 2-25), but is usually
dependent on the unknown effectiveness of the inlet boundary layer
control provisions during supersonic flight. A boundary layer
thickness parameter of 0.01 has been suggested as desirable for
inlet boundary layer control (Reference 19), but this is net based

on any quantitative theoretical or experimental data.
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The diftuser loss criteria above would imply that increasing
Reynolds aumnler would produce decreasing friction loss (Figurc

2-25) with no change of momentum and turbulence loss. The momentum

dnd turbulence loss could theoretically increase with increasing
Reynolds number bccause of boundary layer effects, and the actual
diffuser loss trends with Reynolds number are not known (Refer-

ence 16). The exact effects of Reynolds number are believed to
be dependent on what portion of the total loss iý caused by skin

friction. However, the magnitudes of these effects are believed

to be relatively small.

2.6.2.2 Conical Diffuser Losses

More data are available on conical diffusers than any other type,
and the diffuser momentum and turbulence loss criteria (Figure
2-28) were developed irom conical diffuser data. Application of
this criteria for a selected thin boundary layer ( 1/Rl = 0.01)
and addition of friction loss (Figure 2-29) for typical conditions
(4f = 0.02) yields conical diffuser loss trends (Figure 2-30).

With large divergences (small inlet-to-outlet area ratios), the
overall losses are lowest for approximately 5 to 10 degree in-

cluded angles. in this range the optimum compromise is obtained
between the friction arid the momentum and turbulence losses.
Conical angles smaller than optimum are seldom of interest for
engine inlet systems, but large conical angles are frequently

desirable to obtain short diffusers. Conical diffuser losses
increase very rapidly at included angles greater than approximately
20 to 25 degrees, and the losses are usually greater than for an
abrupt expansion at angles greater than approximately 50 degrees.
Zero length diffusers (abrupt expansion) are sometimes considered
for engine inlet systems, particularly when high inlet-to-outlet

area ratios make tne dLJS•itE loss levcls rclatively small
(Figure 2-30).

Diffuser momentum and turbulence losses increase with boundary

layer thickness (Figure 2-28), and friction losses are a function
of flight Reynolds number (Figure 2-25). Large (up to threefold)
differences in the conical diffuser pressure loss trends with
boundary layer thickness have been observed during individual
experiments (Figure 2-30 and Reference 16). The reasons for these
large differences are unknown!, but boundary layer tripping
techniques appear likely to be an important factor in the diffuser
test data. Most of the diffuser tests involved boundary layer
tripping, and undeveloped pipe flow tests have indicated that
tripping can produce significant increases of friction not
conforming with the conventional turbulent boundary layer theory
(Reference 11). Although the boundary layer thickness correlation

herein (Figure 2-28) is based on extensive test data (Reference
16), the accuracy of the correlation is known to be limited.
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2. .2.3 Non-Conical Diftuser Losses

Because of the geometric aspects of two and three dimensional
supersonic engine inlets, rectangular (or square) and annular
diffuser cross sections are frequently of interest. Non-unitorm
divergence along diffusers is also of interest because lower
pressure losses can be obtained than with constant divergence.
The tany geometric variables pertinent to engine inlet diffusers
make exact general definition of non-conical diffuser losses
impractical. Equivalent conical diffuser angle is the most general
criteria for rate of divergence, but wall divergence angle has been
found to provide better correlation of pressure loss data (Reference
16). For non-uniformly divergent diffusers, wall angles are defined
arbitrarily in terms of angles subtended by the inlet and outlet
cross sectional areas (with minor aerodynamic fairings near the
diffuser inlet and/or outlet neglected).

Diffusers with uniformly divergent rectangular and annular cross
sections have greater pressure losses than conical diffusers
(Figure 2-31). There are larger momentum and turbulenze losses
when diffusion is not axially symmetric, and there are larger
friction losses when ducts have greater wetted surface areas.
Uniformly divergent diffusers aý limited interest in engine in- -
let applications because lower p. -. are losses are attainable with
non-uniform divergence.

The most efficient configurations of short diffusers involve non-
uniform divergences commonly designated as trumpet shaped. Exact
optimum shapes of such diffusers have not been defined. Diffusers
with many arbitrary shapes (such as double truncated cones and
various mathematically defined curves) have been tested (References
15, 16, 17 and 22). These diffusers have losses comparable with
conical diffusers of lower divergence angles (Figure 2-31). The
favorable variable divergence results have been obtained with
IuVUId. square rectangular and a diffuicer ross se-t-onn•.

Exact losses in such diffusers cannot be predicted because of the
complex geometric factors involved and the large scatter in the
available specific test data. However, the typical ovetall gains
with non-uniform divergence have been approximately 5 to 15 degree

greater wall divergence angles than conical diffusers with approxi-
mately the same pressure losses.

2.b.2.4 Boundary V 'r Control Provision:,

Boundary layer control is not normally required tor subsonic air
vehicles. Subsonic inlets generally permit attainment of optimum
diffusion angles witho-tL excessive lengths, and the diffuser inlet
boundary layers are generally thin. Supersonic inlets will usually
have boundary layer control for any regions of shock impingement on
surfaces upstream of subsonic diffusers and may also have boundary
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layer control within subsonic_ dilfusers. Boundirý layer control
Is essential in regions of shrck tmvingenent to avoid large le.:o,'s
and thick suhsonic difftser t iet boundar% layea . Boulý,l r, I a,,'C.
coiitrol in subsonic diffusrs of supersonic inluts ib somct'imes
desirable when large divergence angles ,re necessary to ach-'eve
practical dif'itser lengths.

Wall suction is the tkj of supuisonic boundery layer control
employed for suppjrussion of adver:, shock interictiori effects,
Since supersonic shocks produce static pre. .ure incrca!:es, wall1
suction is Oadly ebtaiued by suitabl- overL..-arJ dumps (Figure
2-32). Prwvent-ion of bleed-back (in the subsonic portion of the
bouu.d•,ry layer) is the mk:_. imporcaint effect of boundary layer removal
by suc•;.ion. Supers.,nic bcwdaty layer control systeLms employ
porous platvs, flush slots, cc projecting scoops t.or the wall
boundaty layer removal.

The four mosf rcmnr-ori types of subsonic diffiser boundary lyei
control are waill suction, air injection, vortex aiirators, a•;.

turning vanes (Figure 2-33). All of these typcs of boindýacy iayc:
control tend to delay flow separation in the diffuser, vJhicl. d'cr, 'ises
the pressure loss and improves the flow uniformity at the di.5ffuse
exit. Wall. suction can be applied to remove the low e.-,gr l.t.yufd-,y
layer. 1iigh enei'gy air injection through ht-,. walls can bU, applied

to re-c•t rgizc the boundary layer. Vanes or vortex generatotr, can
be applied to re-energize the boundary layer by mixing of the higher

velocity central core air with the boundary layer air. Vorte,
generators have been the type of boundary layer control most
frequently applied to subsonic diffusers.

The quantitative effects of boundary layer control on subhonic
diffuser performance cannot be analytically predicted. Tests of
specific arrangements are required, and theL-e are best performed as
overali inLet tests which include Lbe buuwaf-y- layr b.. -.u p .
any supersonic compression effects upstream of the subsonic diffuser.
Significant performance increments have been experimentally
demonstrated for all four types of diffuser boundary layer control
(Reference 16). Vortex generators have been found advantageous

for the subsonic diffusers of supersonic inlets (References 22 and
24). Bourdary layer control has been found more valuable in
reducing pressure distortions than in reducing pressure losses.

2.6.3 Miscellaneous Losses

2.6.3.1 Elbows

Elbows can produce significant losses, and careful design is required
to incorporate them effectively in engine inlet systems. The most
important design parameter is the radius ratio (ratio of elbow
mean radius of curvature and duct depth). Engiie inlet system elbows
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sometimes hajve splitters to avoid adverse radius ratios. Splitters
car reduce p.essure losses and improve elbow exit flow uniformity.

Fil.ine Inlet systems frequently have duct offsets connected by two
vlhuw (.uu,, d-- ' a o elbow). Tile turning in the
tii.t elto, iýý then reversed in the second elbow, and there is no
net turtning in tht complete compound elbow. Pressure loss data are
av.iilable oniy for ninety-degree compound elbows, which are of littlc
interest in engine itilet systems. The best procedure available is
to .,stimate compound elbow losses as the sum of individual elbow
los;scs. The actual losses will be lower than estimated by this
procedure, particularly for small elbow turning angles.

The incompressible pressure losses cf elbows with round and
rectangular cross sections can be readily computed for high Reynolds
number flow crnditions (Figire 2-34). PrCssure losses increase very
rapidly vhen radius r. ios are reduced below approximately 1.5, anc
it is desirable to avoid these sharp bends if possible. Loss
coefficients are relacively constant for radius ratios betwaen 2 and
5 because of the compensating effects of the turning and duct
friction losses (increased radius ratios requiring increased elbow
lengths). For radius ratios greater than 6, the turning losses are
small enough to neglect, and total losses can be estimated on the
basis of duct friction.

Data are available for a range of Reynold's numbers with riound,
rectangular, and elliptical duct elbows (Reference 15). Despite
certain discrepancies in th2 data from different sources, fairly
reliable estimates can be made for elbow losses with incompressible
flow. Engine inlet system elbows may operate at high Mach numbers,
'Ind compr-essibiliCv effects can be significant. Data availab~le ott
round duct elbows indicate compressible losses to be Ls much as two
or thr ressime v th e rtssible losses (Reference 15). However,

these data are very limited, and tests of specific configurations
are usually necessary for inlet systems with high Mach number I

62..3.2 Constant Area "icts

Most engine inlet systems do not have long enough constant area
dueLing to contribute losses significant compared with diffusers
atad/or eibwbo. .However, the incompressible friction losses can be
evaluated front a loss coefficient defined as shown below:

I. / e - .... dUý: .... .. co ff -i- f ( 1-)

4f duct friction less coefficient (Figure 2-25,

L, duct length

' 4 A/P equivalent duct diameter (hydraulic diameter)
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A = duct cross sectional area

p = duct cross sectional perimeter

The order of magnitude of duct loss can be computed by assuming
a typical turbulent duct friction factor (4f = 0.02). If duct
friction losses are significant, more exact analysis may be desirable.
Friction factors for fully developed duct flow can be evaluatad as
a fur-tion of Reynolds number and pipe roughness (Reference 12),
but tais approach does not account for the partially developed
boundary layers typical for engine inlet systems (Reference ii).
The uncertaintie% in friction factors will usually not introduce
errors As large as those due to uncertainties about the effects of
duct cross sectional shape.

Adapter ducts changing from rectangular to round cross sections
are conmnonly required to connect two-dimensional supersonic inlets
with engine faces. Adapter duct losses can be estimated on the basis
of friction, but this is valid only when local duct divergence angles
are small enough to avoid flow separation. No quantitative in-
formation is available on separation criteria for constant area ducts
of changing cross sectional shane. However, separation does not
occur in conical diffusers with divergence angles less than
approximately 10 degrees despite the adverse pressure Fradients
present in diffusers. On this basis, 10 to 15 degree total included
divergence angles are unlikely to produce separation in adapter ducts
wthih do not have significant overall diffusion. When divergence
angles are marginally large, inlet system model tests are necessary
to evaluate adapter duct pressure losses.

2.6.3.3 Screens

Pressure losses can be readily computed for incompressible flow
through screens at high Reynolds numbers (Figure 2-35). Compres-

(Reference 24). The compressible flow limitations are usually
significant for engine inlet screens. A screen downstream of a
subsonic diffuser tends to reduce diffuser loss (Reference 15) and
improve flow uniformity, but these effects would not be significant
for low-loss engine inlet screens.

2.6.4 Effects of Losses on Pressure Recovery

The primary index of engine inlet system performance is pressure
recovery which is defined as the ratio of the engine face and free
stream total pressures. Internal ducting pressure loss reduces the
inlet system pressure recovery. The magnitude of this pressure
recovery reduction is dependent on the Mach rumber at the inlet of
the subsonic diffuser as well as the overall pressure loss coefficient
(Figure 2-36). The subsonic diffuser inlet Mach number is dependent
on many aspects of the inlet system design configuration and operating

conditions.
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S '.i a suoisovnic engine illet system, th, MilIiMUn1n dULct ,:,- is at
subsouic di t user inllet, ,3nd interna L ducLtLiig loss is tLle

p, imarv factor relative to inlet recovery. With supersoiric, inlct
-ste'ms , shock compression loss is usually tihc primjaiy 'actor at ,c

tL inlet recovery during supersonic flight. Lhv subsonic diffuser
in this case is downstream o1 the termilnal normal shock, which is
not necessarily at the minimum duct area. Supersonic inlet systems
usually have variable geomety provisions which alter the subsonic
diffuser inlet Macl, number and area as a function of flight
cenditions. It is necessary to evaluatt, suhsboic loss-,: for all
geometric variables of interest, ints ,kditng subh-onic f Iiglt with a
supersonic inlet system.

tricticjtn 1osss are greatest tor Ilight coprd it i ot p oi' u ing iIc
lowest Reynolds numbers (Figure 2-25). Subsonic engine inlet
recovery therefore tends to be somewhat less at 'ii,-h than at low
flight altitude. However, large variations of jo,ý,t system recovery
with flight conditions are usually due to flow scpa-ration and/or
compressibility effects.

2.6.5 Pressure Distortion Effects

Non-uniformities in local total pressures over the engine inlet
face are important relative to engine performance. Va;-ious aspects
of the inlet ducting affect engine face pressure distortions.

An elbow will typically develop a low pressure region along the
iPtride wall of the bend. This type of distortion can somotimes be
r. duced by the use of splittLrs, vanes, or vortex geneiators.

',ihsonic diffusers will typically develop relativelv t' 'c, x cvn'c"

hUcndarv layers, particularly along walls with high laoi,1 flow
d-vergence angles. Diffuser exit pressure distortions .-n be reducod
1,- boundary layer control (References 16, 22 and 23). b.,ýundary layer
C,,'iitL l ni-iiv lb a piled tL ail w4iLz uL tU tLhL wadLt, mous ciital
relative to flow divergence. The degree of boundary layer control
desirable may be established by flow ,istortion (such as use of
vc'rtex generators tor reduced flow distortion when there is no

c•-rresponding reduction of diffuser pressure loss).

The pressure distortions downstream of an elbow or diffuser tend to
dt:crease if the air subsequently flows through a straight duct.
Although no general quantitative data are available, si 'nificant
I ow,, distortion improvements are likely with I to 3 diameters of duct

length. Low divergence straight engine inlet ducts (with lengths
5 to 10 times their diameter) have engine face velocity distributions
similar to fully developed turbulent duct flow. Screens are known
to reduce pressure distortions, but little significant effect is
likely with a low loss screen which would be considered for an _
engine inlet system. Engine inlet systems frequently have a

moderate contraction (such as a bullet-nose in a constant area dtrct)

immediately upstream of the engine face. This produces a favorable
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(negative) pressure gradient which tends to suppress flow distortions.

The actual compressor face pressure distortion is also dependent
on the flow arrangement of the specific engine. Some engines have
an opering around the compressor face periphery to pass (secondary)
cooling air through an engine bay to the exhaust nozzle ejector.
The secondary flow in this case tends to remove the boundary layer
from the inlet duct and greatly reduce the flow distortion over the
compressor face.

Local discontinuities (such as bumps on duct walls) can cause local
flow separations which produce pressure distortions. No general
criteria are available for evaluating the effect of local discon-
tinuities, but the probability of separation is known to be greatest
with thick boundary layers and adverse (positive) pressure gradients.
Evaluation of local discontinuities can be made only by qualitativestudy of the local flow field turning angles for favorability in

terms of the duct boundary layer and pressure gradient conditions.
Model tests are required for quantitative evaluation of local
discontinuities.

2.6.6 Subsonic Duct Loss Calculation Method

Following is the suggested method for calculating subsonic duct
losses:

I. Plot the duct cross sectional area versus distance from
the inlet of the E ,sonk- diffuser duct (throat). Con-
sidering the appropriate area variations and the local duct
configuration, divide the total duct into functional
components (such as subsonic diffuser, elbow, constant
area duct, adapter, and screen) and identify the upstream
cross sectional area of each component. Most configurations

L Ju ±L r . ... .O f - - - - - - - - - - -- pn f i l l et s

fairings, protuberances, and other minor surface. contours
when selecting the ducting component break-down.

2. Compute individual ducting component pressure loss
coefficients as shown below:

a. Evaluate the subsonic diffuser loss coefficient
by one or (if possible) more than one method.
For general approximate pressure loss ranges,
apply Figure 2-31 to evaluate various types of
diffusers. If the diffuser is nearly conical,
apply Figure 2-30 for a typical thin boundary
layer case. For arbitrary diffuser shapes and
specific flight conditions, apply Equation (2.14),
Use Equation (2.13) to define equivalent conical
diffuser angle. Use Equation (2.11) or Figure

2-25 to define boundary layer displacement
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thickness for subsonic inlet systems. Use a
typical ( 6 •/Ri) of 0.01 for supersonic inlet

systems if exact boundary layer thickness is
not known. Since the diffuser will usually be
the most critical subsonic loss component,
it should be evaluated as carefully as possible.

b. Evaluate elbow loss coefficients from Figure 2-34.

C. Evaluate screen loss coefficients from Figure 2-35.

d. Evaluate constant area duct and adapter loss

coefficients from Equation (2.15) with an assumed
typical 0.02 friction loss factor or a loss
factor from Figure 2-25. For duct contractions,
apply the same procedure using a weighted average
duct hydraulic diameter.

3. Combine the individual component loss coefficients by
applying Equation (2.12) to define overall loss coefficient
in terms of the inlet system throat flow conditions.
Define these overall loss coefficients for all inlet
variable geometry positions of interest in the specific
propulsion system.

4. Apply Figure 2-36 to evaluate reduction of inlet system
pressure recoveries caused by subsonic losses. Evaluate
recoveries in this manner for the flight range of Mach
number, altitude, engine power setting, and inlet variable
geometry.

5. Evaluate qualitatively the effects of subsonic diffuser
boundary layer control provisions on losses as discussed
in section 2.5.4.2,4L,

6. Evaluate qualitatively the geometric configuration and
boundary layer control provisions in terms of pressure
distortion effects as discussed in Section 2.5.4.5.
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I
3.0 Boundary Layer Conaiderations

When the air induction system entrance is placed aft on the body
or other aircraft component, boundary layer, unless completely
removed, is part of the inlet's operating environment. The several
items that have te be taken into consideration are:

1. The boundary layer thickness

2. The nature of the boundary layer profile

3. The amount of boundary layer that should be removed

4. The effectivenss of the boundary layer removal device

5. The energy level of the boundary layer flow if it is to
be taken aboard

6. The drag incurred by the boundary layer removal device

Another serious consideration with regard to boundary layer ccntrol
is the removal of compression surface boundary layer on supersonic
inlets. This is done to alleviate shock-boundary layer interaction
problems. The consequences of shock-boundary layer interaction can be
in the form of increased losses, increased distortion at the duct exit,
and/or increased turbulence.

3.1 Pc Layer Thicness

The maorit7 .•f calculations that are made to determine fuselage
bhundary !a-yer thickness are made using, the familiar expressi-n Lor
the thickness cf a turbulent boundarr layer on a smooth flat plato
at mer. incidence. The expression, taken from Reference 2 is:

6/1 = 0.37 I,(3.1

where 6/1 is the t-,al thickness rati~ed to the length back to the

inlet static'n and R." is the Reý'nolds number. The expressi-n has
b-th conservative and -ptimistic aspects. It is conservative in that
it assuves transiti-n to tarbulen. flew at the plate leading edge; the
rtiniom lies in the fact that thci plate is assumed smcoth, flat,

P.nd at zr- incidence. 3ome have suggested making a mrre precize
ca'.cilati n b,- considering an initial lamiinar bonundary lay.er and then
calculatinr the pr-wth of the turbulent buda•ry layer from t1e point
,)f transiti-n. This is n-t considered advisable because a typical
aircraft c.nfiruration does not fit the ideal picture on which the
t)D,retical calculatibn would be based. Therefore, the use of
1qiati-n (3.1) is advised for purposes of calculating the theoretica7
value ,f boundar-- latter thickness. * %lues of Reynolds nu=fibFr are
plotted as a function of 3tandard Day '1ach number and altitude ;-n
Fipure 3-I. tc facilitate the calculation.
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The theoretical trend, which shows decreasing boundary layer
thickness with increasing flight Mach number at a given altitude,
is not always borne out by in-flight measurement. Figures 3-2,
3-3, and 3-4 present data measured in flight test at various
locations on a supersonic airrcraft. The very exaggerated thick-

ness that was observed at high Mach numbers at the Fuselage
Station 274 measurement, which was near the inlet leading edge station,
is believed to be due to influence from the boundary layer diverLer
downstream of the measuring station. Elevated pressures in the
diverter were felt as an adverse pressure gradient in the boundary
layer. This points up the advisability of obtaining a measured value
of boundary layer thickness early in the development program of an
air induction system.

3.2 Boundary Layer Profiles

In making analyses of boundary layers, it is sometimes necessary to
know the shape of the velocity profile. The general theoretical
expression for the shape of a turbulent boundary layer is

I/N
u/U = (y/6) (3.2)

Where u is the local velocity, U. is the freestream velocity, y is
the distance from the wall corresponding to the velocity, u and 6
is the distance from the wall where the local velocity first becomes
equal to freestream velocity. N is the profile shape factor and
the most commonly assumed value is 7. However, the value can range
from about 5 to 11. Another meaningful boundary layer definition
is di.splacement thickness, * , which is defined es the distance from
the wall that the potential flow is displaced by the velocity deficiency
in the boundary layzr. For a boundary layer profile with a shape
conforming to Eqaution (3.2), the displacement thickness if defined by

i = ItA. + -ti (3.3)

The loss in momentum in the boundary layer can also be expzessed by an
equivalent thickness called the momentum thickness, tht expression for
wVich is

0/6= i/il -i N)(2 + No (3.4)
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Referenze 2 gives a method for the theoretical evaluation of the
loss in mass and momentum for an inlet partially or totally immersed
in a turbulent boundary layer with a profile conforming to Equation(3.2). Included in this methodology is a method for estimating total
pressure recovery. The method was programmed for making the cal-
culations on an Electronic Data Processing n.•chine (EDPM) and results
for a range of Mach numbers and dimensions are shown in Figures 3-5
through 3-16. With these results, one can assess the value of
boundary layer removal.

3.3 Fuselage Boundary Layer Removal

Fuselage boundary layer removal devices are usually sized to remove
from a half to all of the boundary layer thickness. The most common
method of removal is by diversion with a wedge shaped device
located between the fuselage surface and the inlet. Figures 3-17
and 3-18 show typical beundary layer diverter configurations for
horizontal and vertical compression inlets respectively. Note in
the front views that the channels are designed to diverge. This isto allow some pressure relief to the flow, preventing a buildup in _
pressure which could feed forward through -the boundaty layer and
reduce the effectiveness of the diverter. Figures 3-19, 3-20
and 3-21 show boundary layer diverter stati,: pressure data taken
during model tests of a supermaic aircraft. Also shown on the
figures is some data from full scale flight tests. The disagreement
bfýtvaen the two sets of data, p-.rtirularly at the highest test Mach
number, is indicative of how drastic Reynolds number effects can be.
Also sufficient methodology is not available for accurately predicting
thle drag contribution of full scale boundary layer diverters, parti-
cula'ly when scale effects have shown such a lack of piedictability,

in addition to diversion of the botmdary layer, the mothod of taking
the a. .... l.. via a fuoop ' .. " ... .. A
is used, the problem of appareat boundary layer thickening can also
take place as in the came of the diverter. If the exit path is such
as to make tho ecoop operate suarTitically, the result will be the
apparent thickening of the boundairy layer and impairment of the
effectiveaess of thi removal device, Predicting the drag of a fuselage
boundary lawr scoolny is ore of an internal flow problem than in the
case of the wedge dlverter. The method of Section 3.2 could be used

to predict the initial conditions where the flow is taken on board.
Then Section 2.6 can be utilized fo:n estimation o.Z the intenialducting losses. If other res,•stamccg are in the system, such as heat
exchangers, etc., they must almio be taken into account. Finally the
exiting momentum cu ba axrived at with the help of Sectiov 7,0 if
an oblique nozzle is used er Section 8.0 if a more ccTventional nozzle
type is used.
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3.4 Compression Surface Boundary Layer Removal

The removal of boundary layer from the compression surfac(,s of a
supersonic inlet improrve the perforwmce and stability of the:

inlet. The most effective bleed locatioe/lecationa are in the

interaction region of the teruinal shock. This is beirg stated
in this way because, experimentally effective locations have been

round which range from in front of to behind the termina shock

lcation.

The design of a compression surface bleed system witn regard to

exact location and quantity usually has to be aided by experimental
development, Several candidate locations are selected for trial

on the first wiud tunnel mT4rl to be tested. Theme are controlled
during t±e test by some variable throttling device to determine the

effect of quantity on effectiveness. Sometimes certain bleed

locations are --eeled off to determine if the location is essential

to performance and/or stable operation of the inlet. In subsequent

tests at larger scale, tbe bleed configuration that proved to bc
the most satisfactory at small scale is usually use. However,

the effect of quantity is reassessed becauxe of possible scale effects.

Som.-e typical bleed system configurations are depictei for two-

dimensional exterral compression inlets on Figure 3-22. As is

seen on the figure, it has been the practice to use both distributed

porosity aad slots.

In order to give an idea of bleed quantity requirements, some un-

published wind tunnel data is plotted on Figure 3-23. A summary

plot of the same data for the points nearest the knee of the

pressure recovery versus mass flow ratio curves is presented as
Figure 3-24. It is t,) be noted that the greatest performance gain

cama with a small bleed quantity.

In general, 12lead quarntity is determined at the highest MaLc number
at which stnady state operaticn of the aircraft is expected. The

"bleed system is iu-ually of fixed geometry and the bleed quantity

decreases with decreasing Mach number because of decreaaing ram

pressure ratio. Figure 3-25 is & comparison of bleed quantity

at 'wo test Mach nrumbers, w'.ere for the higher Mach number, some data

Fhown on Figure 3-23 is repeated.

Bleed quavtity requirements generally increase with increases in design
nuaah ... so. . that -- e• - a• .........- o-f^• qu nt t ^• .... ir.. .. m .. . fcr

a higher design Mach umber can be r'ade by extrapolating "isting

experience curves.
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4.0 Inlet Additive Drag

Additive drag is a correction term applied to the net propulsive
effort of an aircraft. It is a consequence of the way in which net
thrust is defined. For instance, net thrust is usually defined aE
the rate of change of total uomentum of inlet airflow between the
fr-e-stream and the propulsion system ex.it. Momentum change between
the inlet and the exit, however, is not equivalent to thic definition
when conditions at the inlet differ from those in the free-stream
(..e.,at mass-flow-ratios less than 1.0). Figure 4 - 1 illuctratcs
the foregoing for a simple isolated inlet in a subsonic airstrcam.

When the rate of momentum change between free-stream and the inlet
is properly calculated, the result is called theoretical additive
drag. Theoretical additive drag may be modified to reflect changes
in external cowl drag with mass-flow-ratio and the result is con-
sidered to be the corrected additive drag (sometimes called spillage
drag). The shape of the cowl lips, thL cowl and the flight regime
affect the cowl external pressure field and hence the correction to
theoretical additive drag. Cowl lip suction force, as external
cowl drag is sometimes called, can cancel theoretical additive drag
for an inlet employing well rounded lips. As lip design becomes
sharner and thinner and as flight Mach number increases, the full
theoretical additive drag penalty becomes more likely.

4.1 Calculation of Additive Drag

When inlet capture area intercepts an amount of air greater thau the
duct air required by the airplane, excess air is deflected or "spilled"
around the inlet. Additive drag is the force required to divert this
air from the path of the airplane. This force comes from the airplanc
and reduces net propulsive effort.

T•,r rvpt nT n-niA1-ix'r- -Nf' Fi a P•,in- in+ - mero rn ' le +.1.ptt-k i z thr

resultant of the axial components of pressure and friction forces
acting on the engine. Forces affecting a typical propulsion system
are shown schematically in Eigure 4 - 2. In this illustration, net
propulsive thrust is rcplaced by an equal and opposite inertial force
F The forces are defined as positive in the directions shown by
tge force vectors.

iFet internal thrust Fni, defined as the sum of pressure and friction
forces Dcting on the interior of the propulsion system, can be
calculatea by considering the change in momentum between the: inlet
:id the exit; Stations 1 and e, resCctivcly, in Figur½ ý - 2.
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Thus,

Fn- F 1 (4.1)

wherc,

Fj :Vj V+ Ac(Pe - Pc)

V 1 J' 4 Aj(Pl - Pc)

Then, if Fd is the sum of the forces acting on the external surfaces
of the cowl,

Fp Fni - Fa (4.2)

As stated earlier, engine performance is generally evaluated by

considering the change in total momentum between the free-strvam
(Statioi, 0) and the propulsion system exit. This momentum change is
defin-d as the net thrust Fn. Using the notation of Figure 4 -2.

Fn :F% -F 0  (4.3)

where,

FO "t'wo + Ao(Po " DO) : MVo

Unlike Eouation (4.2) and as illustrated in Figure 4 3,

Fp ý Fj - Fd

In order to obtain the net propulsive thrust, momentum change between

the fe-st m and the inlet must be considered. Hence,

p =p Fn - Fd - Da (4.4)

Da is called additive drag. By combining Equations (4.2) and (4.4),

additive drag may be defined mathematically as,

Da = Fn - Fni =F 1 - F (4.5)

An important interpretation of momentum change between the free-stream

aLnn the inletc~ bU Ueiie &~ sra-lw --la........
a stream-tube which interccpts the cowl of an arbitrary inlet, as
nhown in Figure 4 -4. From continuity requirements, it is apparent
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that air entering tnis stream-tube in the free.stream must equal the
duct air demand of the aircraft. If the "free-stream" tube area A.
i.s smallpr than the rantu-" area A- intercepted by the ir1--tt then
airflow entering Station 0 through A1 - A. must be deflected around
the inlct.

The force required to divert the excess air can be evaluated by
integrating pressure forces acting on the stream-tube. For an air-
craft in steady, unuccelerated flight, the summation of forces
acting on a control volume of air is zero. By applying this criterion
to a control volume bounded by the stream-t-be and the inlet en!itrance
plane, as shown in Figure 4 - 5, it can be shown that tlhe force nct-
ing on the stream tube is,

FsT - F1 - Fo

but,
SInlet Lip

FST -J(P - Po)dAx (Integration along the strearm nur~acc)
Free- Stream

where dAx is an area increment projected normal to the flight path.
A, noted in Reference (1), the "spillage" force F3T is none other than
the additive drag D,. This can be substantiated by referring to 2:_muation
(L.5). Hence, the integral,

/- Inlet Lip

a ./I(i - Po)dA (h.6)
Free 3trcam

defines additive drag in general terms and is equivalent to th',
definition given earlier. equation (4.6) is applicable to all types
of inlet geometry - from an "open-nose" inlet to a ramp or spile inlet
with -a centerbody pr+ected ahead of the inlet entrance station. .-
shown in the following example, a "control-volume" approach lcnds
facility to the calculation of theoret.cal additive drag.

Figure 4 - 6 showi a t.:o-dimensional inlet cperatlng in a Eupereonic
stream. Thi:s simple mathem-atical model wac chosen to illustrW!!i,
the principle of theoretical additive drag analysis. The inlet i:
eizsuned to be opcrating at a free-stream Mach rnumber of 2.0 with -1
initial ramp anlec of 100 and a total turning angle of 200. It j to
bc ahown here that any nath from the free-stream to the in]ict M.h
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(n to A iii Figure 4 - 6) can be taken as a path of integration for
the change in tote! momentum in the evaluation of theoretical additiv,ý
drag. Tfne alternute puthz aie listed below;

DCBA
D '•2 'FCGA

DhYGA
DC 'F 'GA
D2FGA

First, to assess the theoretical additive drag by tsVking th2 path
along DCBA; the most straightforward path from the definition given
in EquatLon (4.6). Consider the difference in pressure on the two
s4,des of the entering stream-tube and a projection of the stream-tube
surface normal to the free-stream flow. Then, if the drag acting on
the projcctcd stream area is non-dimensionnlized with inlet capture
area AC as the reference area and free-stream total. pressure as the
reference pressure, the resulting theorctical additive drag coefficient
is given by,

Da o A A fp- O
CDa Po

Po ýA )1,11 - I?,l(4-7)

Again, a physical interpretation of the drag could be: the force that
the spilled air exerts on the forward facing stream-tube surface.

The next path chosen for analysis, D'E'FGA, evaluates the total
mon-entum € an infinitesimal distance downstream of the normal shock
DE. Using D'E' to designate the use of properties on the downstream
side of the normal shook, ramp pressure t.erm. on E to F and I' to G
were calculated and free-stream momentum from G to A was subtracted
from the sum of the other force terms. The expression for the drag
coefficient is,

CDa YA 2 C C)g~ S (o61 + 8

JfToJ\ AC I 0 o i ToI'OC It r2 I
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Cj

Note here that the area used at th'r face of the normal shoce? was the
flow area; then having calculated the momentum, the momentum component
in the free-stream direction was calculated by multiplying by COG( 61 - 6).
The area involved in the pressure-area term is the area projected
perpendicular to free-stream. This important distinction will becomc
more obvious when a path is taken involving CF and will be borne out
by the numerical examples.

When the first two terms in Equation (4.8) are changed to reflect the
Mach numbr and pressure in front of the normal shock plane, the equation
for theoretical additive drag becomes,

CD ZY "DEFLW cm 61 4.

n AD (L O(2 ) P + both

In eiher;ae (Eu -o 1,) orP (4.oG th mo4nt .tem)

If the path DCyF'GA is chosen as the next path for analysis, the
expression ior the additive drmg coefficient is,

D., " II , th, nx+ -F I (,irea.

"Y"%/ ,-c III% IIIt I M2 C _

In Equation (4-9) A1DE-(FLO', ̀ )' rOg(6O - 62) was equal to "'D)_ý, both
beir-• e-iual to the projected, zirea ol thQ inlet opening. H';vrin,
E qu at i o n (4 .1 o )) , A -C ' _ " = 3( 1 - 6 2 s d f e e t f r o m A<- I

In either case (Equaltion (r 0 r(.0) the momentumn term - ri,:s
times velocity - is being a:izessed and then having it3 axial component
taký'en. The pressin'e-urea term is simply the product of the pressure

rIr'( thc: projeccted area.
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If a finl path uJIL>, ý,Arg .r infinitesim,.l1y short distance ill
front of the second oblique wave, is chosen; the drag expression
becomes,

PToAC 0 o IC Pý 0 _

P -A Pý I -p- A

(4.11)

For the flow properties and geometry of the simple mathematical inlet
model shown in Figure 4 - 6, numerical values of theoretical additive
drag coefficient CD were calculated for each path of analysis using
Equations (4.7) through (4.11). The values of CDa are referenced to
an Ac of 1.0 and were calculated at a maximum value of A.. Calculation
results arc presented in tabular form below:

u'ath Equation Term I Term 2 Term 3 Term 4 Term 5 CDa

DCýBA (4.7) .0398 .0055 .0453
D'E'FGA (4.8) .2592 .2343 .0874 .0140 -. 5496 .0453
DhYA (4.9) .3360 .1075 .0874 .0140 -. 5496 .o453
DJ'F'GA (4.10) .0396 .3860 .1551 .0140 -. 5496 .0453
Dcý 3,A (0.ii) .0398 .4805 .0608 .0140 -. 5496 .o453

Note that the drag coefficients arc all equal, as they should be.
Also, excess air is spilled supersonically and the terminal (normal)
shocl wave remains attached.

The preceding discussion has shown that addit•ve drag ci-ii arinns,
can be simplified by the selection of a "proper" path of integration
for Equatioi. (4.6). This is equivalent to using any convenient control
volume, bounded by the free-stream and a plane through the inlet lip
station. This calculation technique is applicable to all flight
regimes. In simpler systems, of course, there are not as many alternate
paths.

In the case of a simple pitot intake, theoretical additive drag cal-
cilations are essentially ,inrhangd for subsonic and supersonic
opcration; thc: only difference being the presence of a normal shock
in the case of supersonic operation. An open nose inlet operating
at a nas.-flow-ratio less than 1.0 is shown schematically in Figure

S17. The udditive drag, from Equation (4.6), takes the form:
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01¼ A DaT 0 ToI- (4.12)

where,

__P TP~'oc Ro Tl

and,

P_ - 1.0 (Subsonic Flight)

(6m2 ) 3 5( 6 2.5 (supersonic Flight) for .= 4
_R M M - 1

Normal shock wave total pressure recovery PT./PT as a function of
upstream Mach number is tabulated in Appendix B. Figure 4 - 8 shows
theoretical additive drag values calculated from Equation (4.12).

As has been shown, additive drag calculations depend on the evaluation
of Equation (4.6) for an inlet and operating condition of interest.
Calculation techniques depend largely on the flight speed. Often,
subsonic and supersonic operaticn dictate the use of different
assumptions and control volume calculation paths. These special
considerations will be discussed in the following sections.

4.2 Subsonic Additive Drug

Accurate theoretical additive drag calculations are critically depend-
ent upo.- inlet flow ficld determination. Due to the con'lexity of
subsonic flow calculations, inlet flow fields can, at best, only be
approximated. '1he importancc of stagnation point position on
analysls tecfni-ques w•! )e presented: in tne folowlng discussion,
In addition, supersonic (sharp lip) inlets operated at subsonic
flight speeds will be evaluated.

Air induction systems designed for subsonic aircraft employ well
rounded inlet lips. While providing reduced flow separation loszes,
this type of lip design enhances additive drag cancellation by
increasing the frontal area over which lip suction forces can act.
Unfortunately, a rounded lip permits the "stagnation" streamline,
the streamline oeDarating flow entering the inlet from that spilling p
over the cowl, to move about the leading edge of the lip as mass -
flow-ratio is varied, see Figure 4 - 9. It is apparent, 'rom th&,
definition of additive drag, that the momentum change of interest
occurs between frec-stream and the lip stagnation point. fherfore,
Equation (4.6) can be properly evaluated only if the path of
integration varies with stagnation point movcment.
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Riferene, 2 la,ýs shown in detail that, based on potential flow theory,
theoretical :additive drag of a blunt lip inlet is zero at subsonir, speeds
:L11 ntw!;n-ftow-r-ttio greater than 1.0. Such is not the case for
:'ubcritical (masn-flow-ratio less than 1.0) inlet operation.

At present, potuntial flow theory is the most accurate means of
cailculating subcritical blunt lip performance. With this approach,
it is possible to simulate angle of attack and mass-flow-ratio
variation, !ee References 3 and 4. Viurther, stagnation point position
cýin be detcr tined as a function of mass-flow-ratio and cowl lip
geometry. The variatiorn of stagnation point position with mass flow
fur , typical axisymmetrie inlet is illustrated in Figure 4 - 1C.
Notc that in this figure the stagnation point occurs at a velocity
r-tio of V/V0 = 0.0. if the inner surface of this inlet bad a more
rounded contour, stagnation point movement would have been apparent
at high mass flow values.

The calculation technique used in this analysis involves a numerical
integration of velocities and pressures at the plane of the stagnation
point. With integrated propertius at the "stagnation plane", total
moC,'.ntxn • may be evaluated. Thus, for an open-nose inl.et

CDa C(4.13)
77 TO A2

.here ,

K tC,+ Ab¶(f1  ro) =(Yfr1~ +* Pl - 'lo) Al~p
MV: Y 1,oM2Ao

0 0 0pM x

M1 , ¾--', and V, represent integrated flow properties. The flow area
of the stagnation plane is denoted As.

In most preliminary design analyses, potential flow .oalculations are
far too complex for easy use. Even Electronic Data rocessing Machine
(r -programs can take an hour of computing time to solve a single
crse. Thus, one-dimensional flow approximations are usually employed
to iaci-,itato additive drag calculations. For example, Equation
(4.12) is a onc-dimensional approximation for the pitot inlet Just
u-c.cribedr. In this approximate approach, the stagnation po••t is
at seind stationary at the 'highlight" or leading edge of the inlet

It l.ts desýigned for supersonic aircraft must, in general, employ
s"lrp, thin lips if large wave drag penalties associated with blunt
lip: it_ supersonic flow are to be avoided. Since supersonic vehicles
must take-off and land at subsonic speeds, it is important to be able
to predkct low speed performance of supersonic inlet systems.
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Sharp lip performance of a cylindrical inlet at subsonic speeds is
analyzed by the methods presented in Reference 2. An illustration
of the flow pattern. to be evaluated is presented in Figure 4 - 11.
Lip suction force is denoted by the vector F and S defines a typical
stagnation streamline.

At mass flow ratios greater than unity, actual inlet conditions are
non-uniform. However, inlet flow may be approximated by equivalent
one-dimensional flow; that is, flow of an equivalent mass flow,
energy and momentum level.

Inlet momentum is equal to the free-stream value plus all forces
exerted on the internal flow between free-stream and the stagnation
point. These forces consist of a lip suction force F and the integral
of the pressure increment along the stagnation streamline up to the
stagnation point. Hence,

-• S.P.
0I + F + _j (P - Po)dAx (Mass Flow Ratio - 1.0)

F.S.

As shown in Reference 2, the pressure integral given above is zero
at mass flow ratios greater than 1.0. Since the lip is assumed
infinitely sharp, there is no lip area to support lip suction.
Following this criterion, there is no change in total momentum
between free-stream and the inlet. It is apparent that,

CDs t 0.0 (Sharp Lip Inlet at WEh a 1.0) (4.14)

For mass flow ratios less than 1.0, the only force exerted on the
internal flow is the streamline pressure integral. In general, this
term is not zero. Evaluation of the momentum change between the free-
stream and the inlet leads to,

- Da_ L1-- M2 . I] PO 2A (4.15)
Da FToAC PTo L 1 PTo - PTOA 1

(Mass Flow Ratioc 1.0)

Subsonic additive drag values determined from this equation are
pre:sented in Figure 4 - 12.

In many inst-nces, especially in the subsonic case, theoretical
additive drag is calculated along shock generator surfaces (i.e.
ramps or spikes) of the supersonic inlet. This integration pyth
i¾ selected because subsonic stagnation streamline properties arc
quit2 difficult to evaluate. While free-stream properties zrc do-
fined by Clight conditions and inlet conditions are specified by
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engine and secondary airflow requirements; the variation of thermo-
dynamic properties along the ramp is not easily determined. In
practice, a linear variation of flow properties between the leadi.ng
edge of the ramp and the inlet station is assumed. Ramp drag is
then calculated by using an average pressure acting on the frontal
urea of the surface. Calculation errors incurred with this approacn
may result in negative oaditive drag values. The discussion in
2ection 4.5 will show hr.' this deficiency may be corrected through
the use of an additive drag correction term called KAD.

1.-* Supersonic Additive Drag

Thermodynamic calculations required to evaluate Equation (4.6) for
supersonic additive drag are generally quite straightforward.
Primarily, this is a result of the "limited region of disturbance"
nature of supersonic flow. The inlet flow field can usually be
divided into regions bounded by shock waves and inlet surfaces, as
shown in Figure 4 - C. Cowl lip stagnation streamline properties
and/or surface thermodynamics are then evaluated from region to
region.

Theoretical additive drag coefficients for representative tio and
three-dimensional inlets will be presented herein. Before procccding
to these design charts, however, certain simplifying asnumptions
cmployed in calculating the drag values should be noted.

As must be apparent from the preceding discussion, friction forces
have been neglected in the calculation of momentum terms along the
!ihock generator (ramp) surface. While this approach may lead to low
theoretical drag estimates at high mass flow and ramp surface Mach
numbers, Section 4.5 presents an empirical correction technique
which will account for friction forces and other discrenancies re-
I mitinr from :i simplified analysis. In a similar manner, boundary
layer is not considered; inviscid pressure dtstrlbutions are uced to
calculate inlet ramp drag. Another important approximation involves
terminal shock wave position. An infinitely sharp cowl lip is
assumed. The terminal shock wave is considered to remain attached
to the rim of the cowl during critical and supercritical operation.
In practice, the terminal wave stands slightly ahead of the lip,
critically due to finite rim bluntness. Subcritically, the terminal
shock may be positioned large distances upstream of the lip. The
detachment distance is largely a function of inlet mass-flow-ratio
(al norte comipletue dis3cu,,ssion of this phenomernon ia lV eno in
,ection 4.4). In the calculations of this eztion, suhefl•tical shock
position is considered to be an inriniLesL;Ž,,l dislrsae znnd of the
inlet entrance plane as illustrated in Figu-'se 4 £.3, o-2 znurse,
this "fixed" terminal shack nssuxriA Len will. v';js.At in, a lo, drog

s,:itimate at reduced inlet mass flow.
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4.3.1 Two-Dimensional Inlets

Theoretical additive drag coc.f .c.ent. have becn calculated for a

family of two and three-shock inlets. The calculation path is taken
along D'E'FGA as shown in Figure 4 - 6. Based upon the assumptions
above, flow is spilled supersonically.

Two-shock additive drag is presented in Figures 4 - 14 through 4 - 21.

Note that the variable Xs shown in these figures is called a lip
position parameter. It is considered to be a primary characteristic
of a given inlet configuration. The lip position parameter is defined

as the acute angle between the free-stream flow direction and a line
drawn between the leading edge of the ramp and the cowl lip. Mass

flow variation is presented as the ratio MFR/MFRmax, where MFR is the
operating mass-flow-ratio and MFRmax is the mass-flow-ratio correspond-
ing to critical operation for a given configuration (typified by Xs).
Ramp angles used for each Mach number correspond to optimum design
according to Oswatitsch analysis techniques presented in Reference 5.

Three-shock additive drag is presented in terms of the sameý parameters

used to describe two-shock values. Again, cowl lip position is
specified by X _. Multiple shock inlet designs that achieve prccom-

pression by the use of three or more shocks can not be characterized
by Asalone. That is, the position of the ramps with respect to onc

another and with respect to the cowl lip have a definite impact upon

inlet performance. To incorporate this geometric influence in
theoretical three-shock additive drag calculations - without introducing

added complexity - the cowl lip is assumed to lie along a plane

perpendicular to the aft ramp and passing through the intersection

of the oblique shocks. This geometric restriction is illustrated in

Figure 4 - 22. Three-shock additive drag values for Oswatitsch

optimum turning are presented in Figures 4 - 23 to 4 - 30.

Theoretical two and three-shoc1k additive d level's presented above

are clearly applicable to all-external compression inlets. They

apply to mixed compression inlets as well, depending, of course, on

the number of external shocks associated with a given internal-extcrnal

compression field. For example, two-shock values can be used to

aoproximate additive drag for a single external shock syctem. Lihewi:,c,

three-shock all-external additive drag is equivalent to that for a

mixed compression design with two external oblique shock waves. Mixed

compression configurations with more than two external shocks are
rarely used.

The ;,,uivalencc between all-external and mixed compression inlet flow
Thlds is clearly shown in an example of Section 4.1. Recall th1t
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Ti

tct•2! Wromcntuii &t the inlet entrance plane is constant whether
evalvatel umtrcuni of th- attached normal shock wave (along D-E in
Figure h - 6) or dcon;tran of the shock (along DI-EI). Thus, the
presence ofti thPi iermiral wave has no influence on theoretical
additive drag. Sice the terminal wave is treated as attached even
at reduced ,aso 'low, it could have been ignored. The flow field
upstream of tho Lormal shoc1, hence additive drag, is identical
to that of a mixed compression inlet with two external oblique shock
waves. Additive drag coefficients presented in Figures 4 - 14 to
4 - 30 are maore rigarous for the mixed compression configuration
because terminal sb *Žk pcosition at reduced mass flow ratio does not
influence the calculation as was the case for an all-external inlet.

4.3.2 Three-Dimensional Intts

A discussion) of tLeore,,!-al additive drag for three-dimensional inlets
is presented herein. Design charts are shown for axisymmetric inlets
employing right cir-,ular cones as shock generator surfaces (spikes).
An analysis tcchniqie for a double-cone spike configuration is also
included. Due to matlienmtical complexities associated with arbitrary
three-dimensional irnlet analyses, this discussion will be restricted
to axisymmetric inlets.

Flow over the forward portion of an axisymmetric inlet with a conical
spike is governcl by the equation:

- O'Vr [ Y+1 d \ - - 1 lr 3  co
'T2L -~d (V2ia 2~) -L L cot

dV ("2Max • Vr2 ) -r cot Y (-l)Vr(V 2 max - Vr 2 )"

wit +.laditq1ioAnalj rptfr pt.i r -

A definition of each variablo in Equation (4.16) is contained in
Appendix D. It is important to rote that a non-uniform flow field
results from the solution of this zquation and that additive drag
calculations are more complex than those associated with two-
dimensional flow.
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Static pressure along the spike surface is constant, hence, no adde.•
difficulty arises with the evaluation of ramp drag. Since flow at
the irlet entrance is bon-uniform, total momentum there must be
integrated along a path from the spike to the cowl lip. Referring
to Fig,,re 4 - 31, inlet entrance total momentum is integrated along
D-C.

Rather than evaluate theoretical additive drag by calculating along
A-F-E-D-C (in Figure 4 - 31), a direct integration along the stagnation
streamLine (path A-B-C) is used. As shown in Referencc 6, the
streamline can be approximated by connecting a series of truncated
conical f2LO1 surfaces between the free-stream and the cowl lip. A
cross-sectional view of the stream surface construction is illustrated
in Figure 4 - 32. The integration is treated in a stepwisLý manner
and the relation for additive drag becomes,

CDa • PTOAC 2 2P QR- - 2 a P- (4"1o

where,

PcP Pc

The summation index j refers to a particular ray originating at the
cone and passing within boundaries formed by the initial shock and
the cone surface. Integration begins at the shock wave and ends with
the ray L which intersects the cowl lip. Note that thermodynamic
properties are constant along each ray.

Additive drag charts are presented in Figures 4 - 33 through 4 - 44.
Each figure consists of two design charts derived from Reference u.
Ti-e fi.rst a '.l pai Ghlc th variation o~f mass-fCW-~rati 1,wit'h

flighb Maýh number and lip position parameter Xs. Once mass-flow-
r,,tiel has been determined, the second chart may be entered to
U,tf.in theoxetical additive drag coefficient. Each set of curves
corresponds to a given spike semi-vertex angle 6yl"

Since the a.,alysis makes no provision for a detached terminal shock,
additive drag coefficients obtained from Figures 4 - 33 to 4 - 4 are.
rigorous fc¢ critical or supercritical inlet opcration only. Sub-
critical conditions may be approximated by entering the second chart
of the oet at the desired inlet mass-flow-ratio.
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A double-cone spike configuration has been investigated and the resulfI;

available to date are presented in Appendix D. While additive drag
design charts have not been obtained, there are some aspects of the
analysis that should be noted.

Flow over the forward cone is purely conical, hen-e, the path of the
stagnation streamline i• this region can be obtained from Equation
(4.17). The aft cone (actually a truncated cone) generates a curved
conical shock wave as shown in Figure 4 - 45. Flow properties down-
stream of the curved shock are non-uniform and do not satisfy
conical flow equaticnar. ,cGion 2 (dzfincd in Figure 4 - 45) flow is
d(ctcrmired cy the method of characteristics. The stagnation streamline
may be defined in this region bi tracing its path through the flow
net in a stepwisc manner similar to that used in conical flow. Additive
drag is calculated by integrating numerically the pressure difference
(Ulocal P oc) acting on the streamline.

4.4 Terminal Shock Wave Position

Numerous simplifying assumptions are employed to facilitate theoretical
additive drag calculations, each of which serve to degrade the estimate
in varying degrees. Terminal shock wave position is one such assumpt-
ion. Often a terminal wave can stand large distances ahead of the
inlet entrance. The high pressure region behind this wave can increase
the ramp drag contribution to additive drag appreciably above that
obtained with an "attached" shock approximation. An extensive examina-
tion of simple concepts for predicting the shape and position of
detached shock waves (Reference 7) has shown that a method proposed
by Moeckel yields satisfactory results at supersonic speeds. This
technique will be presented below and its influence on theoretical
additive drag will be illustrated.

A tcr=Lnal shock wave must stand ahead of the inlet lip when super-
sonic fo e-xists Jqt pi-sr+.eq-am nf thp inlet entrance and duct air

demand is below the critical value. A method for estimating shock
location and shape as a function of mass flow that is spilled over
the cowl is derived from Reference 8. It is assumed that the form
of the shock between its foremost point and its sonic point is
adequately represented by an hyperbola asymptotic to the free-
stream Mach lines. Also, spillage is assumed to occur two-
dimensionally.- in the X-Y plane as shown in Figure 4 -46 and
locally two-dimensional in the case of an axisymmetric inlet.
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Figure 4 - 46 presents the terms used in a two-dimensional
calculation. The coordinate Xm denotes the free-stream location
of the streamline that separates the mass entering the inlet from
that passing over the cowl. The intersection of this streamline
with the detached shock wave is assumed to be the origin of the
hyperbolic portion of that shock wave. In order to determine the
quantity Ys/Isbl the continuity equation is applied to the fluid
passing the sonic line. The area As of Figure 4 - 46 must be
determined such that spilled air can pass through it at sonic
conditions. In most cases the cowl lip will be cuite sharp, hence,
the sonic point on the cowl lip can coincide with the leading edge.
Using these criteria, the expression for the location of the vertex
of the detached shock wave becomes:

Asb Y-lip z 1.0 - MF ) C + B'Sin(614 (l.0 - B.COS(6 5 )

where,

s flow direction behind the shock angle 05 for which
sonic velocity exists downstream at Mo

B• (PTO/I2,s) A*/Ao

a~~L total pressure recovery at the centroid of the flow
-'IT passinj the sonic line

" " ("TA() 82.TAN21.s.

and hence the Mach number aheadCof the terminal shock. If the inlet
flow field is not constar t at large distances ahead of the lip(i.e.,
an isentropic compression surface), shock location must be iterated
to reflect the proper value of (PTo/PTs),.

Spillage about an axially symmetric inlet tends to vary from locally
two-dimensional at high inlet mass flow to that obtained with a
closed body of revolution at low inlet flow. Since relativcly low
spillage values are of greatest intere-t, it is assumed that flow
near the cowl lip is two-dimensional. With the same reasoning, a
two-dimensional value of total-pressure recovery at the m~ass ccntroid
(see definition of (PTo/PTs)c above) will be used. Detachment
distance for an axisymmetric inlet takes the form:
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!

S=A 1.0• ax B COS(6M) )C + TAN(6s)
Ysb Ylip !n0 - B COS(6S)

- CM-ax TAN(6s) (4.19)

where the term6s employed in quaation (4.19) are as defined above or
in Figure 4 - 46.

Experimental correlation with this shock prediction technique for
blunt nosed bodies is presented in Reference 7- Figure 4 - 47 shows
the results of this compilation and the excellent agreement provided
by such an approach.

Reference 9 has incorporated the Moeckel technique in theoretical
additive drag calculations for an isentropic compression surface.
A comparison of additive drag coefficients obtained with a detached
terminal shock and with a "fixed" (attached) terminal shuck is
presented in Figure 4 - 48. Discrepancies resulting from an attached
normal shock assumption at reduced mass-flow-ratios are apparent in
this figure.

4.5 Additive Drag Correction

The full value of theoretical additive drag is rarely charged as a
penalty to the airplane at low supersonic or subsonic speeds. Cowl
and sideplate suction created by the spilled air tends to reducc
the drag penalty. A method for correcting theoretical additive drag
estimates is discussed in this section and a correlation factor
KADD is. presented.

External drag varies with inlet mass-flow-ratio since the amount
of air spilled around the inlet affects the pressure field acting
on the external suriacs! of c the airulane. To , el•- • .•4nc the effect
of varying mass-flow-ratio on external drag levels, an external
drag corresponding to the maximum inlet mass-flow-ratio is chosen
to represent the external drag of the airplane. This reference
drag level is assumed to rema.n constant with mass-flow-ratio. A
correction is then applied to theoretical additive drag, to
account for the change in the external pressure field with mass-
flow-ratio.
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Figure 4-49 illustrates the correction technique employed to obtain
corrected additive drag. Curve X is the sum of modal exter.al dra--
and corrected additive drag obtaine•d from a wind tunnel axial balance
reading. The dLag reading has been corrected for buoyancy effects,
sting effects, base drag and internal drag. If a reference mass flow
ratio is now established, the Leru, KADD la& be defifnd as

(Corrected DADD) MFR - (Corrected DAnD) Ref. MFR

(Theoretical DADD) MFR - (Theoretical DADD) Ref. MFR

or

ADD - ACorrected DADD
aTheoretical DADD

Now from Figure 4-49, we see that

XMFR - XREF " lCorrected DADD) MFR + (DEXTERNAL-MODEL)MFR1 +

- E(Corrected DADD)REF + (DEXTERNAL-MODEL)REF]

If the model is designed correctly, the external model drag will be

independent of MFR; therefore,

X - A Corrected DADD

or

K -X a
KADD i-eobretl.cal UADD Da

To find the total aircraft drag the corrected additive drag is simply
adjusted to pass through the reference external drag point, determined
by aerodynamic force model tests, as shown in Figure 4-54. As Figure
4-54 points out, the reference MFR for the external drag point will not
necessarily be the same as the reference MFR used in the KADD calcula-
tions. In many cases, the reference MR for the external drag point is
MFR=I in which case the corrected additive curve will probably (for inlets
with external compression) have to be extrapolated to MFR - 1.

The corrected additive drag can be expected to vary with external cowl
shape, cowl length, lip shape and thickness, ramp geometry, sideplate
geometry and thickness, flight condition and mass-flow-ratio.

Several experimental studies have been conducted in an effort to
emperically evaluate these interrelated effects. References 10-
13 contain the results of these studies. Reference 10 concentrated
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on two dimensional inlets with design Mach numbers from 2.2 to 3.0.
Reference 11 was limited to development of the A3J-l inlet. Refer-
ence 12 looked at a small matrix of open nose inlets while Reference
13 contains a fairly large matrix of inlets including open nose,
single cone axisymmetric, F-4 type two dimensional and a uniquely
designed opposed ramp two dimensional inlet. Each of these reports
is use[ul in showing the effects of varying various inlet component
configurations. Several curves from Reference 13 are included as
Figures 4-55 through 4-58 to illustrate these effects. It should be
pointed out here that extreme care should be exercised in using
absolute drag values and in comparing data from one of these reports
to another because of variation in definitions and differences in
test procedures and equipment. It is felt that each report is, however,
consistent within itself so that the effects of the Various geometry
changes are correctly evaluated. As might be expected, the correction
factor KADD reflects the influence of these variables. Unfortunately,
KADD is also affected by the approximations used in the calculation of
theoretical additive drag.

The preceding discussion leads one to believe that additive drag
correction is complex beyond use. Until the spillage phenomenon is
better understood, an uncompromising approach to actual additive
drag prediction may be, in fact, useless. However, if a compromise
is acceptable, an approximate additive drag correction obtained from
Reference 11 data is available.

Data from Reference 11 is shown in Figures 4-50 through 4-52. These
data are presented in the form illustrated in Figure 4-49 and are
used to define the variation of KADD with Mach number found in
Figure 4-53. Note here that the correction factor is invariant with
mass-flow-ratio. While the KADD factors of Reference 10 do vary
with mass-flow-ratio, a number of "average" correction factors
were selected from this data and superimposed on Figure 4-53. As
indicated, Reference 10 data shows good agreement wich the 0.125)
scale A-5A inlet model data of Reference 11.

At present, the additive drag correction factor shown in Figure 4-53
ts the most useful correlation available. Although it is not completely
rigorous, it should yield acceptable actual additive drag estimates for
preliminary inlet analyses.
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1. Net thrust by definition is the rate of change of momemtum
between stations 0 and 2

FN = mVe + Ae (Pe-Po) - mVo-Ao (P,-Po)

2. Propulsive force actu lly felt by body is

m,= +Ve Ae (Pe -Po) - mVl - A1 (P 1 - Po)

3. mV1 4 A1 (P - Po) A mVo Ao (Po - Po)

4. The difference is a force increment 1n the drag direction,

FIGURE 4-1 Illustration of Meaning of Additive Drag
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Propulsion 7ystem - U3ing 3tation3 1 and e.
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FIGURE 4-3. 'cheaitic aepresentation of Forces Acting or a Typical
Irropul2i-n- y3tem - Using .,tationu 0 and e.
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FIGURE 4-4. I~llustratinn of Inlet -;nillarc
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FIGURE 4-7. Open Nose Inlet at Mass Flow Ratio Less Than 1.0
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5.0 Inlet Instability and Unsteady Flow Phenomena

Unsteady internal aerodynamic flow phen mena can occur in all
flight regimes, both subsonic and supersonic. In most of the
cases, the unsteadiness is internal to the inlet and is due
to a rapid static pressure increase in the presence of a boundary
layer. In this case the pressure rise causes separation of the
boundary layer which usually leads to unsteady flow. If this
unsteady pressure pulse is large enough to stall the engine or if
the inlet-engine dynamics are such that the pressure pulse is
amplified until the engine stalls, the system is termed unstable.

5.1 Unsteady Flow at Static and Subsonic Flight Conditions

Reference 1 points out that static pressure gradients and the initial
..ondition of the boundary layer are important factors that affect both
performance and flow steadiness. It is also pointed out that flow
unsteadiness .more often accompanies high diffuser entrance Mach
numbers. This is because, for a given wall divergence angle that
gradient in static pressure increases rapidly at high subsonic Mach
numbers. To illustrate this, Figures 5 - 1, 5 - 2, and 5 - 3 are
presented to show the theoretical pressure ratio in a length equal to
one initial diameter for the moderate diffuser half angles of 2, 4,
and 6 degrees.

Tests of a family of diffusers were reported in Reference 1. The
inlets to the diffusers were bellmouth. A sketch of a representativc
test specic.2cn and the instrumentation is shown in Figure - 4. The
measurements that were taken include static pressure fluctuntiors
near the diffuser exit as well as performance. The diffuser shapes
that were tested were described by maximum wall divergence angle.
The maximum angles were 8o and 13.50. The initial angles vuried
from zcro to 6o. An important variable was the initial condition of
the boundary layer; Th1 initial condition wj, vd-, ieu Uv 1vtu •ie

placed on the bellmouth entry contour. For some of the tests, when
the initial boundary layer was attached, the parameter used to
express the thickness was 9/r, the ratio of the momentum thickness
to the duct radius. When the initial bcundary layer was sepArated,
the thickness was expressed in terms of 6-/r, where 6* was the
displacement thickness. Data from the tests described above uppear
in Figure 5 - 4, 5 - 5, and 5 - 6 where the percentage ,;tatic prcs sure
fluctuation at the diffuser exit measuring station is plottec versus
.aass flow ratio. Also shown on the plots are -n-litudcs corresponding
to a beat frequency that was present. This denotes thut therc were
oscillations of more than one frequency present producing a beat
of higher amplitude and lower frequency when two oscillutory dis-
turbanceu caree into phase to reinforce each other.
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A similar phenomenon was discussed in Reference 2. The subject
tests, on which most of the low speed loss methodology of Sect&on
2.0 was based, had a total pressure probe with a transducer just
upstream of the simulated conprcasor face. Here, as in the
tests discussed above, a pressure fluctuation of lower frequency
and higher amplitude was superimposed on the average periodic
oscillation. Referen e 2 gives a sketch like Figure 5 - 7 to
illustrate the general nature of the oscillograph traces that
were recoried during the tests. An ai riodic maximum total
pressure fluctuation appeared along with a more periodic naýrage
fluctuation. Dynamic data for two of the eight test specimens
vere taken. Such data was taken for a sharp lipped inlet and
one with a lip radius of 0.16 inches; the inlet diameter was
slightly over 4 inches. Figure 5 - 8 shows data for the sharp
lipped inlet and Figure 5 - 9 shows data for the round lipped
inlet. The data shows that amplitude ratios tend to decrease
as speed increases. Also, smaller amplitude ratios are shown
for the round lipped inlet than for the sharp lipped inlet.
These phenomena again can be related to the severity of the
pressure gradient. Since the degree of separation becomes less
severe with speed increase and with lip bluntness, the ratio of
aerodynamic flow area between downstream and upstream decreases
an6 hence static pressure gradien' decreases. The data is
presented versus the Mach number at the simulated colapressor
face. To facilitate more detailed study of the data as it
relates to conditions at the inlet, the theoretical relationship
between the inlet Mach number, M, and the compressor face Mach
nur.ber, M-ý, for the model being discussed is presented as
FiLure 5 ' 10.

5.2 Duct Rumble and TIwin Duct Instability

Duct rumble is an unsteady flow phenomenon that has occurred at
high subsonic speeds. In Reference 3, duct rumble was associated
with the Mach number region of 0.65 to 0.92 when operating at
very low inlet velocity ratios when there is boundary layer present.
In this case The high static pressure gradient is in front of
the inlet. At the low inlet velocity ratios corresponding to an
engine windmilling or idle power operating condition, the entering
flow has a smail free -stream tube area that expands to fill the
inlet area as shown in Figure 5-11, Increasing the mass-flow-ratio
decr'3ases the static pressure gradient in the expanding stream
tube and would eliminate the rumble, but this is not often possible
3-flCe 11-C in1+ siý 4 An+d.tPd by1 the larger flow quantities.
An effective boundary layer diverter is the method most often
used to alleviate the problem.

Twin duct instability is a problem that can occur when twin ducts
empty into a common chamber to feed one engine. Referring to
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Figure 5 - 12, if the inlet is operating at the point corresponding
to the pressure peak at Point s, a disturbance such as the boundary
layer interaction mentioncd previously can cause the operating
puLnt of one inlet to move to Point b, and th.. e to moveto
Point a. A sufficiently effective boundary layer removal system
would cause the point for peak static pressure to be at zero velocity
ratio and hence the problem of twin duct instability would be
eliminated. The problem of twin duct instabillty can, of course,
occur in supersonic flight and should be avoided there too. In a
supersonic application, adverse twin duct interaction was alleviated
by perforating the wall between ducts upstream of the juncture to
equalize the static pressure and enable the crossflow to provide
viscous damping.

5.3 Supersonic Unsteady Flow Phenomena

Figure 5 -13 is a typical pressure recovery versus mass flow ratio
curve for an external compression inlet operating supersonically.
On it are noted the regions of possible instability; on the super-
critical leg of the curve, normal shock oscillation and the possible
buzz region occuring subcritically.

Two points of the curve are mentioned as being possibly able to create
an engine stall condition.The lower of these two is not likely to happen
in a practical situation since it would require a large increase in
corrected weight flow demand. However, under an engine out condition,
the decrease in air flow demand could cause such a condition as the
point at which the intensity of buzz would be sufficient to stall the
engine. The consequences of the other regions of unsteady flow and
instability can range from annoying noise levels to minor aircraft
structural damage.

5.3.1 Supercritical Normal Shock Oscillation

What is happening here is not unlike the phenomenon tha was
demonstrated in the small scale low speed tests discussed in a
previous section. The degree of this type of difficulty that can
be experienced due to engine variations, inlet control system
tolerances, etc. can be minimized by boundary layer control.
However, as the inlet becomes more supercritical the normal shock movea
further aft in the duct. It is impractic~l to remove the boundary
layer along the full length of the subsonic duct. Therefore at some
supercritical mass flow the normal shock will move out of the region
of contr.... boundary layer a.nA 4int reainn of sufficient boundary
layer that separation occurs which usually leads to unsteady flow.
This type of unsteady flow is characteristically of high frequency and is
not necessarily an instability.
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5.3.2 Inlet Buzz

Buzz is the low masc-fiwv-rtLo phenomenon in which the normal shock
moves in and out cif the -'uct 'In an attempt to satisfy continuity.
Separation of either duct or pre-compression surface boundary layer
occurs during parc of the but: cycle. Figure 5 - 14 shows schematic
sketches of two buzz triggo•ri'g theories. In the upper one when
the normal shock is expelled from the duct, a vortex sheet from the
shock intersection impinges cn the duct wall and separates the
boundary layer which changes the aerodynamic flow area in such a
way that the ahock wants to be swallowed. After it is swallowod the
vortex sheet diseppears zo that continuity again demands an expelled
shocik position.

In the lower diagram, the high diffu3er pressure is being fed throu•i
the boundary layer causing separation, an altering of the aerodynamic
flow area distribution, asking ir shock swallowing, and then after
the shock is swallowed, t'he prt * :scal reason for the swallowing require-
monts is removed, and the wtc:le p rvroeO4 eeats itself.

In a prototype flight test procwu., .n Lit rAqpe.rsorncc aiicraft, a consid-
er- ble amount of data was gathcer:,. on I'ýorfrwaite, distortion, buzz,
a .0 buzz in combination with enginre cinvuresOtr ,os'all. For that
pi.rticular aircr,3ft the rcsults war, sur:nartved as folicu:

1. The fundamoatal buzz component appeard to hove f-u'-unh'y
nE-r 10 •ps and an -4Aplita~e on, the cde-kr of • of free -stream
total pressure.

2. Compressor stall oftvn accompaniedt buzz with puisc frquencies
on the order of 1 to 4 eps and amplitudes of up to 2'/3 of
frce-streafl tolal pressurt%.

3. Tha't the locations of the maximum anpiitudes appeared to be
in the downstream portion of the diffuser.

Thes;e may be thought of as being, near tyical; tover, tn,, effects
of distortion and stall tolerance of the compressor are important
fators.
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5.4 Inlet/Engine Dnamic Interaction

For the design of an optimum engine/inlet system. an important inter-
face area, it is imperative that the airframe and engine manufacturers
work moze closely togethae. Typically, the engine and airframe
manufacturer each desigp to the maximum steady state operating
condition. However, acc.;ptable transient and off-design operation
of air-breathing propulsion systems result in the scheduling of the
various components below their optimum steady-state performance levels.
At off-design operaliou, it is likely that certain inlet-engine
transients would cause unstable operation. Although scheduled
stability margins are required for only small portions of the mission
cimewise, they impose a performance penalty for all steady-state
operations. This makes it necessary for the airframe and engine
manufacturers to work cloedly together in this interface area and
make each other aware of I..' off-design limitations of the components.
Then, an optimum dynamically designed, air breathing propulsion system
will result.

During an inlet development program, initial dynamic measurements
should be made from the beginning. As the program progresses and
larger scale models are tested, more complete instrumentation Zan be
installed. The random pressure data thus obtained require random
data analysis techniques such as time correlation, spatial correla-
tion and spectral analysis in order to develop distortion design
criteria.

Instrumentation requirements for propulsion system dynamic testing
include extremely high response pressure transducers with frequency
response capability up to 5,000 cps for scale model testing.

Air inlet-engine incompatibility has become a major problem of high
speed aircraft. The phenomenon consists bf inlet (or engine) induced
flow distortions and pressure pulsations which may cause compressor
stalls, duct unstarts, etc. One approach to the dynamic interaction
problem is to mathematically model the inlet/engine combinations and
then subject the system to high frequency transients. However, in
mast cases the pressuze llu.tuations are random, requiring that random
data analysis teciiniques be utilized such as power spectral analysis.
For the convenLaene .f thŽ ieader a few of the more common eerms
encountered !n stLtistical analyses of inlets are discussed below. For
more rigorous definitions and discussions the reader is referred to
any good text on Statisticul Analysis, a good example of which is
Reference 4.

Power Spectral Density (PSD) is a representation of how the mean square
value of the variable beink considered is distributed over the frequency
range. In the case of inlet analysis the variable of interest is pressure
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fluctuation and:

PSD) d (freq) d (freq) - (IpRMs)2
I-)e

0 J

The great utility of the PSD representation is that if "energy" is
concentrated at or near particular ± equencies, such concentration
appear as "spikes" on the PSD graph, and the generating mechanism
is hence often determined. An example PSD plot is shown at the top
of Figure 5-16.

Amplitude Probability Density (APD) represents the probability of
occurrence of a given amplitude at any given time. The Central Limit
Theorem states that the APD for a variable that results from a
succession of random events can be expected to approach a Gausian or
Normal distribution. An example APD plot is shown at the bottom of
Figure 5-16. This curve is extremely useful since it displays the
"randomness" of the data. Most of the tools of statistical analysis
are based on the assumption of purely random variations. If this is
not true then the statistical analysis is invalid. Thus if the APD
curve varies very much from a Normal Distribution statistical analysis
should not be used. A good example of this is an inlet in buzz. The
definition of turbulence given in Section 5.4.1 can include pressure
variations due to inlet buzz. However, since the buzz disturbance
will tend to dominate the pressure fluctuations due to other sources the
APD plot of an inlet in buzz will not be Normal. Therefore statistical
analysis is not possible.

5.4.1 Inlet Turbulence and Dynamic Distortion

Duct turbulence is defined in most inlet studies as the AC component
of the pressure (usually engine face total) at a particular point. The
source of duct turbulence can be external to the engine installation
such as free stream disturbances, wing or fuaelage vortices or boundary
layer; or it can be internal such as a burner instability, local

separation in the compressor or afterburner blow out as well as duct
boundary layer instability.

A survey of the steady state engine face total pressure of any engine
installation will reveal an uneven distribution of pressure across the
engine face. This uneveness is called distortion. A standard parameter
for the measurement of this distortion is (Pmax-Pmin)/Paverage. If,
instead of steady state data, a survey is made of the instantantaneous
absolute vailUe 01 en&ie face total p~essure this v1- U xve UibSLoLion

is called instantaneous or dynamic distortion.
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Much work has been done in recent years in trying to correlate
turbulence, steady state distortion and dynamic distortion to
degradation in engine performance and particularly to compressor
stall or surge. Recent developments have brought about several
more complicated parameters for measuring distortion such as NDl,
KD2, KA, KRA, KC, etc. These parameters, however, are related
to specific engines and are developed according to the characteristics
of that engine. It has been found that there is an interrelation
between engine tolerance to turbulence, steady state distortion and
dynamic distortion as well as engine face total pressure recovery.
For example a lower steady state average engine face recovery is

usually associated with a lower tolerance to turbulence. For this
reason turbulence is usually shown in the literature divided by PT2.
Also a higher value of &PRMs/PT2 will result in a lower tolerance
to distortion. An example of the manner in which this varies is
chcwn in Figure 5-15. (It should be pointed out here that there
is a slight inconsistency in the currently available turbulence data.
Some Qf the data is in terms ofAP while the rest is inL.gPRMS. Since

these two are not always clearly differentiated, care should be taken
to determine which is being used. For a purely random distribution

LF WO6

Most of the current effort in this field has been concentrated on

the gross parameters such as sttady state distortion andLPRMS/PT2
because of the availability of data and ease of data acquisition as
well as the amount of data required. There are those, however, who
believe that these gross paramettrs will never show a good enough
correlation to stall and that the more detailed analysis methods and
parameters will have to be used sý',ch as instautaneous pressure maps,

power spectral density plots and even narrow frequency band turbulence
measurements throughout a wide frequency range. For example, results
of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TF-30 turbofan engine testing (Refer-
ence 5) indicates that the percent loss in compressor surge line
showed some correlation with the RMS total pressure parameter (PTRMS)

in the frequency range from zero to about the rotorl revolution PT2
(160 Hertz), however, it did not predict surge. The TF-30 test
results indicate that the surge inducing event is instantaneous
distortion and is predictable. The frequency range, however, had to

be timed to the rotor rotation (0 to 160 Hertz) in order to predict
surge. There were cases where larger dynamic distortion occurred
than that which caused surge, but its time duration was evidently too
short to affect the engine. P&W found that their circumferential dis-
tortion factor (KG) plotted as a function of time for high cut rates
predicted the pending sutge slightly after the peak of KG occurred

in nearly every case provided that a 160 Hertz low-pass filter was
used on the data prior to analysis.
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The fact thit the test data analysis to date has not found a
parameter or combination of para.mters usingtFTRMc and a form
of steady state distortion that correlate well with the surge
event does not mean that one does not exist. Much effort is
still being expended to find such a correlation.

It is hoped by some that a "Universal" distortion parameter can
be found that is correlatable to stall for all engines. If such
a "Universal" parameter or group of parameters do exist it is
more probable that they will be found in the detailed analyses
methods. It will then be necessary to decide whether it is best
to use a "Universal" aualysis method that is very detailed or an
individual empirical analysis method of more easily obtained gross
parameters. There are obviously uses for each.

Another area of study in the inlet dynamics field is the problem
of how to scale turbulence from model to full size. It is very
important to be careful here in the use of the terms decay, dis-
persion, and dissipation since considerable confusion can arise
if the terms are used interchangeably. As used here:

DECAY is the decline in magnitude of the turbulence kinetic energy

DISPERSION is the spreading of the turbulence kinetic energy over
the range of wave numbers by inertial interaction of the eddies

DISSIPATION is the process by which the action of molecular
viscosity actually converts the kinetic energy of the turbulence
to heat.

Pratt & Whitney has conducted a study in this area (Reference 6).
The conclusions of this study, although not yet universally accepted,
give evidence that for most inlet turbulence the rate of decay of
turbulence within both subscale models and full scale inlets is primarily
limited by dispersion rather than by dissipation. As a consequence,
the decay of inlet turbulence intensity will be independent of the
inlet Reynolds a 6ber over a very broad range of Rkeynolds nurnbsrs.
This simplifies the scaling of turbulence energy spectra. For cases
where this is not true it should be pointed out that sub-scale
turbulence tests will give an unduly conse-vative prediction of turbulence
intensity at the engine face. It should also be emphasized that the
above discussion is concerned with turbulence decay and not with turbulence
production which can be very configuration and Reynolds numnber dependent.
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6.0 Inlet Control Considerations

As flighL speeds increase, the role of the air induction control
system becomes more important. This is a natural consequence of
the increased ram compression available at supersonic flight speeds.
For example, potential ram compression is greater than 7.8 at Mach 2.0,
36.7 at Mach 3.0 and 76.2 at Mach 3.5. Within the flight regime being
discussed, ram pressure potential exceeds present state-of-the-art
turbojet/turbofan overall compression ratios. Hence, the inlet becomes
important and an integral part of the propulsion cycle.

The primary function of a supersonic inlet is to efficiently convert
the kinetic energy of free-stream air to pressure. In addition, the
inlet must supply the correct amount of air at velocities which the
engine can accept. And it should do this with low drag over the
entire range of operation. With increasing flight Mach number, the
task of the inlet becomes more difficult, and inlet design becomes
more sophisticated to meet a wide range of requirements. Inlets for
Mach 1.5 to 2.5 aircraft all incorporate variable geometry features to
provide variable precompression and engine airflow matching. These systems
maintain the normal shock externally, and therefore, the control system
is relatively straightforward. Aircraft above 2.5 maintain the shock
internal, and are normally referred to as a "mixed compression" or
"started" inlct. Needless to say, such inlets require complex control
systems.

Optimum air induction system performance necessitates an inlet control
system that will maximize total pressure recovery, minimize spillage
drag (additive drag) and recover as much total momentum of by-passed
airflow as possible. Specific topics that must be considered are:

a) Requirements for the variable geometry Inlet and the
control system that must control it.

b) Approaches to obtaining variable geometry.

c) Closed loop vs open loop control system.

d) Sensors.

e) Servo-Valves.

g) Linkages

h) Error Analysis
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These topics will be discussed herein and their impact, both
sin~lar and cumulative, on the air induction system will be
stre-sed.

6.1 Requirements for an Air Inlet Control System

The amount of compression available from a supersonic inlet afforded
by converting the kinetic energy of the air to pressure is shown in
Figure 6-1 as a function of the total-to-free-stream static pressure
ratio, PTo/Po . Thus, for an aircraft flying at 0.9 Mach number, the

theoretical ram pressure is 1.7 times the free-stream static pressure,
whereas for a supersonic jet flying at Mach 3 the theoretical ram
pressure is 36 times the ambient pressure, and at Mach 4 the ideal

theoretical pressure is 150 times the ambient pressure. These pressure
ratios are considerably greater than the sea level static compression
ratio of a turbojet, and at supersonic flight conditions the turbojet
compression ratio is markedly reduced making inlet compression even
more significant.

Also shown in Figure 6-1 are practical limits of the total pressure
for three inlet types. Type I is for subsonic and low supersonic
flight speeds up to approximately Mach 1.5, a simple normal shock
inlet provides very efficient compression of the air. With this inlet
type the air is decelerated from supersonic to subsonic velocities through
a single "normal shock". This inlet requires no control mechanism since
the normal shock is stable and will adjust to varying engine airflow
requirements. The F-100 employs this type of inlet. With a Type I
inlet, total pressure losses increase very rapidly above Mach 1.5; thus,
it is no longer a practical inlet for operation near Mach 2.0 or above.
Type II is for the intermediate speed range from Mach 1.5 to 2.5, an
external compression inlet can provide good pressure recovery (i.e.,
inlet toLal pressure divided by the free-stream total pressure). With
an external compression inlet, supersonic flow is decelerated externally
to a lower supersonic Nauh li ,,ut'uer 'y one or more ob•- .quc shocks and/or
isentropic compression turns prior to deceleration to subsonic velocities
through a "normal shock" at the cowl lip station. The normal shock has
a small range of stable operation and can adjust to only a small amount
of engine airflow variation; however, this range can be increased by
providing bleed flow in the normal shock region. Variable geometry is
required with this inlet to enable it to: operate efficiently over a range
of Mach numbers, to provide better engine matching characteristics, to
vary the amount of external compression, and to reduce the spillage
draz. Type III is a mixed compression inlet and is for high supersonic
Mach numbers, 2.5 and above. As the free-stream Mach number changes,
the inlet control system is required to vary the amount of turning of
the free-stream air by varying the inlet components. This concept is
generally referred to as a "started" or mixed compression inlet and has
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both external and internal compression requirements for the fruee
stream air. The reason for these two compression modes is that
there is a limit of approximately l21 that the air can be- ture~d.
If this limit is exceeded, the efficiency of the inlet is reduced,
which results in both less thrust output by the engine and increased
aerodynamic drag on the overall airplane. Therefore, above approxi-
mately 2.5 considerably better performance can be obtained with an
external-plus-internal compression inlet. With this third inlet
type, the flow is decelerated supersonically to a low throat Mach
number by a series of oblique shocks. It is then decelerated to
subsonic velocity through a "normal shock" located near the minimum
area or throat region. Some sort of variable geometry is required
to vary the amount of compression and usually to accommodate starting
characteristics of the contracted internal flow passage.

6.1.1 Inlet Control System Performance

The inlet pressure recoveries shown in Figure 6-1 for the different
inlet types are representative of the maximum practical pressure
recoveries of each inlet type and do not reflect any penalties due
to control tolerances or due to mismatches with engine airflow re-
quirements. Therefore, the inlet control system's tolerances must
be compatible with the operational limits of the total propulsion
system. This means that the configuration and performance of the
inlet control system can vary considerably for aircraft in different
speed regimes. Generally, the higher the Mach number the more
accuracy and sophistication is required by the control system.

Figure 6-2 shows typical inlet performance characteristics at a
given supersonic Mach number. The performance is given in terms
of the inlet pressure recovery, PT1/PT., the inlet mass-flow-ratio
MFR--which is defined as the actual capture flow divided by the
ideal flow which could pass through the inlet Projected area--and
the inlet spillage drag coefficient, CDa. During supercriticai
operation with the normal shock swallowed, the inlet captures
constant relative weight flow. When the normal shock is downstream
of the capture station (as shown by the lower sketch) the pressure
recovery is low (toint A); by throttling the inlet, the pressure
recovery can be driven up to a critical point (Point C) where the
shock is just attached to the cowl lip. This is considered the
optimum operating point for inlet pressure recovery. Further
throttling of the inlet will drive the normal shock ahead of the
cowl lip, spilling some f low externally (as bhown by thle Upper
sketch for Point B). The portion of the inlet performance curve
above the critical Feint C is called subcritical operation. Proper
throttling of the inlet is the function of the control system. The
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weight flow spilled during the subcritical operation results in
increased drag as shown in the lower right-hand corner of the
figure. On such a pressure recovery-relative weight flow plot,
lines of constant engine corrected airflow are shown by straight
lines radiating from the origin. The intersection of this engine
corrected weight flow line with the inlet operating curves is the
operating point for a specified inlet size. For a high engine
corrected weight flow, the intersection may be in the supercritical
portion of the inlet performance curve (Point A). For a low engine
corrected weight flow, the engine opera-ting line may intersect the
inlet operating curve at Point B giving higher pressure recovery but
some increased spillage drag. The optimum operating point is a
trade-off between pressure recovery, mass-flow and drag. For any
one flight condition, the inlet can be sized to operate at the most
favorable point of the performance curve. However, at other flight
conditions the engine airflow requirements may not match the inlet
airflow characteristics and either a pressure recovery penalty (exem-
plified by Point A) or a drag penalty (exemplified by Point B) may
result.

6.1.2 Inlet Off-Design Point Penalties

The problem of inlet-engine matching is discussed in Figure 6-3 for
two extreme cases of inlet design: (1) for an inlet having a fixed
capture area in which all the compression is internal and the amount
of compression is varied by varying the internal geometry and throaw
area; and (2) for an inlet having a fixed throat area in which the
compression is external and the amount of compression is varied by
varying the external flow spillage and free-stream capture area. For
this example, both inlets were sized to deliver 100 percent relative
weight flow (MFR = 1.0) at a Mach number of 3. The relative weight
flow schedules for the two inlets are shown in the upper half of
Figure 6-3. The fixed capture area inlet has a constant relative
weight lo.w ot 1.0, whereas the fixed throat area inlet has a
relative weight flow schedule which markedly decree.ses below the
design Mach number, dropping to approximately 30 percent at Mach 1.0.
On the lower portion of this figure is shown the corrected weight flow
schedule of the fixed capture area inlet, the fixed throat area inlet,
and a typical turbojet engine. Thus, the fixed throat area inlet
would deliver constant corrected weight flow to the engine, whereas
the fixed capture area inlet would deliver greatly increased airflow
at low Mach numbers. A typical engine corrected airflow schedule
falls in hetween and varies by a factor of 2 between Mach 1.0 and

3.0.

Since a fixed capture area inlet typically delivers more air than the
engine can use, excess flow must be spilled through downstream by-pass
doors and a drag penalty is incurred. On the other hand, fixed throat
area inlet, which delivers too little airflow off-design, operates
supercritically (with the normal shock being located downstream of
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the throat, Figure 6-2) at a reduced total pressure, The loss in
total pressure incurred by the fixed throat area inlet is illustrated
in Figure 6-4. With this inlet, a 50 percent loss in total pressure
recovery is incurred at Mach numbers between 1.0 and 2.0. In compari-
son, the fixed capture area inlet (by virtue of downstream flow
spillage) could operate along the maximum pressure recovery potential
of this inlet below the design Mach number. The drag of these two
inlets is shown in the lower half of Figure 6-4. Although fixed throat
area inlet requires no downstream flow spillage, the large amount of
external spillage results in even higher drags than the downstream
by-pass spillage of fixed capture area inlet.

6.1.3 Inlet-Engine Airflow Matching

The effect of the matching loss on engine performance is shown in
Figure 6-5. The upper half of this figure shows the relative net
thrust which is normalized by the thrust for a perfectly matched
inlet having no drag. On this basis, the fixed capture area inlet
causes a small thrust penalty due to the drag of the by-pass flow
spillage; however, the fixed throat area inlet with its lower airflow
handling capability causes a large thrust penalty amounting to as
much as 60 percent at the low Mach numbers. The relative thrust
specific fuel consumption is shown on the lower half of this figure.
On this basis the differences are reduced; however, they are still
significant at the lower Mach numbers. As can be seen from these
results, a large thrust and fuel consumption penalty is incurred
when the inlet airflow is too low necessitating operation at a
reduced pressure recovery. Therefore, it is extremely important to
design the inlet to capture as much airflow as the engine can handle
at the maximum inlet pressure recovery. Although not as severe, the
airplane drag penalty due to capturing too much weight flow must be
carefully considered.

6.1.4 Inlet Transients, Buzz and Distortion Limits

During transient operation of the engine or aircraft, specific fuel
consumption can be allowed to increase without any significant effect

on range because of the short time spent in these transient conditions.
However, during these transients, it is important that the inlet and
engine combination doesnot get into any conditions which could result
in engine stall or excessive aircraft roughness. For these reasons
it is important to avoid operating regions which result in (1) excessive
distortion at the engine face, (2) inlet buzz conditions, and (3) duct
unstarts.

The definition of regions where buzz or excessive distortion can occur
involves a very empirical science and, in general, test data are
requized to define these regions for specific applications. Wind tunnel
test data provide a qualitative feel for the regions of concern, It is
recognized that these regions may be influenced to some extend by the
presence of the engine and, therefore, in the actual installation, these

regions may change somewhat.
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The buzz and distortion regions are influenced by a multitude of
parameters such as Mach number, angle of attack, angle of yaw,
engine airflow, spike or ramp position inlet turn angle. For
buzz and distortion regions encountered during engine airflow
transients, Figure 6-6 illustrates the desired operating point
in terms of inlet turn angle and spike position at the nominal
engine airflow at a flight Mach number of 1.8 and typical angles
of attack and yaw. Also shown on this map are the regions of airflow
and spike position where excessive distortion and buzz can occur at
this particular turn angle.

This figure also depicts the same buzz and distortion regions at the
turn angle which is scheduled for the maximum corrected engine airflow
which can be obtained at this Mach number

6.2 Configuration of Variable Geometry Inlets

Generally, these approaches fall in two categories, the two-dimensional
inlet, or commonly referred to as 2-D and the axisymmetric of 3-D.
Each approach will be discussed from a control system standpoint only.

6.2.1 Two-Dimensional Inlets (2-D)

This type of inlet is rectangular in nature from the inlet to the
throat and then as the duct approaches the engine face, it makes a
transition to a circular cross-section to mate with the engine.
These inlets generally require a little more distance between the
entrance lip and the engine face than the 3-D types. This additional
length provides a better opportunity to minimize pressure distortion
at the engine face. Some of the existing airplanes, utilizing these
two-dimensional inlets are F-4, RA-5C, XB-70, Concord, Russian TU-144,
etc. Figure 6-7 illustrates a typical 2-D type inlet control system.
The inlet control system must position two, three or four ramps, air
by-pass doors, or a by-pass ring, and possibly the inlet lip; however no

existing airplane varies the inlet lip.

6.2.1.1 Ramps

The function of the ramps is to vary both (1) the amount of air
spilled arcund the inlet, and (2) the throat area. In addition,
they provide an area in which to bleed the inlet and provide sliding
air seals at the ramp edges. Since the ramps are hinged together,
their moveiuiia!t iuu5 be cuoYid..ated.
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6.2.1.1.1 Ramp Location

These ramps can be located either in a vertical or horizontal
position. From a controls point of view they are desired to be
located vertically, parallel to the fuselage, for the following
reasons:

1) When two inlets are involved, it is much easier to
provide synchronization and possible combinations of
the powered mechanism.

2) Fail safe position is generally required to have the
ramps in the retracted position. It is easier for
the aerodynamic loads to retract the ramps because
only friction forces must be overcome.

3) The back up structure is much more rigid because it
generally is in the fuselage. This provides less
structural deflection inputs to the system.

If they are located horizontally, usually additional back up
structure must be added to withstand the duct internal air loads.
Also, in case of control system failure,the aerodynamic loads
required to blow back the ramps must be sufficient to overcome
both the system friction forces and ramp weight.

The ramps are generally controlled by a Mach number schedule.
The sensor may be located (1) at the inlet for a local Mach number
indication, or (2) in the central air data system for the free stream
Mach number. They must be positioned at any point between fully
extended to fully retracted; therefore, the control system must be
capable of assuming an infinite number of positions. The system can
be , eAllCL auL OPECl or closed liop Syste. A closed D 100
additional sensor located at the throat which detects the throat
Mach number. This aerodynamic signal is fed back to the controlling
mechanism. Mach 2 vehicles generally utilize a two ramp system and
Mach 3 vehicles utilize either three or four. However, the fourth
ramp generally is a two position ramp.

6.2.1.1.2 By-Pass Ring or Doors

The function of these doors or rings is to provide a passageway
for the excess air taken aboard buc not required by the engine. They
allow matching of the inlet duct air supply and engine air intake
demand. The excess air may be utilized as secondary ctoling air and
then discharged overboard.
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b!2.1.1.2, 1 Bv-i'aSs RingW

These rings are utilized just forward of the engine face as shown
ini View "A" of Figure b-7, and are generally found in a type of
s,'st em that does not require fast response. This means aircraft
of tile 1.5 - 2.5 Mach number range and generally an open loop system-
as mentioned above. These rings are usually mounted on the engine
and translate forward to mate with a fixed airframe mounted ring. They
are controlled by vehicle Mach numbers. In order to close this loop,
a pressure recovery sensor may be installed in the diffuser area on
the inlet.

0.2.1.1..2.2 By-Pass Doors

These doors are utilized just forward of the engine face as shown
in Figure 6-7, and are generally found in a system that requires
fast response. This means aircraft of the 2.5 to 3.5 Mach number
range, and a closed loop system. These doors are in two sizes. The
smaller doors are called "trimmer" doors and are utilized to position
the normal shock at pilot selected position. The larger doors are
slaved off the smaller ones as shown in Figure 6-8, which is a
different concept of the doors shown in Figure 6-7.

These large doors are naturally designed to handle large flows and
they should he designed to discharge their air through a convergent-
divergent type nozzle. This minimizes the drag penalty. The loop
is closed by an aerodynamic feed back signal obtained from a unit
which senses the normal shock position.

6.2.2 Axially Symmetric (3-D) Inlets

These type iniets are of citculat-rOSS-Set. and conical longItudnllv...
From the inlet's entrance lip to the throat, the duct cross-sectional
area diminishes and from the throat to the engine face it increases. These
type inlets are generally shorter in length than the 2-D type for the same
pressure distortion level. Some of the existing airplanes utilizing these
3-D inlets are: F-104, B-58, Boeing's SST, Russian MIG 21 and SR-71.
This type inlet is illustrated in Figure 6-9.

The inlet control system must position the spike, air by-pass doors,
or a ring.
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6.2.2.1 Spike

The function of the spike is to (1) control the amount of air
spilled around the inlet and (2) vary the throat (minimum) area.
The most common method that is utilized to obtain these variations
is to translate the spike as in Figure 6-9. Hcwever, alternate
methods are to translate the cowl or to collapse the spike.

The spike, of course, must house an actuator that is utilized to
translate it forward and aft or collapse it. The spike must also
provide an area for the boundary layer bleed and air seal at the
sliding surfaces. The bleed air must be ducted from the spike to
the vehicle. This generally limits the amount of bleed that can
be accomplished because of the limited area allocated for air ducts.
If cooling is required, this duct area limitation further constrains
the design. As in the other types of systems, the sliding surface
must be air sealed.

6.2.2.1.1 Translating Spike

This type spike may be in either 3600, 1800 or 900 segments. The
sensor that controls the position of the spike is the same as the
ones discussed for the 2-D ramp which sensed local Mach parameter
or vehicle Mach parameter. When the 1c,0' or 900 segment spike is
utilized, they are mointed on the fuselage. This location provides
more volume to house the mechanism and duct the bleed air away and
simplifies the air sealing of the sliding surfaces.

The 3600 type, when utilized, imposes a geometric constraint on the
AICS system. The mechanism must be housed inside the spike. The
actuator generally is long and slender which means its load carrying
capability is limited by the poor slenderness ratio of the actuator.
This type also has a control problem in angles of attack and yaw.
If the inlet is not aligned with the flow the entering on the windward
side experiences more compression while the air entering the leeward
side experiences less compression. The inlet control system must
therefore control to some average between the two conditions. This
requires multiple sensors around the annular inlet.

6.2.2.1.2 Collapsible Spikes

This concept has the advantage of varying the throat area more than
the translating typpe; hoevr te- bleeding and, saoling problem is

increased. This concept still requires additional inlet area for
take-off.
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selecting the mode of contrci. The inlet control must be sensitive
to sudden changes in the entering air and must also be sensitive to
downstream disturbances caused by the engine. Such changes require
rapid response by the inlet control to prevent disturbing and perhaps
unsafe aerodynamic effects from occurring in the propulsion system.
Conditions which could be encountered are buzz, shock expulsion for
started inlet, engine stall, and flameout. Any of these conditions
could be a flight hazard. Not only must the control react quickly,
but it must measure the pressure ratio signals with precision.

Figure 6-7 is a sample of the gross information flow of a closed
loop system. The control functions indicated are throat and by-pass
actuator as a function of a pneumatic signal.

6.4.1 Closed vs Open Loop Systems

Th_ question of open loop versus closed loop inlet controls deserves
close scrutiny. Figure 6-10 illustrates tbe difference between these
two basic control concepts.

The open loop control schedules actuator position to predetermined
values. A change in actuator position has no effect on the control
input parameters, so this is termed open loop control. The system
must measure each parameter which requires a change in the inlet
configuration and combine these schedvles and biases with actuator
position feedback to achieve the desired output. Some commonly used
parameters for this type of control are: local Mach number, diffuser
exit Mach number, angle of attack, angle of yaw, position of other
inlet geometry, and engine parameters indicative of airflow such as
corrected speed and compressor pressure ratio. Overrides are ofon
provided to account for inlet 6 uzz, restart, seveLc maneuvers, or
sudden engine airflow changes indicated by changes in duct pressure
or fuel manifold pressure. Because the signals are unaffected b,-
actuator position, signal characteristics have no effect on the
dynamics of open loon controls.

A closed loop inlet control positions the actuator to achieve a
desired aerodynamic effect. The selected input signais are indica-
tive of inlet operation which are strongly affected by actuator
position. This aerodynamic feedback gives a closed loop control.
Therefore, the signal characteristic has a major effect on loop
dynamics. The slope of signal pressure ratio to actuator position
is a major gain in the feedback path thus -:ontributing significantly
to control stability and response. In addition to the signal
chracterisftcs, this type Of coui-LLu must account for inlet duct,
transmission line, sensor, servo control, and actuator dynamics.
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Plaraimeters commonly used or considered for closed loop control are
shock position and inlet Mach number at the lip,throat, or diffuser
exi t. Overrides are often required with closed loop controls, as
they are with open loop controls, to achieve safe inlet operation
mude.,r unusually severe operating conditions.

u. '.2 Considerations for Inlet Control System Selection

A comparison of open Loop and closed loop control considerations is
given in Table III.

Tabl•e Ill

(pen Loop Closed ioop

als nsensitive to inlet changes. Highly sensitiveý
Fixed geometr. close to desired. inlet changes.
Less data needed. Compensates for .1:-I
:orc prcdictabc.o for restarts toleraunces temo
buzz and ether transients, effects on structure

& enmine air flow
telerence.pa aCntrol ,'tdap- tabie Feedback s.-stem ne-ed.

[L- as: " to add biasing Limited to- char-ge -f
parameters, probes requires .'o

test data.

Co:m•plexity io�xHdware mere complex. Analysis more ccnplex.

x.taillai ,'. y:in control actuator Can loeat,? sensor- ,-th
posittion feedback difficult. actuators.

'cr lirhtly- more quiescent power. Peak power same -3
open loop control.

or redund---i .- Uzuall -less than.Fpnck:rin 7 , open loop.
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6.4.2.1 Signals - Open loop control parameters measure upstream and down-

stream conditions. Often this is local iach number, entrance flow
anrifarity-, and diffuser exit Mach number. The signals arc normally
unaffected by rainor fixed inlet configuration changes, so inlet

geometry would therefore be positioned as it was before the inlet was

modified. Aerodynamic wind tunnel data sufficient to provide inlet
performance would be adequate to define the signals and control
schedules. Inlet unstart, buzz, and other transients would have

little effect on the control signals so the action would be predictable.

Closed loop control depends on aerodynamic feedback. Aircraft
inlet control system designers must have a clear and thorough krnowl-
edge of the signal requirements for successful inlet control. These
requirements must be c-nsidered in the design and test stages of the
inlet development to assure that they are obtained.

Listed below are four of the primary requirements for closed loop
aerody.namic signals:

1. Aingle valued - This avoids possible control saturation
caused b:y transient disturbances away from set point into
multi-valued area.

2. High gain - High signal gain is necessary- to maintain a
small error in the scheduled parameter caused by set pain•.t
shifts within the error band of the control.

3. Reasonable range - The gain characteristics must be maintained
f-r a reasonable range to avoid gr.oss errors and possible
flight malfunction caused h.y a small error in the set point,

4. ½onsistent rain at all conditions - A consistent val-e of
the sional qain will enable the contral, to be sized t have
high response,• at aP.l coiditions. f the signal gain varies
with flight c:onditi. ms, stability requirements would gscncrall:-
require the control to be sized so that the response rate
would vary' acc-rdina to the signal gain variation.

jiour'; - 1l describes a sirnal with ideal characteristics, and a

comparis3n of this ideal signal to four other .ig,-nals with poor character-
istics is sh-"si in Figure 6 - 12.
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definition then,tlese signals are located close to regions cf
hinh pr-ss'tr,c gradient such as the normal shock. Small changes in
t.. .l,,t c nfiguration usually cause gross changes in these signals

wyht.oh 1 t rrn can cause the inlet geometry to be far from the desired
p, si~l 'n unless there are additional changes to the control such as
rlocated signal probes -r revised pressure ratio set points. Because
t:e si,:al slopes are so Lmportant to loop dynamics, much more aero-
d-ncr7i data is ne-eded for the closed loop control. Data is needed
"or f, fmll ran-c -f inlet geometr- and for numerous potential

pr t-,- pcs and locations. One advantage of closed loop control is
.hen tcnd--c,- t- achieve automatic compensation for manufacturing
'ler-ncos in toe inlet, temperature effects on the structure, engine

airflow t ~loraccrs, and other factors of importance which are not

2.4.2 Manual Control - The open loop control incorporates output positi-r
oeT ar:k s it is readil:. adaptable to manual control. . closed loop
or-, ,-:on the other hand usually does not have this feedback, so one

"added.

6.4.2.3 Flexibility - Because the signals are outside the open loop cont~ro.l
ac.:: path, otoer parameters can be added to bias output position

:c d. with ut upsettino srstem dynamics. Closed loop controls
are_ floxtle. Usable signals generally have linited ranges c-f

n-c,:p-a'-T  acr-d:--na-c pain so added parameters would probably recuire
f prizes, Another problem is the lo-p dynamics which could

-ssl'- affected by the added control loop and thus require revised
c trol ain and c mpensating networks. Any change requiring new
pr s r larfe revision of pressure ratio set points r'll likely
:cc It new toot data over the entire operating range of the inlet,

u. 4. Coiiplexity -.pen loop controls depend on measuremuent of all
ocar p ncrz.ters that affect inlet operation, There are mere sens-'rs

r : t' closed loop control. The closed loop control reduces the
c r f sensing and computing functions by selecting parameters

C t ccoPlis.h the same end by measuring the zerodyna•-.•ic effectý n
t !Ct - these za.ojr parameters of influenc,. Closed loop inlet

c -tr 17 roire complex analysis of the aerodi, am-ic and dynamic
ch..aractrr stoics.
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6.4.2.5 Installation - W-hen the open loop control uses several parameters
f -r computing- output schedules, these functions are gener.-lly grciped
into one main control. 3nsne Himitatimnq a-rd nccne~ssili-tv re-sult.
in the, main control b eing, installed -remo-t e from the actuatorrs.
Position feedback must be route~d to the main control thri ugh1 ratheýr
to-rtureous paths. Closed loop controls could locate the sensor with
the actuatoýr and thus eliminate the installation difficulties of
feedback systems.

6.4.2.6 Power Consumption - 'JSaCfl sensor and computing function requires
a certain po.wer drain Dn tie aircraft. This quiescent po)wer is
normally. albrut 52 of peak poweýr demands. The closed loop control
uses slgtyless quiescent power because cof fewer elemýrents. It
mu-st d-t the sine wrk in the same time, hwvr otepa oe
is the sane as the o-pen loop control.

6.4.2.7 Weight - The wer.ýight oýf the inlet control_ cana vary widely, depending
-n the enviro-nme:nt, fail safe features, self check capability-, adjust-
ments foDr flcxib~lit-r, complicatio7ns for ease of maintenanice, etc.
P~edu~ndanc:.r philosophy and packaging conýcepts cause direct weight
increments, The hardware simplicity o-f closed ioop controls usual>-
proývidr_ weighIt savings. U_,henever c'-ntrol. system weights are dis3cussed,
thec trade-off between weight e-nd perfo~rmance is tine decidin fctsr.

hýeavier coýntrol that runs the- inlet more efficiently ena'ý1 _e the~
aircraft t, achieve its flight1' -Žb,`ictaves with lower fuel ccns'±mpti~"
The weight -,f fuel saved car be mn'ný tinles the weirght. increment, fori
the c 'ntrol.-

In addition to the technical criteria delineated above, and perhaps
of prime importance, is the time. schedule and development status.
If the period from program initiation to flight demonstration is
shiort, then proven concepts and thoroughly developed equipment
should be selected. This may also dictate an open loop control
because the closed loop control requi-les additional wind tunnel
and flight test data with monre complicated analysis. Choice of a
closed loop control entails a development risk but often promises
better performance.

Selecting the proper inlet control mode is a task with many facets.
Evaluation mnust be tased on requirements which provide operational
efficiency and flight safety in accordance with the ovexall
functional plan of the vehicle.

6.5 Sensors

All the sensors detect a pressure ratio in the inlet. These ratiosý
have various nomnenclatures; however, they all boil1 down to and
generally they are as follows:

Psag "sigoal pressure as total. pressure

Fref = reference pressure as static pressure
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t a a! ... scns rs utilized are as follows:

1. ",tccaxtcal - Bellows, levers, cans, pistons

2. :lectr :.ic - Linear elements, transistors, resistors,
& capacitors.

3. Pr,; Fluid Devices - Pure fluid elements.

• ,] " h,- t.;r:eal 'ens.'rs

-_, re - 13 s'. 'we a f£rce balance ty,,ope pressure ratio sensor. .-ihe
-•-vic,ý w-rks -- 'a `-a1LLced beam, principal with forces ir, equilibrium,
its ;et pipe valve is in the nuill position, and both flow and pressure
"IoTLo sides VF the servc- piston are equal. A change in either

-stai,:"r ~q-ent will caise a f-)rce unbalance and deflecti-ne
.. t. rcait>'-1 in a change in both pressure and flow to the

r oi T"he loop is closed through rollers providing
'" ': cdba"' fromT. the servo piston. Such a sensor offers hiph

r," .. F •avnj" "C -' se :7f the pressure and flow sensitivity developed
" t v a'yle and esod accuracyV becaus of the mechanical desirn

o1 c. plac'-.ments of the F-ster. However, this sensor as
se.,7- c.ar~es in the fluid viscosity, or temperature chenges,

..revriatic-ns fr so she aircraft's hydraulic system supply.

- . >d[!i:ro-Yk:ch<-:oiefi '.&tb•r ;en~s-r

u, - 4 sh'ýws an innovation in hmdro-mechanicai pressure rati:
7tCr ensor. This device offers st-mple internal

C4 -a'- mchanis.. The princical of operation of the
r xet eplained by the three sets Cf vecto h. .

h. vector "-.". indicates initial steady state
rr . a a change in static pressure, the force unbalance otn

ti- ! '.r,•-s w"'- pr~d:m ce a r_ .da U .34 .' • ,-, -L . vc-t- as
m:.,Ion of point A would be fed to a double-acting

, to ro4 at'td t' brin7 point "i back to its originai position
2:''! 1l out one flapper valv.,

c c a> wn thbat for this type of sensor, the tangent of f
..... " t e pressure ratio sensed by, the two bellows. It

"tht..r. . pistv n motion is proportional to a, and hence

",.t. v.': 7-r. re sensi. nf. loop.
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6.5.1.3 Forceý 3alanciiL' PBeam Conicept

Force balance s(!nsors achieve their accuracy by the fact that the
bell.1ws. ope-,rate in. a fo:rce--ve-rsus-pres sure regime which is greneral~ly
"a mare line.ar relatio)n than deflection-versus--pressure. Consec.;uentbrC,
"a mianim)m of o;hapine and functio-naiising7 is required. Low hysteresis
is achieved due t the. princi.plo. :f 'balanceýd foýrce' anld theref-reý

n ,_Aanis imp sed o~n theV diaphragm or bellowas. 'l dftci11tp
setis ~rs exert a strain on the diaphragm and as a result, exhibit
de~finite t,-steresis. The force balance sensor exhib-its lowest
possible temperature e~ffects throu '-'h extensive usc of stainiless
steel1 in the elements. lUibrationr. 'fects are easily) eALminate.d Ib -
the additi r, of counteniweiphlts and visccus danping,, because- of the
electrical error output sjg-nal schen.,e employ,,ed.

-he pressure rati transducer shown schem-,aticallyý in Figutre 6 - 15
is a typical force balancing bear, instrument, with a ser-vo-driver.
shaft po-siticninrr the output symchrcos. A sho-rt stiff beam, pi4voted
--n a mo-vable fulcrum which has attached to it a differential pressure
bellows (Pow- - PB,) at one end and an evacuated bellows (P5) at ti-e

--he. he bellows arxe attached to the bean thr,-ugh flexure pivo-ts
vich elirairatc the need for knife edges and can t-ra-nsmit foc in

either direction. The beam- is J'ree to, rotate abocut the fulcrui- ty:
dis3placing the bellows slig-htly,. fr-ýn their no.r-mal balaliced posi4tion. i
Control pressure P, is fed into the instrument case and reference
pressure Pp 7: is fed Linto, a pressure bellows. Pneumatic force;-s are
applied to the boeua byT the two bellows, on-e evacuated bellows- prodacing
a force pr,-po)rti,)nal to a P0- anid one differential bellows producing
* fo-rce proportiona~l to '1~y-71-. change in either pressure
ca'.nseýs -ocar unbaý,lance. T'he unoatanice is detected by- a twe-phasc,
sr;-rvo- sy-stem which functio-ns to restore bean.- bala-nce. " ne 'bellows
Preý held essentially at c-nstant length, which a'r-ids theý Iarce_
lrrtn.resis n-'rmall'r a~ssociated with deflecting plates an-d doprzs

hie instr-an-ent *i~s campletely. enclosed in a sealed case.

5o. 2 lrtrno ensors

.'r. importan-t aspe;ct -f electrý-nic coýntrol is sensingýF. S-iminlar t½

dr-mecanial.techn-logy-., the techniques of control have c-eon
thi&hl. developed, but packoolin!o and sensors conti~nue to- reccivre
covrl_ýo'nret atteýntio-n. Iwo7 neFw ty-pes -f sens-rs which are uindergo.ing
developmrnent investi.r-ati-n are sonin 'Figures 6 - 6and6-17
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.,. a . tretched diaphragm type of sensor. This is
cta,, ici.'ve iw ,m transdacer in which capacitance is a function of

t'i'; Lad rt th, diaphragm, or on diaphragm displacement and air gap.
S-lirexrin, i-s diaphragm displacement are minimized by preloading

, ip~rs t a high stress level. Since the per cent change in
, loha,i with changes in pressure is very small, the effect of

,rr r is als> small. This type of sensing device shows promise from
t.ndp • i1.... cif hysteresis, linearity, and temperature sensitivity,.

",' nator'ial chanqges in the basic scheme shown also indicate promise.
.-era.c plate: may be replaced with quartz as it also exhibits
,ni -a! stii wi-t.h changes in temperature and stress. Thoughts

airl- %Is ,:•iriven to the use of crystalline diaphragm such as
-i].tz, r"p, quartz or sapphire.

irc -1i.7 shows another promising t:pe of pressure transducer.
c•. device is maEde up of two. concentric quartz cylinders with metallizcd

C" ni. It also is a capacitive type t ransducer and premises irprov:-
.... -. itivit'"- t e +nmprrature and vibration. These are onl-T two

r*.-- r, t'- ex tic sensors currently being investigated.

.3• 'r. :.• 1 ° :'- m - !iers

a c crr tl'-'-- i•r technologyc, the application of pure fluid
- -dvnma.-d air inlet control concepts are anticipated.

r ,%.np-soý'1rs, as ti.e na:me iplies, are devices which control
.wof ' f ono medi'a, either gaseous or liquid, much in the

. .tan tubes ad transistoý-rs control electron flow.
1. a ,•w tw.- ty-pical configurations foxr pure fluid amplifiers,

t]-, j -s -'f pore fluid amplifiers exist. Oneo, the bi-
a depend-ýnt up,'n the tendency of a fluid flow strram

f t: a wall (the CcI:7t effect). In the sketch shwm,
r *, r e he power nozzle will attach itself toý the wail

r', and will rema~i in that condition until a control
r [~ Ir sirnal is or -vided to break the attachment and divert

opFpositeý arm wihere the.t strea -nhocomes attache1dt
i '.-. - op, -f dirital element is obviously equivalent to

"on'--elctronic circuit and is applicable to logica.l

o .1-" so-d bistablc elements can also be used as "and/cr'

-"d" rate, pure fluid device, the flow stream remains
t-r - 'ed an rc, wall of' the 'no output" arm and will remain in this
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stat~e uiti2. inpu-t pressure signals are present at all the control
input poýrts. an a sir-liar manner, the- "or" element is biased so
thnat. the f'low strean is diverted to-. the. output arm wihen a presrsure

s-na i3present at an;- one or more of the inpu~t p-rts.

-Ihe sec-nd t'Tpe of pure f hid ampli~fiecr is the proportional or analor
I luiidic eleinent in which the flow stre~an is3 prevented fr-rn attaching'
itself t- a w o-r th~e pre3sence of wall vents. Zn. this deývice th,,
flow strew.~ mz c erteý.d prxportionallr, t- the two output 1,F b-- the
pressure differential at the two_ control ports. This device is
eýquiivalenat to a pr 'port lonal electronic ama-ilifieUr.

"iýs time,:, bis; able elemaents areý su-fficiently well developed to:
be pplied to: log-ic circuitry- and o-re incorporated in a few com-mercial

cnrlapplicatins, including, a shock pocitio'-t senznr being7
developed '.-- 2 Linneapcolis - H-onem-ell.

Ti-re -19 is a puýre: fluid propcrtimnal element used to produce
an, output 8P proportional to the ratio of two input pressures. This
device!, at a -fixed pressure level., has an output character-istic as
zh'wn-m, but requires the addition of successive stages for pressure
u'ýv'- 1! ea'pensa~ao-n.

'he pure fluid pressure ratio- sens'-r could, be applied to- a s-imple
air irlet e-ntrol loop, providing acceptable threshold levels can,
be at'ained,

6.6 cry V .alve

This portion will discuss h,-dýraulie servo-valves cal"'.

hn -draliliec servo%-mech'anism is a clo-sed 'lo-op sy-stem contaiuning- a
c introiller (2,urvo-"alve-) sard a feedb~acký element or elements locad
( actuato-r) .

The seýrv- valve varies the rate as well as the direction of flow of
flu.-id to an actu.atoýr by mietering the h-ydraulic fluid througoh controlled
-rif ices. There are three types of '-'draulic servo-valves, a seatirng
a sliding, and a jet pipe type.

Inthei seating. -r poppet ty-,pe of servo- valve, the co~ntrol member
.rvS 4n to.C saneý directi r. as the static pressuare fo7rce whiich is

aetin,- on the nmembe.r. ZIn othoir woýrds, the fluid and the co-ntrol
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..m...:'r r, v.; in the sa•me direction. The principal disadvantages of
this arr;ngummnt are that large forces are required to move the
co~tr-l member when r,ýtt, ilg but very snal! flows are ccntroll-d,
m:d that the• t-tal valve motion mu3t be within the clearance between
the c ttrollinr munbber and the seats. If additional clearance is

a high quiescent leakage results.

The two principal advantages of the seating- or porpet-type valves
are that, in reneral, the- are simpler devices than the slide ty.pe,
a:d that the- car, be built with considerably less stiction on the
c ntrolliný member. The principal use cf the seating-type valve,
,o)r serv--valves, is in pilot stages, like the flapper valve commonly,
:sed Lu the first stage f the hydraualic amplifier.

The slidi:g tjm .-f serv: valve employ-s a c-ntrolling member that
7 vy, in a directi n perpendicular to the static pressure force, or
p,urpurdicular t- the flow of fluid. The sliding-type valve has
c':tziderathl less lcakare than the seating-tyTe and can be built
'sit-much hiirher pwer gains. Cf coturse, stiction forces are greater,
and slide valves can bc cure easily jammed by dirt and impu-ities.
-cure are :rn varieties -f slide vaives, such as spool types and
"i' p cites, which either slide cr r;tate, but the sliding spool is

mes cr•l" used fr.

es-pip -Valve c,-nsists of a nozzle arnd a receiver block. The
utzzle, or -Et- r•ipe, is arranged n a pivot so that it may b,- dis-
placeýd fr-:.c a neutral p, siticn, as snown in Figure 6 - 26(a). The

" pip,: serves t- convert pressure enerr- into the kinetic energy
f a 4et and direct this fet toward two receiver holes in the receiver

" u-...e -et 'f oil strikes the flat receiver block, its
.:t:tic enqr"-- is recovered in the fhrm of pressure. If the stream

ic tirected exe-tl:. halfway between the receiver holes, the pressure
tw holes will be equal; the uifferential pressure, therefore,

~ ~ uipb iLi uexwectueu-, norc- cJ~i. w7.I_11 (Dý- uirecueu all

- ,c hole than the tther, raising the pressure in that hole and
decoreasinr the pressure on the other, and thus creating a differential-
orseur'. ~utp6t.
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Figure 6 - 25 shows thc idealised pressure-flow curves, or character-
istic curves, of a servo valve plotted from Equation (6.1). These
curves are aiialugvus to the torque speed curves of an electric mrtor
ox to the characteristic plate curves of a vacuum tube. For different
values of x there are different curves; they are all parabolas
which pass through the points where PL = Ps in either direction. Above
the 0 lint the flow is through the other set.

6.6.1 flutput Power of 3ervo Valve

In a valve-controlled system, part of the power is sacrificed for the
privilege of maintaining precise control. This can be demonstrateu
by calculating the maximum output power which can be passed through
the valve. The power output is flow multiplied by load pressure druF.

H = PLx Q

H = PL x CZx PS - PL

I- maximize,

dH P -L x

9 L) P(Ps - PL)-

PL Padii(P9 - F) - L.: 5 -FL

2

andi

or PL = 2/3 Ps when H is maximum

wh'.ere

T +'-- fow through load

(7z valve constant

x displacement -f control element

7- supply pressure

P• pressure drop across load piston
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Thus, th maximum-.area rectanple which will fit under each curve has

PL = 2/3 Ps. Usual design practice Is to establish the maximum
required actuator load and velocity, then to u.e a piston area such
that this load can he carried with PL - 2/3 Ps, and provide for
sufficient flew to move the piston at the desired velocity, Figure
6-25. This, of course, is done only in the interest of obtaining
optimum efficiency as far as the use of hydraulic power is concerned.
There may be other sets of conditions which would call for other method.
of fitting the power-available curves to the power-required conditions.

6.1.1 Twc-Stabe Hydraulic Servo Valves

Most two-stage electro-hydraulic servo valves use a nozzle flapper
valve for the first, or primary, stage, and it is well suited for
such use. It has an extrenely lightweight moving element, requiring

only very small magnetic forces; therefore, less electrical input
power is required fot any given response characteristic. The nozzle
flapper valve can be used as a pressure (force) controller with a

spring-loaded spool as a second stage. Used in this fashion it is

not an integrator; thus, the valve can be used open-loop. It has

comparatively high neutral leakage,but since the first stage need

not be large, its flow consumption may be held within 1 to 10 per cent

of the total flow across the power spool. This arrangement makes it

possible to build valves up to 15 horsepower in capacity with inputs
of as little as 10 rm into the torque motor, and with outputs of up

to 20 gpm with time constants of 3 to 5 msec. A twu-stage valve of

this type is practically insensitive to accelerations and vibrations

because the forces available to drive the spool are many times greater

than the weight of the spool itself.

Figure 6-26 shows a typical two-stage valve of the open-loop type.

The first stage has a calibrated pressure outpuZ t..h_ Is appwihed to

a spring-loaded second-stage spool.I2 Another type of two-stage electro-hydraulic valve, one with a flapper

pilot stage, is shown in Figure 6-27. This valve has a mechanical

I
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feedback from "he spool of the power stage to the flapper of the

41ý.-,I stj,, A thrsc-n_.. valr.c .A-r,,-.nn n,+n,,
4  

04-aA 4r+o one end -- fthe power-stage spool is used as the first stage. Supply pressure
is applied t half the area of the other end of the spool, and the
remainiiLg balancing force is developed in the feedback spring.

This- ...... •-r'i-n.L.•, oppiies the feedback force to the . .--pper. The spool
will always move in such a manner as to keep the control pressure
(inside the nozzle and -n the full area of the end of the spool)
at one-half the suppl~y pressure. This creates a displacerient of
the spool which corresponds to the flapper position, greatly magnified.

Figure 6 - 28 illustrates a valve which also has feedback around
the first stage. A four-wa:- flapper valve is used for the first
stare. The flapper is extended in the form of a leaf spring, the
end of which fits into a groove in the spool. Is the spool moves,
it ceflects this spring and applies a force upon the flapper tc
bring the pressure back to neutral.

Flpure 6 - 29 shows a more recent valve in which a jet-pipe valve
is employed for the first stage and a special feedback spring connects
the pmwer spno l with the first,-stage armature.

Forue feedback, as used in the last three vclves described above,
causes the spool to follow the first-stage armature position. Force
feedback makes possible extremely high first-stage gains; thus, the
valve is less susceptible to spool friction induced by contanminaticn.
It can also assist the making of a valve with good linearity.

6.7 Actuatore

The preliminary design of actuators is discussed in this section.
The data represents an actuator, consisting of an aluminum body and
a steel pisto)n and piston rods with normal operating pressure -f
3,000 psi. The maximum pressure that these units can withstand are
7,'00 psi, 1 times the operating pressure per 1)il H 5440 bursting
pressure. That is the material can have permanent defor~mation but
tle actuato r wtl± still hold pressur-e. The un-it must also Wit�lStand
4, 500 psi surge pressure with no permanent deformation.
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6.7.1 Pesign Consideraticrs

The fol?.owing assuapt ions for this prelizirgry design and weight
estimation are as fullows:

(a) The piston rod diameter is j the bore diameter.

(b) The hinge moment is maximum at the widpoint of the strcke
and equal at thý retracted extended positiot•s.

Correcti.bn for coniigurati-ns other than L (b) above Ira be made by
sel..cting a larger deflection angle,

Design Formulae

See Figure 6 - 30 for Actuator Geometry and Legend

Pore Design

(1) Tandem Actuator (2 hydraulic systems)

-L (d2 - d1) x 2 dl d [

4

A (d2 - 2

6 7T
S_ 7 d2 -•'--••o Fcos-

2

d .- _-I for P = 3,000 psi

VdCT•7- L
2

,ee curves, Figure 6 - 31

(2) Parallel. - -ingle Rod Bnd Actuator (2 hydraulic systems)

-77 -s
2

d - for P =3,000 psi

,ec curves, Fifure 6 - 32
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[ (3) Singic l•nd End Actuator (1 system)

Foo6.0=0 %/_ for P 3,000 psi

2

See curves, Figure 6 - 33

3troke f)etermination

S=2L sin

:ee curves, Figure 6 - 34

6.7.2 'ý.eight Formulae and Curves

S(1) Plain, Single Rod End Actuator

A formula obtained fro'm Reference 8 was used to plot the curves

shom, on Figure ( - 35. This formulae is for a plain aluýin-LX

allor c:-,linder and a steel rod. 1,o valve is included in this

weight. Rod dia. = bore dia.

The formula follows:

I = 2.64 x i0 5 d2P + (.00022) d3 p', I2,O0. 4- P

(20, 00-P
noo -,ooop-I +

+ i13± : 0:27L3 1 3)7::o Pl•• ..
.0122d 3 + (,026333 .0305)d 2 + .8 x 10-9 d4P2

+ [.012d3 + (.o735 :ý .0447)d2] 'P
2C',000 -

+.0036d + .0436d2 .1°097d + .O47ý
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where:

W = weight, lbs.

d = bore dia., inches

-= stroke, inches

F = pure, psi

For P = 3,000 psi the form~ula becomes W . 0 4 78 + .1097d
+ (.208 + .054S)d 2 + .245d + .0072d 4

See curves, Figure 6 - 35.

(1) Dual System Actuator and Valve

The A3J longitudinal, directional and lateral actuators were used
to arrive at the curves shown in Figure 6 - 36 Corrections for
various strokes were made by calculations of the weight change for
various lengths.

6.7.3 Design Summary

Data required:

Hinge moment, M, in. lbs. (max.)
Deflection of Surface or comp.ionent, $, degrees (max.)
Lever arm length, L, inches

1. Using lever arm length, L, and deflectiin angle, $, determine
actuator stroke from Figure 6 - 34.

M
2. ,lcuiate the rorce gradient, E; .g• moment divided by lever

arm.

3. 3elect type of actuator to be used, i.e., balanced dual tandem.
or single rod end, dual, parallel, or single rod end, single
system.

4. IUsin• the curves Figures 6 - 31, 6 - 32 and 6 - 33, for the type
of actuator selected determine the bore diameter from the force
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5. Using curves Figure 6 -35 or 6 -36 determine weight of actuator
from the bore and stroke.

6.8 .........

Linkages are utilized as the connectors between the surfaces to be
controlled and the controlling mechanism. In the AICS system
they are the connecting link between the system, generally actuators,
and serv• valves and the moveabl, ramps or spikes and doors or range
for the throat and by-pass functions, respectively. These linkages
are divided up into two categories: one is the power linkage and
the others are follow up or control linkages.

6.83.1 Power Linkages

All power linkages distribute the load of the actuators to various
points or point on the moveable unit (ramp, spike, door or ring).
If the load is low or the surface is rigid, then only a few points
are recuired to distribute the load. However, if the surface is
flexible, seeeral points are required to distribute the load. The
trade-off here is the n-uiber of attach points versus thq rigidity
of the moving surface..i.e. several attach points, which is com-
plexity, for a light weight but flexible surface; or few attach
points, which are simple for a rigid, heavy surface.

Figure 6 - 8 shows this linkage in schenmatic form.

6.8.2 Follow-up Linkage

U.l follow-up linkages are designed to transmit position only, and
generally null out some balancing mechanism. Therefore, they are

t loaded ad rigid enough to withstand the ambient vibratory
loads. The mechanical fellow up linkages are generally push pull
r'ds or teleflex (flexible shaft) cable.

The systems als, -utilize an electrical follow-up also. These are
in the forn of a potentiometer, some are linear and some are rc-tar;

The location of this f£llow-up mechanism in the vehicle is extremely
important. it is desirable to have short runs for accuracy of the
mechanism itself with a minimum number of joints and minimum
structural feed back.

.3 -Isc desirf7c toý1 ocato it direet! cvn tVie irface thAt the
system is controlling and at a position than has mintium deflection

unider load.
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6.9 Error Analysis

An error analysis must be related to a specific propulsion system
so the errors can be evaluated in terms of aircraft performance. When
comparing more than one type' system for the specific propulsion
system, performance gains of one system over another must be traded
against such factors as weight, reliability, maintainability, cost,
etc., to best satisfy total weapon system requirements. Therefore,
the inlet control system selected for a vehicle with a specific
propulsion system may differ considerably from another vehicle
with a similar propulsion tystem (same engine) but a different inlet
control system.

One vehicle may have open loop throat and bypass control and a
competing vehicle may utilize an open loop for the throat control
and closed loop for the bypass control. Still a third competing
vehicle may utilize closed loop control for both the throat and
bypass control.

As a result of these variations discussed above, a critical evaluation
must be accomplished by the weapons system evaluators and determine
if the inlet control and propulsion system selected for the total
weapons system will perform as proposed.

A key factor in determining if an inlet control system will perform
as proposed is a detail error analysis of the system with re-ards to
total vehicle propulsion efficiency and duct spillage drag throughout
the complete flight envelope.

The following paragraphs will analyze an assumed inlet control system
and provide sample of a simplified error analysis for a ramp system.

6.9.i "otrol Svsrem Errors

Errors in the control system can be grouped as sensor errors,
computing errors, and feedback errors.

6.9.1.1 Sensor Characteristics

Accurate sensors are prime requirements for accurate inlet control.
The beam balance sensors shown schematically in Figure 6-13 provide
about 0.8% of point accuracy at the lowest pressure levels and with
the most adverse environment. Typical pressure range of the local Mach
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static signal is 0.5 to 20 psia. At the low pressure condition the
total error would be 0.004 psi which is ouly 0.02% of full scale.
Considc;iin.g that sensor threshold is a part of the total error, one
can see that the sensors are precision instrumerts with accuracies
comparable to some of the best laboratory equipment available.
Figure 6-37 is a graph to indicate how the percent error variation
of a specific sensor capability varies with altitude. This situation
applies because in sensing a pressure ratio at altitude the absolute
pressures are so 19w. In order to achieve this accuracy in a force
balance sensor, careful atention is given to every detail of the
system. The prcssure sensing bellows must exhibit a linear force-
pressure characteristic from 0.25 to 35 psia. These are evaluated
on a specific deadweight tester built for this purpose using graduated
weights accurate to 0.01%. Force balance linkage mechanism must be
rugged to withstand the environment of an engine nacelle but yet so
precise that it must be assembled to tolerances less than 0.0001 inch.
The Jet pipe valve develops sufficient pressure differential on the
servo pisorn to start it in motion with only 0.000010 inch displace-
ment of the input arm and presents only a 0.0002 pound load on the
sensor linkage to accomplish this. The overall force amplification
from the jet pipe input arm to the servo piston output is 100,000 to
1. The sensor assembly is mass balanced to better than 0.0005
inch-pounds making it insensitive to acceleration, attitude changes
and vibration. Thermal effects are eliminated by a packaging concept
that creates equal heat flow paths to critical points in the mechanism
through material with equal thermal resistance.

6.9.1.2 Computer Characteristics

Computer errors include manufacturing tolerances on the scheduling
cams and minor control shifts or wear which appear as null shifts in
the control valve. To determine the result of these errors in terms
of ramp angle, the errors can be transposed to increments of reference
ramp angle or actual ramp angle. The computer errors are as follows:

(1) Scheduling Cam - The manufacturing tolerance on the radial dimension
of the scheduling cam is 0.0005 inch. This gives an error in the ramp
angle reference scheduled into the ramp position control. Although it
is desirable to use large cams to minimize the errors contributed by
manufacturing tolerances, compromises in cam size are necessary. The
cam rise (change in radial dimension) determines linkage tra'vel which in
turn sets linkage lengths to avoid serious non-linearities. Linkage
stiffness is affected by the loads and lengths. Cam rise thus has a signi-
ficant effect on the weight and size of the control unit. A quarter of
an inch (0.25 in.) cam rise is usually a reasonable compromise between
control weight and accuracy.

(2) Control Shifts - Minor shifts in the computing linkage, control
valve, or control housing can occur from wear, temperature expansion,
erosion, and other sources. These can be combined and considered as
a shift in the null point of the control valve. A reasonable assign-
ment of error to these sources is 0.0002 inch of null shift.
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6.9.1.3 Feedback Chaxactaristics

Backlash in the mechanical transmission of raiTp position, to the
control unit is directly related to error in ramp position. Typical
values for this backlash is equivalent to 0.050 inch of actuator
position.

6.9.2 Samplle Error Analysis

The following paragraphs describe a ramp system, other systems are
similar.

6.9.2.1 Local Mach Sensor Error

The sensing error is, in general, related to the inverse of sensed
static pressure level. Hence, ti'e higher the static pressure, the
lower the error. Under conditions of typical niaiiiwum speed at high
altitude, total errors experienced with the present state-of-the-art
sensors are t 0.8% of local Mach pressure ratio (4 PRL/PRLM). The
resultant error in ramp position depends on the slope of the ramp
schedule with Y -umber, the higher thu slope the larger the signal.

Ag2 - (local Mach sensing error) (slope of ramp schedule)

A02 - (A PKLM/PRLM x PRLM) (G2/3PRLM)

Sample Calculations

The local Mach static pressure (P 5 LM) 's 0.5 psia and the total
pressure (PTLM) is 2.70 psia. The error in ramp angle (9) con-
tributed by the local Mach sensor is the error in reference ramp
angle scheduled into the computer and 2 degrees/local Mach pressure
ratio.

A 02 = (0.fb x 5.4 unirs) tL 0 LuniI rPpLZ)

6(2 = (0.0432 units) (2o/unit) = 0.0860

6.9.2.2 Schedulin$ Cam Error
U6iliZing manufacturing data described in paragraph 6.9.1.2 (1) the

scheduling cam error is as follows:

2 Acam radius) (cam rise)

?G_
2 (6xR) (
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(600 Q2
60 (0.0005 inch radius) J 0.03"1

hinch cad~ud

6.9.2. 3 Con.tr.l Shi•s-

Utilizing data described ii paragraph 6.9.1,2 (2) the control shift
error is as follows:

in terms of reference ramp angle the 0.0002 inch shift must h)
reflected back to an equivalent cahnge in cam radius and thus a
given error is scheduled ramp position.

I' 1 1 cm ie

A02 = (a valve position forw rd(cam rise)
Sl g g i

L62 -(0.0002 inch valve 1 60%2 2
1,28 inc.h valve - in0h cam Tadius\inch yac, radius •'/

A = 0.00940

This same error could have be;," reflected to actual ramp angle
through the forward control pa .i. Displacement of the ramp control
valve transmits hydraulic pressure and flow to the ronp actuator. Ihe1
actuator moves in response to the loads applied and the flow available.
In the dynamic sense it is an integrator that moves oAntil th0 input
error to the control valve is reduced to zero. Actuator position is
fed back to the control valve so that displacement of the actuator gives
a proportional displacement of the control valve in the direction to
renul] the valve. Output position of the actuatoi is thus proportional
to the valve position. Ramp angle is related to actuator position through
the kinematics of the connecting linkage and ramp mechanism. The follow-
ing calculation uses tVyical values for com'-onent relationships:

A02 - (A valve position) (feedback linkage gain (ramp lin"ýage gain)

1 1
L02 (A XRV' XVIapBa~.

"• RV /a XFB 8 XRF B] a XA • XRA

Sbnmple Calculations_. f ____________ ________________

±.. . ncn valve- 0.03 inch feedback
in feedback

inch actuator

(2.120 02
inhactuator)

A02 - 0.00940 just as shown with this error reflected to the reference
ramp position
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6.9.2.4 Feedback Error

Utilizin• data described in paragraph 6.9.l.3 of 0.050 inch of

actuator position, the feedback error is as follows:

A02 = (equivalent AXRA) (ramp linkage gain)

nQ2 = (A x A) ( • '-L A

Sample Calculation

A02 = (0.050 inch actuator) 2inch actuator 06

Summary of Ramp Control Errors - The overall accuracy to be experienced

with this equipment is a statistical summary of the contributing parts.

Good correlation has been achieved using the square root of the sum of

the squares. Applying this formula to the ramp control errors yields

the following:

A02 total = _'/(component eriors)2

A92 total = V(0.086)2 4 (0.03)2 + (0.0094)2 + (0.106)2

AL2 total = 0.140

6.9.3 Vehiule Impact

The hypothetical control system analyzed will weight about 70 pounds per

inlet. The trade-off between weight and performance is dependent on the

vehicle mission. However, if we assume SO, 000 pound vehicle with two

inlets with 20,000 pounds of fuel aboard, and a SFC inlet pressure

recovery ratio of 1 to 1.8, then an increase of 1% in pressure recovery

can be evaluated as follows:

0.018 x 20,000 = 360 pounds of fuel
plus vehicle growth reduction of 25% when fuel is involved

equals 360 x 1.25 = 450 pounds

for this vehicle 1% inlet pressure recovery is equivalent to
a reduction in Take-Off-Gross Weight of 450 pounds.

Now assume this inlet control system makes an improvement of 4% in inlet

pressure recovery over a fixed inlet. Then the reduction in T.O.G.W.
will be as follows:

(450 x 4%) - (70 x 2) = 1800 - 140

= 1660 lbs.
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When evaluating competing inlet control systems, then of course the
inlet pressure recovery ratio remains the same for all systems; but
this ability to provide delta inlet pressure recovery and theircorresponding weight are the determining factors.i

6.9.4 Type III Characteristics (Mach 2.5 and above)

Figure 6-38 indicates maximum pressure ratio error of ;he local Mach
sensor over the flight envelope. This curve indicates the largest
error at approximately Mach 2.0.

Figure 6-39 indicates sensor Mach error vs airplane Mach number. This
curve indicates that the concorde has a higher tolerance Mach number
than most existing air data computers.

Figure 6-40 shows the variation of the shock position signal with inlet
pressure recovery for a typical Mach 2.5 and above aircraft

Figure 6-41 and 6-42 are cross plots of týpical type III data. These
curves indicate pressure recovery error and sensor full scale accuracy
versus signal pressure ratio errors for a typical sensor. These
curves are applicable to an aerodynamically closed loop system with only
sensor errors included.

6I

I
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FIGURE 21 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED
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FiGURE 22 INLENTIONALLY 0OMITTED)
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FIGURE 23 INTENTIONALLY OMITTED
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FIGURE 6-27. Two-stage servo-valve vith mechanical feedback.

The first stage is a three way flapper valve, the

second stage is a four way spool valve.
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FIGURE 6-30. Actuation Geometry and Legend

Legend:
syst Actuator

L = lever arm, inches A = r•rtuator area, in
M - hinge moment, in. lbs. d = bore diameter, inc-heb

- deflection angle, degrees d1 - rod diameter, inches
R - max surface rate, deg/sec. F - force, lbs.

P - hydraulic pressure, psi
Q - flow, in #/sec. or an
S - actuator stroke, inches j

v - piston velocity, iu/sec.
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7.0 Secondary A'irflow Systems Performance

7.1 Introduction

7.1.1 Defi-ition of Secondau Airflow

Secrý ary air is that quantity of air which is taken onboard the
aircraift either through the engine inlet. duct or externa.l scqops,
passes between the engirq and the surrounding aircraft s tr4cture, and
is either ducted ihrough an engine ejector exhaust nozzle or dumped
overboard through openings in the aircraft structure.

7.1.2 Purposes

Secondary airflow serves several useful purposes;

1. Engine and Accessory Cooling

2. Engine Inlet Airflow Matching

3. Improve Ejector Exhaust Nozzle Performance

7.2 Engine Cooling

7.2.1 Cooling Configurations

Practically all turbine engine installations utilize secondary
airflow for cooling the engine, engine accessories, and surrounding
aircraft structure. Figure 7-1 presents two typical cooling configura-
tions. Figure 7-lA represents the T2B installation which has a fire-
wall separating the hot sections from the area of combustible fluids.
For normal flight conditions, air which is taken from the inlet duct
near the compressor face, flows through the forward compartment, and

is dumped overboard. Air for the aft compartment is taken aboard
through scoops in the side of the fuselage. It passes through the
compartment and passes overboard through an ejector nozzle. For ground
and very low speed flight operation, the ejector nozzle is capable of
pumping sufficient quantities of cooling through the aft compartment.
In the forward compattlnent the inlet duct pressure is below ambient
and this causes reverse flow through the compartment. As flight
speed increases there is null point when the duct pressure equals
ambient pressure and there is no flow through the compartment. This
null point is a function of airspeed and power setting as shown on
Figure 7-2. I1 iu t.,u 2 ilj a transienL Londition and does not cause
over-temperature problems. However, if the null point would occur
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during a loiter condition, either the air inteke at the inlet duct
or the overboard dump could be modified to change the pressure
balance and cause a positive flow of cooling air.

Figure 7-1B is a flow-through type installation employed in the RA-5C.
Air is taken from the inlet at the compressor face through a modulated
3ap. The air flows through the engine compartment &nd', is utilized

in the ejector nozzle. For ground and low speed operation, the ground
cooling door is opened and air enters the compartment, divideswith part
of it flowing forward through the gap and into the inlet duct. The
remainder flows aft through the ejector nozzle. It is theoretically
possible for a null point to occur in the forward portion of the engine
compartment with this installation, but no cooling problem has ever been
discovered. The only over-temperature problem that has been encountered
is when the engine bleed duct leaked.

These are only two configurations. There are no doubt many variations
of these two installations plus oompletely different configurations.
Methods for calculating the quantity of secondary airflow will be
presented in subsection 7.5 that should be applicable to many configura-
tions.

7.2.2 Structural Temperatures

The quantity of cooling air required to cool the engine is generally
less than that required to cool the surrounding aircraft structure.
If the structure is cooled, the engine will be sufficiently cooled.

For any particular flight condition the structural temperatures will
be a function of secondary airflow as shown on Figure 7-3. The quantity
of secondary airflow should be sufficient to operate at point A on the
curve so that variations in secondary airflow will have only a slight
effect on structural temperatures. If the airflow is reduced to point B,
slight variations in airflow cause large changes in structural temperatures.
It must be remembered that the quantity of secondary airflow decreases
with altitude; therefore, the structural temperature will
increawse wJLit" altiude The t------cndtinsthat are xual

critical for structural temperatures are: 1. Ground operation, 2. High
altitude cruise, 3. High altitude supersonic flight.

7.3 Inlet Matching

Supersonic inlets are sized to obtain the best performance at the design
condition. At off-design points the inlet usually has excess flow
capacity and this additional capacity causes increased additive drag.
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The additive drag can be reduced by increauing the inlet flow wI... .-1
means increasing the secondary aliflow. Additional secondary airflow
also increases ram drag. The net effect may or may not be an increase
in thrust.

Figure 7-4A presents a typical inlet duct operating line with the
duct oirflnrw operating line superimposed. The duct airflow consists
of engine airflowgsecondary airflow, and any other miscellaneous
airflow that may be extracted from the duct. The duct airflow opera-
ting line Ji to the left of the knee of the inlet curve for off-design
operation but usually the optimum engine performance is obtained "hen
the duct airflow line is at the knee. The duct airflow operating line
can be moved to the right by increasing secondary airflow. Utiligifg
the pressure recovery where the duct airflow operating line crosses
the inlet duct operating line, the net thrust of the engine can be
calculated by the following equation

FNe - FN - DADD

where

FNe a Installed net propulsive effort

FN - Installed net thrust including the ram drag of the
secondary airflow

DADD - Additive Drag

Figure 7-4B shows the result of increasing secondary airflow. Point A
has excessivc additive drag. PoinL B is close to optimum. At Point C and
D the inlet is probably supercritical and the additive drag is constant
at its minimum value but the pressure recovery is decreasing.

7.4. Nozzle Performance

7.4.1 Effects of Secondary Airflow

Ejector nozzles are employed on turbine engines for two purposes:
1. To pump cooling air through the engine compartment, 2. To provide
additional thrust for engines operating at high nozzle pressure ratios
(usually at Mach numbers greater than 1.4). For subsonic aircraft
ejector nozzles have very little effect on thrust and are only required tc
pump cooling air through the engine compartment. For supersonic aircraft
the ejector not only pumps cooling air but also increases the engine thrust
at low nozzle pressure ratios by decreasing losses due to overexpansion of
the exhaust gasses.
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lhe soca•niary I low &tfects the thrust of the engine by controllinE
the exp;ns rýn of the primary flow. This effect reflects itself in the
noz.i gr1!s:; ,hruat coefficients as shot-.n i Figure 7-5. As secondary
atrflaw inc're-i.Lm the nozzle gross thrust coef-icient increases. As
the seconl.-,r a.lit low arnd the gross thrust coefficient increase, the
ram drag .-I i,. :,dditional secondary airflow also increases. The net
efilect ca~ ht- d.t,'rruined by plotting net thrst versus secondary air-
flow,. eor coriparlon purposes, the effect o- secondary airflow on net
thrust hIn; h,,,11 de-t.rmined for two types of convergent-divergent ejector
nozzles employe'd on thte J79 family of er'ine. Figure 7-61 is a sketch
of the conical ejector on the J79-8/-15 and Figure 7-6B the guided
e'xpansion nozzle on the J79-10/-17. Figures 7-7,-8 and-9 presents
che effects of secondary airflow at 35,000 feet maximtna A/B at Mach
No. - 0.9, 1.6.2.0 Results show that for the conical ejector an increase
in secondary alrfluw increases net thrust except at large secondary
alrflows at Mo 0  2.0. For the guided expansLen nozzle, secondary air- I
fhlw decreased net thrust slightly at Mo a 1,6 and 2.0. For a more
detailed explanatian of the differences between the two nozzles, please
refer to r'I1ure 7-10 which presents the gross thrust coefficients for
both nozzles. Thle thrust coefficient for the guided expansion no7zle
is at a highf.r level thar. the ,;ontcal nozzle at zero secondary airflow,
but the thrust increment for increasing secondary airflow is less. The
magnitude ýi the ram drag term is greater than the thrust increment for
the guided expansion nozzle at the higher Mach numbers. For this same
reason the conical nozzle loses performance at high secondary airflowe at

C20.

Thse are -nly two examples of ejector nozzles. Nozzle performance varies
cui•sdeiibiy with types of nozzle and dimensional relationships ao that no
general statement can he made regarding the effects of secondary airflow
or pe.rformance. Each type and configuration of nozzle must be evaluated
individuaily. A more complete descriptic.i of nozzles is given in Section
8.3.

7.4.2 Engine Co2martment Pressure

Incre. .zng secondary airflow increases gross thrust but it also
increases the pressure required to pess the air through the ejector.
Figure 7-11 presents the required secondary airflow pressure ratio across
the nozzle to pimp a given quantity of air. This secondary airflow
pressure has a bursting effect upon the engine compartment. The
external pressnre on the coimpartment may be slightly higher or lower than

pres.;ure Iltweeii the inside and outside skin of the com;artmez.t will

be one of th'. design loads that the compartment must withetand. If the
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delta pressure becomes excessive the compartment may fail, but on
the other hand to design the compartment to withstand all possible
pressure loads would require excessive weight. The engine compartment
should be desiSned to withstand the pressures for all level flight

conditions for the mission requirements of the aircraft. For transient
conditions such as a throttle chop or a dive at high speed, a pressure
relief device may be necessary to dump the excess secondary air over-
board in order to maintain the engine compartment pressures within the
structural design limitations.

Early in the development of the A-5A aircraft, a design study revealed
that under certain transient flight conditions the engine compartment
pressures would exceed the design pressure of the engine compartment.
One of these transient conditions was a throttle chop from max A/B power
setting to military power setting at the maximum Mach number guarantee con-,
dition. Another cordition was a high speed dive at lower altitudes.

At the maximum aircraft Mach number, the engine compartment pressure
varied as the aecondary airflow modulated gap varied as shown on Figure 7-12.
The engine compartment was des±gned for 8 PSID, so the gap setting selection
was 30 in 2 . This setting was also influenced by inlet sizing conditions
Figure 7-13 presents the engine compartment pressure at this max Mach
condition at the 30 in 2 gap position for various power settings. As the
throttle is retarded the pressure increases to a peak at military power,
then decreases to a very low value at idle. Also shown on Figure 7-13
are the pressures at various power settings during a high speed dive at
lower altitudes. For power settings above 80% RPM the engine compartment
design pressure will be exceeded.

It was obvious that some type of pressure relief system must be incorporated
in the engine compartment to dump the excess air overboard. The first
consideratiou was blow-out panels. Powever, once the panel blew out, the
aircraft performance would be reduced because of the 1oss of secondary
airflow for the ejector nozzle and second, the engine compartment picubably
would over-temperature. This dondition dictated that the pressure relief
mechanism would have to close after the transient overpressure condition
subsided. Since a throttle chop can occur very rapidly the pressure relief
device must also react rapidly. It was decided to combine the pressure
relief door with the ground cooling door. For ground coolirg operation, an
electrical actuator opens and closes the door in conjunction with 1he
operation of the landing gear. For pressure relief operationthe door
is held closed with an overcenter-linked bungee. As the engine compartment
preaure exceeds 8 PTID; the do r moves overcenter and the bungee opens
the door. As the pressure in the compartment drops below 6 PSID, the
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electrical actuator extends, grips the door, closes the door, and
resets the bangee. This entire operation requires approximately 30 g
seconds.

Flight test results have shown excellent results with the pressure
relief door. The door has opened as predicted during high speed dives
on many oc•-1o.,iis. Th2e steady state pressure in the engine compartment
have bveo approximat ly 0.5 psi lower than estimated. This is pro-
bably due to leakage in the engine compartment.

TIis was an example of one type of engine with one particular secondary
airflow system. Other aircraft with different exhaust nozzles may pose
other types of overpressure problems. The main point to stress here is to
evaluate various flight conditions, both transient and steady state, at
various power settings to determine if an overpressure condition exists.

7.5 Estimating Secondary Airflow Quantities

7.5.1 Method of Calculation with Overboard Dump

Airflow through a system can be calculated if the boundary conditions
are known, such as pressure and temperature, and the flow losses between
the two points. Airflows are calculated from the airflow parameter W

A 8

The airflow parameter is defined by this equation:

WT e@T_ (.59316) (Mach)

A 6T (1.0 + 0.2 Mach 2)( 2 . 9 9 3 ) ; y= 1.4

WT = theoretical airflow - Ib/sec

OT = TT/518.7 (Total temperature - OR)

A - Area - In 2

6T - PT/14.696 (Total pressure- b/in2
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The Much number is related to the pressure ratio by the follow-
ing equation:

0- (i.O + 0.2 Mach-2)' 5 ; y=
Ps

PS= Static Pressure

Tables of preseure ratio and airflow parameter and airflow
parameter versus Mach number are presented In Appendix A and E,
respectively.

In the definition of the airflow parameter, the term WT was
defined as the theoretical airflow. To cal.culate the airflow
through an area at given pretsure and temperature conditions,
the airflow is a direct funation of the area. This will give
the airflow without any regard to the boundary layer effects.
If the boundary layer effects are ignored, the calculations will
be the theoretical airflow that can flow through the area. The
actual airflow wi 11 be less due to the boundary layer effects.
The ratio of the actual flow to the theoretical flow is defined
as the flow coefficient (K).

K = WA

WT
WA = Actual airflow

WT = Theoretical airflow

By substituting the actu~rl airflow for the theoretical airflow
in the a~iflow parameter:

WA 'T

The flow coefficient (K) is usually determined by experimental
means. Data are available in the- literature for K values for
orifices, venturi tubes, etc., and for overboard dumps which
will be discussed iti detail in subsection 7.5.h, but for many
cases the K factor must be estimated from a similar configuration
where data are available or a lab test must be obtained to obtain
the K factors.
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To illustrate the method of estimating secondary airflow, the

sketch of a sf-.indary airflow compn&-tentau shown on Fig•ire
y-l).wi1ll be finalyzed. The flow coefficient for the two areas
(AG,Aj)) wi!l I ,0- assurned to be 1.0 for this exawple. 4. e

bounduiry cnrl 1 lons are the copressor face total and static
pressur,, ti ' t.otal temperature, the flow ePree, and the ambient
pressure tt the exit.

Th-rE atr- tw- uikhoWns, the secondary airflow (WS) and the
secondary alr"low eompertment pressure. This requires an
Iteration prooess to solve for the two unknowns. The best
method is to assume values of ý4n and solve for the airflow
at theý entrtuice and the exit. TRe airflow can be plotted versus

oi~ld where the two lines cross, both entrance and exit condi-
tions will be satisfied.

First, consider the entrance to the compariment. The total
and Ztatl'- pressure must be known• in the gap (AG) in order to
calculate the airflow. Unless experimental data are available,
'TG can he estimated by assuming that PI2G equal the static
pressure in the duct (PS 2 ). This is a good assumption and
amounts to a 1 q loss in total pressure from the duct to the
gap. The tern q is the compreasib!ie dynamic presaure:

q = Dr - Is

Asr•nuing the velocity of the secondary airflow in the compartment
iVý .=u:'Q tiht the utoal pressure in the eoopartment is approximatelj
equal to the static pres sure PSS, thie ap static presSure (Pc ) is
equal to the compartment pressure (PTs). This is valid because
the stati' pressure in a duct with subsonic flow entering a ple-uue
chamber mist equal the pressure in the plenum chamber. By assuming
various values of PTsthe flow through the gap can be calculated
b-y means of the airflow Daremeter for each value of PnS. The
total tenperature is constant, since essentially no heat is addei
or lost by the secondary airflow at this point. For this example
there will be no loss in the secondary airflow compar-.ment prtzbue
from the entrance to the exit, but it there were any restrictions
in the passage, the pressure loss could be eatimated and the PTO,
value reduced at the exit. At the exit T will be the total pressure
(PTp) and the static pressure (PSD) will be equal to the ambient pressure
(T) sincre the air is dumping into a 'nlenum" chamber. Exit airflows
can be caiculated for various secondary compertment pressures.
T.-e valiies of ai -fL t eent a c . . ...u'&". .. i. -e - .... .. " :' 3-
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can be plotted and the actual airflow deteimined. The follow-

ing is a typical calculation of a given flight condition:

MaCh - 0.9; 120,000 t.; Qte.drd 1_y

P0  = 6.75 psia PTo = 11.42 psia TTo = 519.9 R = 1.001

Pressure Recovery ý .U8 T2 = (.9)8)(PTo) 11.19

AG = 20 in2 AD = 30 in?

Assume Mach number in ducL = 0.4

From isentropic flow theory for Mduct 0.4

T 2= 1,7 P2 11.19/1.117 - 10.02

10.02 P
PTOC = PS2 =002S PTS -

Assame PTs then:

W -V'r*
PIS A 63T

9 psia 10.02/9 = 1.113 .S9h .213
8 iOo02/3 = 1.253 .577 .282
7 10.02/7 1.431 .734 .320

Hence:

PTS

9 (,1)2~l.2l+7(/.0) 2.90 1.b/seLo
8 (.282)() (1/.l0.01)=3 (8/!.oo.) 3.84
7 (.320) (20) (1o.02/l 7 )(1/1.O01) = 4.36

At -he exit assume the air temperature increased 50"
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VD = 519.9 + 50 569.9 - 5 1.0
PS~ro51.77PT2D = PTS PSD =Po "6.75

Ass•un IT,- then:

A 6T

9 9/6.75 = 1.33- .65 .303
8 8/6.75 = 1.185 .498 ý255
7 7/6.75 = 1.037 .2"8 .13!1

Co that-

PTs WD1

9 (-303)(3o) 9/14.7)(1.048) -5.31
8 (.255)(.) (8/-.7) = 3.97
7 (.1311)(30)(7/li.7) " - 1.79

Figurc 7-15 presents a plot of the gap airflow d th e:it air-
flow versus secondary airflow total preasure. The two lines
cross at a secondary airflow of 3.9 lb/sec and a pressure of
'(.9c; Dsia. At this poiat the gap and exit airflow =4ch and
this will be the secondary airflow for th.s particular flight
condition and conflgoaration. By varying gap and exit area,
various combinations of secondary airflow and pressure can be
obtainedI

7.5.? Method of Calculation vith Flow Through Co!artment

The meth4d of caleI!-_t.ng eoon-d-&ry __rflowa for a flow throu•Jh
compartment can apply to both the .A-5C typC where 4he secondary
airf low is obtained from a gap at the 6ngin f ace or the air can
be obtain•.d thromugh aL external scoop as shown for the &ft
compartment of the T-2B.

The Tnethod of cý.iculating secundary, airflows with a flow thrcugh
compartment is very similar to the method presented in the pro-
vious subsection,with the exception that instead of an overboa-rd
dump, there is an ejector nozzle. T-he flow capabiiity of ýhe
nozzle Ts obtained from the pumping characteristics discuessed
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previously. By assuming various values of PTs, the secondary
airflows can be calculated for any particular flight condition.
The gap ,il rflows can be calculated as presented in the previous
subs1-3tfon and both airflows plotted versus PTS and the match
point. d,-L,'rined.

For the RA-5C, it was decided to construct a 0.25 scale model
aid merisure the pressure losses through the engine compartment.
Two sets of' losses were recorded. One set was from the inlet
duct total pressure at the compressor face to the secondary air
modulating gap. The other set was from the secoM ary gap total
pressure to the nozzle inlet total pressure. The average pressure
loss from the inlet duct to the gap was 5%. The pressure loss
from the gap lc,- the nozzle was mainly the result of the sudden
expansion from the gap into the secondary compartment, and there
was very little loss through the engine compartment itself. Assum-
ing a one "q" loss from the gap to the engine compartment and no
losses in the engine compartment will give essentially the same
result as that measured on the model.

From the model data and the performance of the ejector the
secondary airflow can be calculated for various gap settings
and engine power settings. Figure 7416 presents secondary air-
flows versus gap area at given Mach numbers at max A/B power
settings for the RA-5C.

For ground and low speed flight conditicns, the ground cooling

door is opened and cooling air is taken aboard through the door,
with part of the air going forward through the gap into the
inlet duct - the remaining air going aft through the ejector
nozzle as shown on Figure 7-17. Forthis case the cooling door
flow must equal both the gap flow and the nozzle flow. The
method is similar to the ,e-v4 c dI% cu#-Ased +eth3 -, Va-ri.r

values of PTS are assumed and the flows calculated and plctted.
The total pressure of the air flowing through the door will be
equal to ambient pressure (P ). The static pressura will be
equal to PTS since the flow is not choted at the door. At the
gap, the total pressure is equal to PTS and the static pressure
is equal to the inlet duct static pressure. The nozzle flow is
calculated from the nozzle pumping curves for each value of PTs.
Figure 7-18 presents the ground cooling door airflow, the gap
airflow, the nozzle airflow and the total of gap and nozzle
versus secondary airflow pressure. Where the door airflow and
the total of the gap and nozzle airflow cross is the path point.
The door flow is 29.4 lb/sec, and the secondary pressure is 13.3.
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Reading the gap flow curve and nozzle flow curve at PTS 13.3
gives 19.7 and 9.7 lb/sec flow, respectively.

7.5.3 .:uin(: Compartment Burstin Wads

In the coinr e nf calculating secondary airflows, the secondary
airflow 11rcssure in the engine compartment is aleo calculated.
From aerodynamic data the pressure coefficients on the external
surface of the engine conpartment can be obtained and the external
static pressure determined. The differential between the inter1al
pressure and the external pressure will be the bursting load of
the engine compartment. The engine compartment is designed to
withstand a given load and the bursting pressures must not exceed
this; value. Figure 7-19 presents the differential across the
engine compartment for various gap settings and Mach numbers at
max A/B power setting for the RA-5C. The design pressure is
8.0 psid; therefore at higher Mach numbers the gap area must be
limited or the design pressure will be exceeded.

For conditions where the design pressure is exceeded the pressure
relief door opens and the pressure is decreased. The question then
arises as to what size pressure relief door is required? For
most cases for the RA-5C the secondary airflow gap is choked when
the pressure relief door is required to open. Whea the gap is
chokeda constant secodary airflow is flowing into the engine
compartment regirdless of the ccn artment pressure. Assuming
values of secondary pressure (PTs, the nozzle flow and the door
flow can be calculated and plotted versus PTS to determine at
what value of PTS the pressure relief door flow and the nozzlc

flow match the gap flow. This will be the engine compartment
internal pressure. if the differentisO pressure is above the
design pressure, a largerpressure relief door is required.

T1ho i- n lpor,-.nt±. item to consider in these calculations is
the flow coefficient for the pressure relief door. For supersonic
flight the flow coefficient could be consderably reduced, which
would then require a larger door opening to reduce the engine
compartment pressures. The following subsection will present
flow coefficients for the RA-5C pressure relief door.

7.5.4 Overboard Lxits

This discussion of the flow coefficient and the thrust performance
of overboard exits applies ,5. oi-ly to ...cc.ndr•y.r airflow e_-o-raxt-eent
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exits but also to any other airflow exit required on the
aircraft, such as heat exchanger cooling airflows, ramp houriary
layer bl•(ed airflows, etc. References 1 through 4 present
per!iur1ance data for overboard exits for variou6 types of exits
and flow conditions. A discussion of the results of these reports
V b,. presented herein.

The airflow through an overboard exit is gei,.erally calculated
from the total pressure in the exit and the ambient pressure at
the given aircraft altitude. From this pressure ratio the Mach
number can be determined and hence the Rirflow parameter and the
actual airflow. However, the interaction of the exit airflow Uith
the free stream airflow may cause a static pressure rise at the
exit. The actual pressure ratio will be less than the assumed ratio
and the actual airflow will be less than the theoretical calculated
value. Tht flow coefficient (K) is net only influenced by the
boundary layer effects but also by the static pressure rise due to
the interaction of the two mixing streams. Figure 7-20 presents a
sketch of this interaction of the free stream air with the exit
air in supersonic flow.

Fijures 7-21 through 7-24 present the sonic flow coefficient and the
thrust coefficient for four flush exits with varying exhaust angles.
The sonic flow coefficient is very similar to the flow coefficient
previously defined in this lecture except that the actual f low is
references to the maximum theoretical sonic flow which would pass
through the exit area at the same pressure and total temperature.
For pressure ratios greater than 1.893, the sonic flow coefficient
is identical to the flow coefficient (K) defined in this lecture.
The thrust coefficient is defined as the actual thrust of the exit
air divided by the isentropic thrust of the air at the same
pressure and temperature.

From these figures- it is readily apparent that the flow coeffici-
ent is independent of pressure ratio arnd frec-strcam Mach ncuser
above pressure ratios of approximately 3.0. Unfortunately, most
of the air dumped overboard from an aircraft is usually at a low
pressure level and the flow coefficients in this range have con-
siderable scatter and poor accuracy.

The thrust coefficients show the best performance at the shaIcwcr
discharge angles which is what would be normally expected.
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i,.:'*r~ e 3 prcientu a performance comparison between flush and
shieldud inlets. A sketch of the two types of exits is shown
.m Figure 7-25. A thrust comparison of the two exits is pre-
s,,nted on Figure 7-26. The shielded exit has better performance

hitin th'e fhislh exit at supersonic Mach numbers. Some unpublished
w* )L-1, i,.rrnrmd in the Thermo Lab at North American several years

:i• indicated that shielded exits had very high flow coeffici-
(2L.. This cari be expected because there is very little inter-
uti*ý'l `tWtweT1 the exit stream and the free stream. For no exit

', pressure at the exit will be reduced below ambient.
It is possible under sane subsonic flow conditions to actually
Lave a flow coefficient greater than one because the external
£vt is 1,ressuire is below ambient.

It is very difficult to find good data for performance and flow
coefficients for overboard exits for a complete range of
Mash itumters and exit pressure ratios.

Whe " the pressure door problem camealong on the RA-5C, it was
decided that sufficient data were not available to accurately
predict the flow coefficients for the pressure relief door.
The pressure relief door extended into the air stream as shown
on Figure 7-27. The additional shock waves generated by the door
complicated the flow field at the exit so that it was very difficult
to predict the flow coefficient. The thrust or drag produced when
the door was open was of no concern since the door would only be
open during transient flight conditions.

A lab test was initiated to measure the flow coefficients of this
type of exit in a supersonic stream. The results of this test
are presented on Figure 7-28. The maximum flow coefficients are
approximately 0.8 at pressure ratios of 4. The flow coefficients
presented on Figures 7-21 through 7-24 were approximately 0.95 at
a pressure ratio of 4. Apparently the addition of the door in the
texit si ruail CIeated adlitionall shock wave and i..ncrase the sttict~
pressure at the exit, thereby decreasing the flow coefficient.

7.6 Secondary Airflow Losses

7.6.1 Inlets and Diffusers

About the same components compose each of the miscellaneous systems.
Each has an inlet. It could be a perforated plate, a ram air scoop,
or a flush inlet. Variations exist in each major category. Ram air
scoops msy be submerged in the boundary layer or exposed to tree
stream. The flush inlets could be slots or NACA submerged inlets.
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7.6.1.1 Flush Inlet Losses

Flush inlets may take the form of perforations, flush holes or
slots, aid inclined holes or slots. Perforations have low flow
coefficient:; and a large number of holes may be necessary to bleed oif
the boundary layer air. To stabilize a normal shock, the boundary
layer air should be bled ahead and downstream of the shock. A
porous bleed system lends itself well to this requirement. Airflow
is low, as is the bleed air pressure recover-y. However, many boundary
layer bleed systems utilize this method of removing the low encrgy
air.

In designing a porous surface removal system, pressure drop across
the material and flow rate are the quantities of interest. Usually,
the free-stream boundary layer is being removed from flows parallel
to the porous plate. This results in a reduction in the flow coeffi--
cdent of the holes in the surface. It is convenient to utilize normal
flow data by modifying the porosity of the plate to account for the
reduction in flow coefficient. A correlation of the existing porous
material flow characteristics has been accomplished in Rýeference 5
Figure 7-27 shows the correlation of various data for flow normal to
a porous plate. The data for the curves was taken from References
13 through 15. The equation governing the flow for hole aspect ratios
of .64 and greater is shown on the plot. Since this is for flow normal
to the plate, another correlation is required to determine th effect
of flow parallel to the plate. The equations allowing the correlation
are stated below.

L
CA 1 + (.0562 L + .2289 g- - - f DL (7.1)
Co Dh P0

where: g( = 1.461-.8948 + .3165

and f(oo) = .3978 + 2.561ao - 6.352 00 (7.3)

The last two equations are plotted in Figure 7-30.

The above equations are valid in the following ranges:

0 <M-- 1.4

.02 f < .. 20

.89 - L/Dh f 2.5
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The nomenclature is described in Figure 7-31.

If the porous material is used in an area where the Mach number
.hanges, thc area should be broken do-a into strips and avexage
properties used over that area.

Fi3ure 7-32 illustrates the method of obtaining the flm: characteristics
as a function 3t porosity. A number of Mach numbers would fill out the
spectrum for the complete aircraft envelopc. The minimum loss would be
selected. At some critical mission condl.tion, the porosity would be
chosen to minimize the losses.

An example of the use of the equations and curves follows. Assume a
bleed flow. Compute (W ro)/(6, Ao) from the Mach number along
the surface and the average properties of the stream. Assume a hole
aspect ratio L/Dh = 1 for this example and assume a corrected bleed
flow rate of .1. Using equation (7.1) and Figure 7-2, compute Ca/%o for
various values of Go and P/Po. Plot the results as shown in the
upper portion of Figure 7-32. Thenusing the equation shown on Figure
7-29scalculate Oa for several values of AP/Po versus 0_

aeto Wa= 3049 -AP - .2591 A)

60 Ao PO

for the given airflow and Mach number. Repeat the above until a map of
Mach numbers and/or weight flows are covered and then choose the best
compromise for the aircraft.

If one is asked to evaluate a given system, the following procedure
is recommended. Choose the conditions and determine the Mach number,
M,. From the design, determine the porosity (oa,) and the hole aspect
ratio (L/Dhj. Determine f (oo) and g (L/Dh) from Figure 7-31. Sustitute
the values in Equation(7.1). This results in an equation ca - f.(&P/Po)
Assume a ca and solve for AP/PI. Choose a typical value of bleed flow
from the table below.

TABLE I
Inklet Type Wb/WDuct

F External Compression 3 - 5%
Mixed Compression 6 - 8%

10 - 12% (if higher recovery desired)-

All Internal Compression (25- 30%)
(Pitot Type)
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Calculate (Wbl I 9Yto)/6 Ao) and divide by the assumed 'a-
the valua of the corrected weight flow on the abscissa of Figure
7-2? and determine the loss through the porous plate on the ordinate.
Compare this value with the cne previously assumed. Iterate until
a Ar/P, is found that satisfies both conditlion. Using the methods
des,;ril ed later, the exiting momentum and drag will be determined.

7.6.1.2 Flush Slots

PerforaLion.r have poor flow Loefficients in supersonic !low and
requir-. a large number of holes tc biced the required airflow. A
flush slot can bleed moderate ainodnis of air with good bleed pressure
recovery. The bleed arca requircount is much less for Lhe flush slot.

in general, for flush inlets, the inclination of the inlet axis with
the surface is the major geometric parameter influencing recovery.
Smaller angles with respect to the surface, offer superior performance.
For low mass flow ratios, an NACA submerged inlet offers improved recover-
ies. Deep, narrow inlets have lower drag than wide sballow ones at Mach
numbers greater than .9, but at lower Hach numbers the wider inlets
prove superior. The width to depth ratio affects the performance of
inlete by allowing more high energy air to enter with the low width to
depth inlets. Both pressure recovery and mass flow will increase.

Figures 7-33 through 7-43 are typical. performance parameters for flush
slots at varying angles of inclination. Both Mach number and mass-
flow-ratio affect the performance of the inlets. Figures 7-44,-45
show similar parameters for an NACA type submerged inlet. The initial
ramp is 7" and the sides diverge to meet the inlet. Included also are
drag coefficients based upon freestreari q and inlet area for each
configuration.

Figure 7-46 presents the inlet area required for equal mass flow and
drag for various ramp inclination angles. The principle effect of
smal! 4ndt4n! -inlinnation of the ram 4a tn epAira tt~o 4inlet, area
required significantly.

In the analysis of flush inlets, the total pressure recovery is used
instead of the static pressure drop as in the perforated plates. With
flush inlets, the area is large enough to allow turning the flow and
improving the pressure recovery.

Reference 7 shows the effects of yawing the a.is of the flush inlet
on inlet performance. Needless to say, the axis of the inlet should
be aligned with the flow direction tor maximum performance.
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Having the mass flow and pressurt recovery characteristics of a flush
inlet, an iterative process utilizing the flow eleiantq of the remainder
of the syctem in xeqaired to size tbe jalet. This vi-1l be .•lustrated
in an axample later.

7.6.1.3 Ram Scoops

Ram scoops have good recovery, but they are rather Inflexille. A
ram scoop is another inlet and must be sized properly•, oherwise it
will spill and separate boundary layez ahead of it.. Good recovery is
obtained from it howe-er, and flow area can bh minimized using it.

With this type of inlet, a theoretical approach for analysia is av'_,'i-
able from Reference 8. The position of the scoop with respect to
the boundary layer determines the maximum theoretical pressure recovery
poasible. A scoop in the boundary may be analyzed utilizing the curves
shown in Figures 7-47 through 7-50 taken frcm Reference 7. The figures
rhown are for a boundary lRyer profile that follows the 1/7 power law
u/U=(y/6)1* . This approximation will serve for most applications and will
be within t 5% accuracy.

Steps are outlined below in the design or evaluation of a boundary
layer scoop. The boundary layer thickness must first be calculated.
The equation commonly used for computing a turbulent boundary layer is:

0.2
6/x - 0. 3 76 /(Rex)

where Rex - Surface Reynolds Number

The length of the body to the station is used for the length. This gives
a boundary layer thicker than actual, but 1i sufficiently accurate for
analysis of the inlit. Forebody shape and initial laminar flow would
reduce tne Uticness-a _ uL there reLnmet LaMVL nor this-...

application. From the design conditions, the Mach number and scoop
height are obtained. The scoop height to boundary layer thickness ratio
is computed and Figures 7-47 through 7-50 are entered for boundary mass-
flow-ratio, momentum ratio, and pressure recovery. For a boundary layer
scoop of height equal to the boundary layer at a Mach - 2.0, the maximum
theoretical mass that can be captured is 76% of what is available in an
equal area in the free stream. The maximum recovery is 51.6% of free-
stream total preasure. These are theoretical values based ýIoon a 1/7
law velocity profile. Reference 9 is a test of a submerged and ram scoop
inlet in a relatively thick boundary layer (r/6 - 1.0) (Figure 7-51).
The recovery at Mach - 2. was 28% at the ::ritical mass-flow-ratio,
Figure 7-52. The maximum mass flow the inlet could pazs was 52% of
that available in the free-stream of the same area. The theozetical
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-values wpre computed for a 1/7 velocity profile boundary layer, however
Peference 10 indicates that the profiles may vary from 1/I ro 1/5 anud
even be laminar without a discrepancy of more than 2% in total re-
covery.

The ;Iiuil scoop performance is seen to be inferior to the theoretical.
An approarl to the design of boundary layer ram scoop would be, first,
to determinte the mass flow and recovery theoretically. Second, the
recovery anm mass-flow-ratio can be modified by ratios formed from
the data of Figures 7-51 and 7-52. These ratios are shown in ligures
7-53 and 7-54 for rj'6 = 1. These data should be valid for scoop heights
in the range of r/ 6 - .8 to 1.5. For scoops of smaller r/6, the data
presented may be optimistic and wind tunnel data of th2 particular
design should he obtained. The modified data represents the performance
that can be expected from an actual boundary layer inlet.

7.7 Heat Exchanger Drag

Miscellaneous drag systems can each be viewed as miniature propulsion
systems. Each has an inlet, diffuser. enetgy change and exit. The
propulsion system increases the energy of the working fluid, the
other systems reduce the energy. With a heat exchanger in the circuit,
there is an addition of energy to the system in the form of heat and a
pressure loss through the heat exchanger core. The net effect is a loss,
but the off-setting effect of heat addition must be considered in the
analysis.

7.7.1 Beat Exchanger Types

In general, the addition of heat to the working fluid is accomplished
by extended surfaces of some nature. Most common heat exchanger designs
are tubular and plate fin. The tubular heat f'xchanger provides less res-
striction on the cooling air side and allows higlier cooling air flow than

Slate fn heat exChanger. where sufficienr pressure drou i_ av'-lA.Le.
a plate fin heat exchanger is more tffective because more heat transfer
surface is provided.

Examples of heat exchanger use include oil coolers used on engine
lubrication systems and primary and secondary heat exchangers for
cabin and avionics conditioning systems. Most critical operating condi-
tions for the heat exchanger are chosen for sizing the surface and duct-
ing components. An air oil cooler for a turboprop power plant would be
sized for ground 'neration at idle speed. For a supersonic aircraft
other critical operating conditions exist. In maximum afterburning
at high speed, fuel is used for a heat sink. For overload conditions,
an auxiliary air oil cooler musy be used. The cooling medium, however,
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ic at high temperature and the heat wichange surfaces tend to get
large in order to reject the hext. Fox a hot day asA level loiter,
the pressure head available for cooling is knall and the cooling

a jet ejector pump to aspirate air through the heat exchanger core.
There are many examples of heat exchanger use. The losses are
generally charged against the propulsion system.

7.7.2 Heat Exchanger Drag Estimation

The drag of the heat exchangcr system must include the lobs characteris-
ti s of all the components. For heat exchangers curves of the type
shown in Figures 7-55 and 7-56 are necessary. Usually the cabin or
avionics heat rejection ia known. The effectivity curves (Figure 7-55)
are entered and a heat balance struck between the two fluids. The
average temperature and puessure in the core determine the pressure
loss through the heat exchanger (Figure 7-56).

An example of the use of the curves is shown below:

Altitude - 50,000 feet Hot Day
Bleed Air Temperature = 1370°R
Bleed Ait Pressure - 80 PSIA
Ambient Air Temperature - 421OR (-390 F)
Ram Air Temperature - 710°R (250 0 F)

Heat exchaiger cooling air

Inlet total pressure - 9.9 PSIA (20.2" Hg)
Outlet static pressure - 2.5 PSIA
Distance to inlet from lip - 100 inches
Duct Mach No. - .55
Inlet Dimensions = 3 inch deep x 8 in wide
Duct R3ynolds No. -105

The heat exchanger inlet is a slot in the duct at an angle of 150
from the duct surface. From Figures 7-33 obtain the total pressure
recovery (.92). Calculate the boundary layer thickness from

6/x 7 .2 ; so that 6 - 100 - - 3.76

total pressure recovery must be modified by the data of Figure 7-50.
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So that

Pt2/'pl modified " t2/Pto) (from Figure 7r33) /6.8

"to" ~=

;where PL2/'te = 92(.95) )0
to r/6-1.4 .97

The mass flow is taken to be critical and is modified in a similar
calculation to that for pressure recovery using Figure 7-47.

M/mim(m/ho) (m/mo)/(m/mo) r/ 6 =1.4 = 1.02 (.845) .96
LFigure 7-33 .895

where m - mass flow

o - free stream conditions

i - inlet conditions

A curve of pressure drop through the heat exchanger is now devised.
Assume that the engine bleed flow is known to be 40/i/min. Set up
the following table:

Wbleed Wcooling E tBleed -'cool Lt Q 6 tBleed tbleed tteiol-

#/Min #Win in in out ing

40 40 .77 1370oR 710 0 R 660 0 F 2032 211 F 1160 0R 211°0F

40 60 .875 1370°R 710°R 660°F 2310 240 1130 160
40 80 .93 1370°R 710°R 660oF 2455 255 1115 128
40 10 .Ar 30D 1~n~~ 1, j 1~ 0
40 120 .975 1370OR 710OR 660OF 2574 268 1102 89

Wcooling tcool tavg oAP AP ("Hg)

40 920 0 R 8150 R 3"H2 0 ,5 "Hg
60 870 790 7 1.24
80 838 774 13 2.2

100 816 763 20 3.5
120 799 755 28 5.1
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The followng eaquations were utilized in the calculations above.

S(W Cp)(smallest ) (tl in - t 2 in)

C - 17.35 ! (P in "Hu)
Tavg (T in OR)

AP M (cap) TaV . a& '_T avr
17.35 Pavg (17.35) (Pin- LP)(13.6)

2

c - effectiveness = ata ettase

maximum possible heat transfer

The actual heat tranefer may be computed by calculating the energy

lost by the hot fluid or the energy gained by the cold fluid. The
fluid that undergoes the most tempcrature change haE a minimum value
of (W Cp) and is the one used to compute the heat transferred. This
is evident since the heat absorbed by one fluid must equal the heat
rejected by the other.

The results of the above Table are plotted on Figure 7-57. A short
cut to the above method would be to compute only one of the points,
plot it on log-log paper and construct a line with slope - 2. This
will produce the typical loss curve shown. The pressure is known at
the inlet and suppose there is a diffuser of A2/Al of 2 immediately
aft of the flush inlet. Having determined the total pressure recovery
and masb flow at the inlet station, a corrected weight flow is nou computed
at that point assuming the maximum mass flow.

Following is an iterative method of matching the air flow through
the system chosen for this example.

For M, - .55; the cotrectcd airflow parameter bto A .2735U

171A 5 24 in12

Jt 9.9/14.7 - .673

t -,7-0/579 . 1.17

Uo ..2735x24x.673 - 3.77 #/sec.
1.17
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Lb

m/% - .96 (Figure 7-47)

react ý .96x3.77 - 3.62 - Wi = 218 lb/min

P 0.9

Pt- - (.9)(9.9) - 8.9 psi ti = 8.9/14.7 - .605

Wi i4jt (3.62) (1.17) 92

6 Ai (.'05 (24)

Mi - .611, Pti = 1.286, Pj - 8.9/1.286 - 6.92 psi

qi = .7 PM2 . (.17) (6.92) (.611)2 1.81 psi

The next step is to determine the losses in the diffuser. The con-
figuration looks like a 600 transition bend end a loss coefficient
may be determined from data presented in Reference (11).

A LPt/q - 0.8 is calculated

Pt" ,('.81)(0.8) - 1.45

Ptln = 8.9-1.45 - 7.45 psi Tin - 7.45/14.7 U .506

Win /7n - (3.62) (1.17) Min w3-312, PT/Pin - 1.07

•in A (.506) (48)
Pin - 6.96

From Figure 7-57 at 218 lb/xain airflow, a Ps of 18" fig. is read.

P 8.84 psi

P sout ý 6.98-8.84 = -2 psi

This does not match the exit condition of 2.5 psi. It means the initial
estimate of maximum airflow is not correct. The mass flow is now reduced
and the above procedure repeated until the mass flow selected produces a
pressure that matches the exit conditions.
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The exit momentum is now dete•riAnd. The exit is a 150 slot, From
Figure 7-57 a velocity coefficient &-d flow coefficient are found.
Kinowing the maza flowu± -- h.. the s ystsm dsternining the total
pressure at the exit, and having the exit area and tempezature, the
exit mass flow parameter is found. This is matched aSainst the data
of Section 7.5.

A better approach to this inlet, heat exchanger, exit matching problem
is to begin with a number of flows through the system solving for the
losses and an exit arca. By plotting the cooling flows nainst the exit
area, one is able to enter the curve with the known exit area and find
the cooling airflow. The exit momentum is found from the figures of
Section 7.5.

This term is recovered momentum that is added to the thrust of the
aircraft. A series of these recovern values for a typical mission
are found and plotted against Hach number. This generalization is
then used for other portions cf the envelope.

7.8 Auxiliary Cooling Drag

The devices include this section are thoae that have no published
loss curves readily .... lable from a manufacturer. Additional cooling
scoops such as those required for cooling generators or compartments
add very little energy to the exiting stream. Usually the losses issociated
with these auxiliary openings are small compared with the net propulsive
effort. The conventional imethod of estimating the losses is to assume a
total momentum loss from the free stream condition to the exit. For
example, the T-2B has a lateral firewall across the engine bay that separates
the compressor from the burner compartment. Air for cooling the burner
area is introduced to the bay with ram scoops that extend out into the
free stream. The losses are calculated to be the total momentum of the
entarinQ stream ( W V-). Air flow (W) is calculated from the air flow

9
parameter (WO r1)1(6/A), the airplane free stream conditions and the
physical area of the scoop. The losses are higher than actual, but
corrections would unduly complicate the procedure. For generator cooling,
a similar calculation to that outlined in the heat exchanger section will
have to be followed to check for adequate generator cooling. However, fur
the drag estimation, the total inlet momentum is considered lost.

7,9 Boundary Layer Bleed Drag

Boundary layer that has accumulated on inlet surfaces must be removed
to provide optimum pressure recovery for maximum thruk-t and maximum inlet

f-
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stability. Three methods of removing the bw~indary ]ayur are commuonly
used. The perforated plate, flush scoop, and ram scoop. Each cl
these inlet types hove beer disc,-ssed previously. A iae~ani of estimating

the pressure recover% and mnsa flow hau been devised. Minimizing thr
losses through the syster is the mai. problem. The A-5A origintally
had porous-ramps tc remove the boundary layer growth alouk. the inlet
surfaces. Several problems arose. The holes were difficult to drill
because each was centered in the middle of a honeycckb backup structure.
The holes could not be prttectively coated'after zmachining.and corroded
after service use. The cost was high. The first moveable ramp had a
porosity of about 10%. Typical bleed rates are shown on Figure 7-58.
The effect upon recovery Is shown on Figure 7-59. The flow emptied
into a ehamer behind the ramp and was courgartmentized from the other
!lead areas. The flow exited through a 15 flush exit. The boundary
layer bleed drag is the momentum change of the bleed air through the
system. The incoming momentum was accounted for in the inlet ram drag
by increabing the airflow by the bleed peveent"ige.

W~e Vo 1+ WBLEED +W BFS
Fram We+ !F1+ +

[ We We W

To analyze the boundary layer blee. system an itezm by item loss analysis
determines the pressure drop to the exit. Since the mass is known a
corrected weight flew parameter may be computed. From the pressure
ratio &t the exit, flow and velocity coefficients may be determined and
the exit momentum calculated. The recovered momentum in the flight
direction Is added to the aircraft thrust.

The problems mentioned before for the perforated ramps forced the sub-
stitution of slotted ramps for the perfozatiune on ,he RA-5C. Both

boundary layer bleed systems have performed well, however, the slotted
riamps are eanier to manufacture. An example of the method analysis for
the boundary bleed drag follows. Assume a flight condition such as Mach
1.8, 35,000 feet, and standard atmosphere. Fixed first ramp is 8.50
second movable ramp is at 140. Second ramp Mach number is approximately

1.3. Th1e slot is 50 inches behind the leading edge. The boundary layer
is calculated to be .50 inches. The throat height for the slot is 1.0
inch and r/6 is therefore 2.0. The slot is at an angle of about 3Gc.
From the curves on Figure 7-35, one obtains the total pressure Yccovery.
The recovery is modified by the recovery values of Figure 7-50. The
recovery is .44 x .87 f 83 - .46. The mass flow ratio is .43 and must
be modfied by the r/6 ratios ior the differenI boundary layers



The free stream corrected airflow is modified by the recovery and
mass flow factors.

Since ( / L., '_)m *YQl~ --- I I .
APTo /corrected corrected

so that i ' (.322) ( .448) 314

6Ti Ai C,46)

Given A4- 20 in2 r U I Si .

then W -*- I -Ai 6T'i-. 3.46 lbs/sec
6TiAi

and from isentropic tables the slot entrance Mach number is found to

be;

M- .702

Determine qL:

'y p2 2.23Wi 2
- 2 static M,2  .7(6.46)(.702)2- 2.23 lb/in

The dumping loss from reference (11) is .omputed assuming total loss
of q.

- 1.0 so M0 - 2.23 - 6.74 lbs/in2

so that bleed a:•r t)tal pressure is:

PI- TO 8.97-2.23 - 6.74 lbs/in2FT "

The internal total to exit static pressure ratio is formed again and
the flow coefficient determined. The air flow that the exit can pass is
determined from the fi2ures in Section 7.5 on exits. For a 150 exit angle
Figure 7-57 is used. The flow coefficicAt is .93 and the maximum flow
(choked conditions) that can pass is 2.6. The exit flow is less than was
assumed for the inlet Londitions. The inlet flow now must be modified and
the process repeated until the exit flow matches that assumed for the inlet.
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7.10 Boundary Layer Diverter

7.10,1 Sizing Considerations

In the final design phases of a configuration study, the boundary layer
th.ckn..s mu"st b dee~rm4 -ne and the bounmidary layer diverter sized. The
results of a study (Reference 12), have yielded an accurate means of
determining the boundary layer thickness on bodies of revclution. The
pertinent equations are shown below.

* .0475 (i+.35Mo 2 ) St. ~ (1+" 176M°2)* "44 R't)O

Where St equivalent flat plate dibtance from origin of the turbulent
flow to the point in question.

Re ot . (.PY)o St

Rearranging the equation above

0.8 0.8
St St

where 6/6* is shown on Figure 7-62

*1 (M) is shown on Figure 7-63
(OV/)ols 6shown on Figure 7T64

St is determined from Figure 7-65

The distance St is determined by finding the transition point surface
location Str and subtracting this from the total surface length S to the
point in question, then St - S-Snr and Str - Retr/(pV/w),. The transi-
tion Reynolds number (Retr) is shown in Figure 7-65. When St is calculited,
it must be modified to reduce St to its equivalent flat plate distance St.
This modifier accounts for the thinning out of the boundary layer on fore-
Wodad u1-A cre th c '44z1 setina '~Ol~l~ he A-nims-ir-mrn

direction. The forebody may be divided into about 2 cone frustrums and
the equivalent flat plate surface length determined from Figure 7-65.
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An approximate method that yields a conservative boundary layer thick-
ness is to assume complete turbulent flow from the nose of tCi forebody
to the inlet and considers it a flat plate. The comon expression

0.2
611" = .376/(Re)

yields the boundary layer thickness. It has been industry practice to
remove 70% of the boundary layer determined by the above expression by
a boundary diverter. With the more exact expression, it is recommended
that all the boundary layer be removed.

Other design parameters that irfluerce the diverter drag are thewetted
area of che system, the deflection angles In the diverter and the
divergence angle of the passage. Design criteria for diverter systems
is found in kefecence 16). In brief, the leading edge of the boundary plaze
should be swept back, when this is consistent with the inlet shock con-
figuration, and the diverter apex should be at least one diverter height
back of the boundary plate apey. To reduce the pressure and friction
drag and to minimize the deflection angles (and lateral velocity), the
included angle of the diverter wedge should be 200 or lees. To prevent
vortex formation in the diverter channel, the corners should have generous
radii. The passage height must diverge both longitudinall) and laterally
to minimize flow resistance and prevent choking.

7,10.2 _Drag Estimation

The diverter syL tern drag may be divided into tvo parts (1) the pressure
drag of the wedge and (2) the skin friction drag from tne systemtconsist-
ing of portions of the wedge, splitter plate, ani body. The method
presented here yields the total drag on the divarter, and the additional
wetter surfaces within the shadow of the splitter plate. Figure 7-60
defines the total vetted arca Aw for a typical boundary layer diverter
system. Pressure Crag is in parametric form in Figurc 7-66 through
7-68. Skin friction drag !.a calculated from Figures 7-69 through 7-70.
Figure 7-71 is a compariaon of experimental results and the method outlined.
Although the data presented is shown for a diverter apex inientation of
zero, the drag estimation technique may be applied to indentation distances
of 26.

The area considered for the skin friction calculations include the sides
of the diverter wedge, the wetted underside of the splitter plate from
the nip to the diverter base. and the wetted surface cf the main body
that lies in the shadow of the diverter. Figure 7-60 calculates the
wetted area of a system with a rectangular splitter plate.
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Skin friction depends upon Reynolds number as well as Mach number.
Reynolds numbers may be obtained from Figure 7-64 by multiplying the
distance to- th-a inlet. Friction 4 4 ' coficet ar obtind ro Figure
7-69. Figure 7-70 shows the correlation of some experimental data
used in the presented method.

The following procedure is recommended: (1) Given: MH, Altitudc,
diverter geometry, boundary layer thickness. (2) Calculate parameters
needed for Figures 7-66 to 7-68. These parameters are Mach number,
Reynolds number, 9, h/6 , d/6 , Awetted, Aprolected" Use free stream
Mach number, and Reynolds number based on surface distance to the inlet.
(3) Calculate Cp from Figures 7-66 through 7-68. This coefficient is
based on projected frontal area. (4) Calculate CDF from Figures 7-70
and 7-71.

CDF (Based on Aw) - (Cfw) CD.
Cfw

CDF (Projected Area) CDF (wetted area, Aw) rAW

(5) Calculate total drag coefficient based on projected area,

CDt " CDP + CDf (Project Area)

7.11 Bypass Door Drag

Bypass door drag is calculated in a manner similar to the heat exchanger
and boundary layer bleed drag. There is an additional item of drag that
must be considered and that is the pressure drag on the door that is
exposed to the free-stream. Some designs may not expose the door to
the free-stream and the drag would not be present. A conservq.tLve estimate
is to assume a drag coefficient of 1.17 based upon projected frontal area.

7.12 Miscellaneous Drags

7.12.1 Screen Drag

Occasionally, openings must be screened to prevent foreign object
ingestion by engines. Much data are available for determining losses
and loads. Figure 7-72 shows a curve that may be used to determine the

upon the free area ratio and the approaching Mach numbers.
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7.13 Internal Ductina Losses

Pressure losses incurred by ducting the air internal through the
aircraft are fully discussed in Section 2.6 which contains information
on inlet durt, pressure losses.
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£o - Total Plate Area, Sq. In.

DH - Mean Hydraulic Diameter of a Flow
Passage, In.

f - Function of LO Defined by Equation 1.

S- Kean Length of a Flow Passage, In.

No - Parallel Mach Number Over Material.

PO - Static ýressure Above Material, PSF.

- Porosity, ILtio of Total Open Area to
Plate Area.

OaA - Apparent Porosity Defined by Equation 2.

T To - Absolute Total Temperature, Degrees Rankine.

W - Mass Rate of Flow Through Material, Lb/Sec.

rc - Static Presurre Ratio to St.Andard Po/2116.

10TO - Total Temperature Ratio to Standard TTo/518.7.

g - Function of I/D11 , AP/Po Defined by
Equation 2.

FIGURE 7-31
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